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ABSTRACT

The mathematical knowledge needed for the successful completion of the

Navy Management program at the Postgraduate School is greater than that

initially possessed by many of the officers assigned. Due primarily to a

lack of time, the lecture- type review course currently offered to correct

this situation has been only partially successful. More individualized

instruction would be beneficial to all students involved; this could be

realized in the given time period by the use of programmed instruction

techniques. This study was concerned with programmed instruction in

general and computer assisted instruction in particular. It was directed

toward an attempt to determine the feasibility of utilizing computer

assisted instruction methods at this school.

Specifically, the study developed a programmed instruction course

in arithmetic and geometric progressions to be used with the IBM Computer

Assisted Instruction System currently installed at the school. The course

is designed to be used, after extensive testing and revising, in a feas-

ibility study to determine if this method of instruction is superior to

the lecture method of teaching basic mathematics to graduate students in

the Navy Management Program.

This paper is an extensive report of the research conducted, the

techniques adopted and the procedures followed in developing the program-

med instruction course in progressions. It is intended to be beneficial

both to an academic administrator and program authors interested in com-

puter assisted instruction.
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CHAPTER I

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Introduction

The purpose of this study was to develop a program of instruction in

arithmetic and geometric progressions to be used with the IBM Computer

Assisted Instruction System currently installed at the U. S. Naval Postgraduate

School. This program is designed to be utilized in determining the effective-

ness of computer assisted instruction in the teaching of basic mathematics to

graduate students in the management curriculum.

Problem

The present day study of management principles at the graduate level re-

quires a greater understanding of mathematics than is possessed by many of the

officer students assigned to the twelve month Navy Management program. Con-

sequently, the level of performance of the students with weaker backgrounds in

mathematics must be raised to the required standards prior to the commence-

ment of many of the graduate courses of instruction. A very limited amount

of time and a small number of professors are available for the accomplish-

ment of this task.

The incoming class to the Navy Management curriculum for the 1964-1965

academic year consisted of 106 students. As examples of the extreme varia-

tions of mathematical backgrounds: a few students had engineering degrees,

had studied mathematics through differential equations, and had graduated

from college as recently as 1961; one officer had studied computer program-

ming at the University of Washington during the previous year; another





officer had just completed a four year assignment as an instructor in chemistry

at the U. S. Coast Guard Academy. At the other extreme, some of the students

had not completed college at all, and many of those who had, had graduated

fifteen to twenty years ago and had taken very little or no college level

mathematics courses. Two professors were assigned the task during the first

term (a ten week period) of raising the level of mathematical ability of the

entire group of 106 students to that required for the later courses.

This type of situation cadges the following problems:

1. Practically no t^me is available for individual instruction for stud-

ents having difficulty.

2. The progress of the class as a whole is hindered by the slower stud=

ents at the expense of the more experienced ones, at the same time

the more experiemced students tend to draw the entire c,§ass along at

a more rapid rate than the slower students can handle. The result is

detrimental to practically all of the students.

Consequently, a better method of presenting the basic mathematics review

course should be implemented.

An alternative solution to the above problem would be to require a know-

ledge of mathematics through advanced algebra as a precondition to assignment

to the management program. However, for the purpose of this study, it has

been assumed that in the foreseeable future this alternative will not be se-

lected.

Assumptions

The following assumptions were made by the authors of this study:

1. The mathematical requirements for the Navy Management program at the

U. S. Naval Postgraduate School will continue to dictate that students

be familiar with advanced algebra (including arithmetic and geometric

f*tttgression.s).





2. Many of the officer students ordered to the Navy Management program

in the future will not initially possess the mathematical abilities

stated in assumption 1.

3. Because of the initial wide range of mathematical abilities and ex-

perience of the incoming students, the present method of teaching

the basic mathematics course is unsatisfactory.

4. Because of the conditions assumed above, a course must be offered by

the school to insure that all management students obtain the required

basic mathematical abilities prior to commencing certain graduate

level courses.

5. Programmed instruction methods are an effective means of teaching in

certain situations.

6. Computer assisted instruction is a natural evolution of programmed

instruction.

7. Computer assisted instruction may be more effective than the present

method in the teaching of basic mathematics to management students.

Definitions

Programmed Instruction-°a learner-centered method of instruction which

presents subject matter by means of a teaching aid. in small steps

or increments, requires frequent responses from the students, and

immediately informs him of the correctness of his response.

Teaching Machine—a device specifically built to present programmed in-

struction material to students.

Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI)--a method of presenting programmed

instruction material by means of an electronic computer.





Statement of Social Purpose

This study represents one step in the confjtfxiuing development of more ef-

fective teaching methods. With a computer assisted instructional system, each

student, independent of all other students in the course, can be given the se-

quence of subject matter best suited to his individual needs. Consequently,

the student with more experience or higher aptitude can be taken through the

entire course with a minimum of delay. Conversely, the student who is slower

or less expreienced will automatically receive as much supplementary instruc-

tion as is necessary to raise him to the required level of performance.

The programmed instruction material developed in this study can be employ-

ed to test the feasibility of using computer assisted instruction in teaching

basic mathematics to management students.

Research Significance

Computer assisted instruction (CAI) is still in the development stages,

with little or no operational use in schools or training centers. Up to the

present time only a few controlled experiments have been conducted with com-

puter assisted instruction systems. These studies have been of relatively

brief duration and have, in most cases, provided little opportunity to isolate

the effects of specific program or machine characteristics on learning.

It is believed that the programmed instruction material developed by

this study is the first computer assisted instruction course written in the

area of the arithmetic and geometric progressions. It is further believed

that this is the first CAI course prepared for practical application in raising

to a specified level the mathematical ability of a large group of middle-aged

students with widely varying experience and abilities in the quantitative area.





Limitations

1. Knowledge of basic algebra is a prerequisite for the CAI course in

arithmetic and geometric progressions developed by this study.

2. Although the course material can be understood by anyone with a know-

ledge of basic algebra, some nautical terminology is interspersed

throughout the program in an effort to maintain student interest-

3. At the time of this writing, very few students other than the

authors have completed this program. Further student testing and

subsequent revision is required for program validation. (Supplement-

ary work in this area is planned by the authors; comments on these

efforts will be available through the Business Administration and

Economics Department of the United States Naval Postgraduate School).





CHAPTER II

SUMMARY OF SELECTED RELATED STUDIES

Statement of Sources Searched

The source material for this chapter was drawn from published books and

periodicals and unpublished research/professional papers obtained from the

libraries at the following locations:

1. United States Naval Postgraduate School

2. Human Research Unit, Presidio of Monterey

3. Defence Documentation Center, Alexandria , Virginia

4. System Development Corporation, Santa Monica, California

5. International Business Machines Corporation, San Jose, California

6. Monterey Public Library

Material in the area of programmed instruction was selected from the above

locations on the basis of copyright dates. No material copyrighted prior to

1954 was studied; the large majority of the publications utilized were copy-

righted subsequent to 1959.

The reasons for the choice of this selection criteria were as follows.

The largest percentage of research in the field of programmed instruction has

been conducted since 1954; most of the work in computer assisted instruction,

the area in which the study group was primarily interested, has been under-

taken since 1959. Several summaries of pertinent studies made prior to 1954

have been written in recent years; these summaries were also studied in order

to gain a knowledge of earlier work in the field.





Background and Current Status

o_f Programmed Instruction

Self-instruction devices or "teaching machines" have been available for

many years. Considerable time and effort have been expended in determining

the "best" device to be used in presenting programmed instruction material

to students. However, recently a comparable amount of effort has been applied

to the development of the programmed instruction itself—that is, the actual

content and format of the material to be learned.

Therein lies the explanation of the current status of the field of pro-

grammed instruction. Given the present state of technology, it is no large

problem to develop a "teaching machine"; the biggest single problem today in

the field of programmed instruction is the "poor quality and limited quantity

2
of programs available." In relatively few subject areas could a teacher

find enough programmed materials to provide a major part of the instruction

for a whole course. In addition , the great majority of commercially produced

programs show a complete lack of imagination; they portray a "rigid, artifi-

cially restricted view of programmed instruction" which depends primarily on

3
rote memorization for teaching.

Some work in the area of programmed instruction was done as early as

1866. However, the method of programmed instruction as it is now employed may

be considered to derive from efforts begun in the 1920' s. In 1926, Sydney L.

SPressey^ an Ohio State University psychologist, made public his pioneer studies

£n the first recognized teaching machine,. Pressey's model originally was

conceived as a testing machine that presented a series of questions to a

student and then informed him immediately of the correctness of his answer.

In most respects Pressey's machine had the same capabilities as the machines





now in use. Yet, this early device did not strike a responsive cord in the

4
field of education.

Probably due to the depression , a surplus of teachers, and the war, it

was not until 1954 that the interest in the possibilities and potentialities

of automated instruction was rekindled. This revival was started by B. F.

Skinner of Harvard University. Skinner, along with Norman Crowder, has de-

vised auto-instructional methods which serve as the bases for the present

day concept of programmed learning.

In reviving and redirecting thinking about automated instruction, Skinner s

like Pressey before him s
focuses attention on the "teaching machine" (the

hardware) ; but unlike Pressey, he places greater emphasis on the "program"

(the software). At the heart of any program lies the practice of what

Skinner calls "reinforcement" , an acknowledgment or reward of some sort to

g
show that an organism has performed to satisfaction. (Programmed learning

reinforces the learner primarily by acquainting him with the correctness of

his learning effort).

The Skinner theory supplies the ingredient missing from Pressey' s ex-

periments; it provides the concept of programming instructional materials that

9
Pressey' s machines needed. Whereas Pressey looked upon the machine merely

as a testing device, for Skinner the combination of machine and program is an

instrument that teaches independently of other means of instruction. Conse-

quently, Skinner places great emphasis upon the arrangement of the subject

matter within the program. His programmed instruction courses are arranged

in such a way that all students taking the course are led in a long series of

very short steps through the entire program , receiving positive reinforcement

each step of the way. Skinner's programs employ primarily completion type

questions and are designed so that, ideally, no learner ever makes a mistake.





Doctor Crowder, an Air Force psychologist, like Skinner, has enlarged upon

Pressey's "immediate knowledge" concept. However, in contrast to Skinner's

programming method, Crowder believes that the questions should be more of a

challenge to the learner. He advocates constructing a program so that the

student is branched to different sections of the course depending on the cor-

rectness of his responses. The bright student who makes few errors follows the

main track without detours , while the slower student who gives incorrect ans-

wers can obtain more detailed information from sidebranch sections. As soon

as he has proven that he understands the subject matter, he is guided back

to the main track and continues. The Crowder method uses multiple choice ans~

wers exclusively.

Regardless of the particular philosophy of program arrangement one follows 3

today's overall concept of programmed instruction embodies the following elements:

a« Active response by the student.

b. Small steps in which careful control of stimuli produces gradual

increments in mastery of the subject.

c. Immediate feedback for each response.

d. Self-pacing , or individualization of the rate at which the learner

masters the material.

e. Low error rate for the individual learner, as a consequence of the

12
effective operation of the first four principles.

The above principles incorporate teaching methods directed at the individ-

ual learner. A program that incorporates these principles requires the learn-

er's active participation at each step. If the learner's response to a ques-

tion is correct, he receives immediate reinforcement. If he is wrong, he is

notified, and his error is corrected before he builds new knowledge on a shaky

12
foundation. Because he actively participates in the course, the student is





continuously aware of his progress. In this way, errors and misunderstandings

do not accumulate.

In a good program, the curriculum is designed in a rational and cumula-

tive manner, with maximum utilization of the inherent organization of the sub-

ject. The student is neither held back by slower students nor penalized if

13
he moves slowly through the program.

A relatively new method of instructions with many of the advantages of a

14
personal tutor, is called computer assisted instruction,, This method allows

the instructor to use the computer as a means of disseminating instruction

to a number of students individually .

Computer assisted instructions still in the exploratory stage
s has had

little or no operational use. An ever-growing number of controlled experi-

ments are being performed with this method. Up to the present time, the re-

sults, while encouraging, "have not yet conclusively demonstrated clear-cut

superiority for this method of instruction over simpler
;

, more orthodox teach-

ing methods."

There is, however , considerable evidence that computer assisted instruc-

tion is technologically feasible, and that it can produce a high level of per-

formance in a variety of subject areas.

The six or seven projects in this country presently making some sub-

stantial effort in the development and use of computer assisted instructional

systems are oriented in two distinctly different ways* some projects take an

17
equipment orientation , while others take a problem orientation .

Equipment oriented projects usually begin with an equipment design, rather

than a specific problem to be solved by the equipment. While the investigators

in this area may do some behavioral research themselves, their primary objective

10





is the design of a tool with which others in education and training fields can

18
do research or solve applied instructional problems.

Problem oriented projects attempt to find better solutions to specific

educational or training problems; they develop computer-based equipment only

as it is needed to help solve these problems.

One of the more advanced problem oriented projects being conducted is one

at the System Development Corporation called "CLASS", which stands for

"Computer-Based Laboratory for Automated School Systems." As an example of

the present state of the art, the following description of CLASS is quoted

from a recent System Development Corporation professional paper;

CLASS provides instruction for up to 20 students, under the control of
a large digital computer, the Philco 2000. It has control and display
facilities for a wide variety of instructional modes , including individ-
ualized or group programmed instruction^ televised or filmed presenta-
tions s "live" lectures , and conventional textbooks. These modes may
be used independently or in combination.

In the individualized instructional mode, CLASS uses the same opera-
tional logic as the earlier single-station facility. At any particu-
lar time, different students may be on different parts of a program s

or may even be studying different subject areas. The display and re-
sponse equipment has been simplified in CLASS. The Philco computer
does not directly control the item presentations but instead displays
sequence instructions to the student who then turns to the designated
item in a film viewer or in a programmed booklet. A five-button re-
sponse box is used in CLASS in place of the earlier typewriter key-
board. In addition., to the visual displays, every student in CLASS has

his own tape recorder for individualized sound presentations..

In the group mode, CLASS presents a common display to all students
through a closed-circuit television system. The students respond in-

dividually and receive individualized feedback, but the pace and se-

quence of the instruction are determined by a teacher on the basis of

the entire group's performance.

Teacher consoles in CLASS permit teachers to monitor the progress of

an individual student or of the entire cLass. A computer-generated
alarm light at the console warns the teacher whenever a student is

making too many errors or taking too long to respond. The teacher

can then call up detailed, up-to-date displays showing the student's
performance at this moment and in earlier work. He can also see

1

the

student's scores on aptitude and personality tests. These displays

11





appear on a television tube under computer control.

In addition to the study areas, CLASS provides space for a counselor
and for administrators. The counselor can insert information into
the computer about a student's performance on aptitude and personal-
ity tests, and he can request computer-generated displays giving de-
tailed information about a student's classroom performance. An ad-

ministrator can call up summary displays showing classroom attendance,
personnel records and fiscal data. 19

The project conducted by this study group was of the problem oriented

variety. The equipment used was the experimental IBM Computer Assisted

Instruction System which utilizes the IBM Coursewriter programming langu-

age. The system will be more fully described in Chapters III and IV.

12





CHAPTER III

THE STUDY - A GENERAL DISCUSSION

The remainder of this paper is intended to thoroughly outline the entire

group effort to date so that, should this project be continued by other individ-

uals, some of the problems and "learning pains" of this group can be avoided.

This chapter is written for educators who are interested in the field of

programmed instruction in general and computer assisted instruction in parti-

cular. It presents an overall view of the thoughts and efforts of the study

group and is designed for both the academic administrator and the program

author. The topics discussed in this chapter cover a basic description of

the IBM Computer Assisted Instruction System utilized in this projects the

techniques employed in designing the program, and the general procedures fol-

lowed in applying the adopted techniques. More detailed information on these

topics is contained in chapter IV, for the use of prospective program authors.

Thoughts on the Objectives

The original objective of this study was to determine whether the IBM

Computer Assisted Instruction System provided a more effective method of

teaching basic mathematics to management students than the present lecture

system. However, it soon became apparent that this objective could not be

accomplished within the alloted time period.

In order to attain this original goal, it was believed that it would

have been necessary to conduct controlled experiments in order to evaluate

the alternative teaching methods. Prior to the conduct of these experiments,

a representative portion of the course would have to be programmed, tested

by students, and subsequently revised in the light of their reactions. Even

13





then, the question could be raised as to whether the subject area chosen was

"truly representative" of the entire mathematics course. (For example, one

portion of the course, as presented during the fall term of 1964, covered

graphic techniques; the visual presentations required to teach this topic

pose difficulties not encountered in programming; for instance, algebraic

manipulations). The time required to complete a project of this magnitude

was not available.

Therefore, the original objective was modified; the group elected to

construct a program of only one phase of the mathematics course and to test

and revise that program as much as possible within the time available.

Arithmetic and geometric progressions were selected as the subject matter

to be programmed.

Thus, the objective of this study was reached. ... to develop a program

of instruction in arithmetic and geometric progressions to be utilized in

determining the effectiveness of the IBM Computer Assisted Instruction System

in the teaching of basic mathematics to Naval Management students at the

U. S. Naval Postgraduate School.

Techniques of Program Design

During the conduct of this study, the group was considerably influenced

by the work of Dr. Crowder, and that of Dr. Coulson and his associates at the

System Development Corporation.

Dr. Crowder's programs start out with a paragraph which the student is

asked to read. Then he gives the student some questions with two or more

multiple choice type answers. If the student is wrong on any question, he

goes off on a detour to be given some more information depending on the type

of error he has made. If the answer is badly incorrect, the student can be

14





branched to a whole supplementary series of review questions before he comes

back to the starting point. These basic concepts were incorporated into the

construction of the program so as to make many of the questions difficult

enough to challenge the superior student, while "allowing other students to

20
make errors which are then corrected by digression to remedial sequences."

The primary reason for the selection of this method was to take advantage of

the flexible branching capability of the IBM Computer Assisted Instruction

System.

Dr. Crowder recommends the use of multiple-choice answers in programmed

instructions. However, this study group deviated from this technique and

utilized, instead, constructed responses (a few, true/false questions were

also used.). The selection of constructed responses was based on several

factors: multiple choice answers do not lend themselves well to mathematical

type problem solving (there are normally too few "seemingly logical", but

incorrect alternative answers to list); "total recall", necessary in con=

structing responses, requires a more thorough subject knowledge than does

simple "recognition" , required in multiple-choice questions^and the proba-

bility of "guessing" the correct answer is less when constructed responses

are used.

The branching technique of Dr. Crowder was combined with the following

thoughts obtained from studying Dr. Coulson a

s work and applied to the task

of constructing the program, Dr. Coulson stated that, because of poor pro-

grams, three out of four studies in the area of computer assisted instruc-

tion result in "no significant difference" between the CAI method and the

21
classroom lecture method of teaching. He complained of the great "rigidity

22
in the format and organization of programs". In addition, he stressed the

importance of avoiding "gaps" (areas of instruction not sufficiently covered)

in the program 2 eliminating "irrelevant" material (material not contributing

to the final objective), not allowing the student to proceed to new topics

15





23-24
until he has demonstrated mastery of the present material, and sub-

2 S-2 <>

jecting the program to continual testing and revision . This study

group attempted to keep all of these factors in mind during the construc-

tion of this program.

In order to avoid the "rigidity" of format and organization of which

Dr. Coulson complained, the course presentation was divided between a

textbook- like handout and the "teaching machine;" and an attempt was made

to vary the format of question/comment presentation throughout the program.

The use of humor and nautical terminology was employed in an attempt to

maintain student interest.

Strictly intuitive methods were employed to avoid "gaps" and "ir-

relevant" material, and to prevent the student from proceeding prior to

mastering his present section. The success of these intuitive efforts--

indeed, the success of the entire study--is presently unknown because

Dr. Coulson' s final technique, continual testing and revision, has not

yet been accomplished.

It is firmly believed that program revision based on comments resulting

from student testing is probably the single most important ingredient in the

development of a programmed instruction course. The group takes the position

that whenever a willing student does not learn from a programmed instruction

course, it is at least partly failing in its purpose, and the author must be

alert to make improvements in the course that will help such a student.

While constructing a programmed instruction course, an author must attempt to

anticipate all of the questions of all of the students who will take his course,

When a student does not learn, it is partially because questions have been

raised in his mind which the author failed to anticipate, and consequently,

did not cover in his material. It is highly unlikely that, in the initial

draft of a program, an author will successful anticipate "all questions of

16





all students." Hence the importance of student testing and consequent re-

vision—of letting the program be contributed to "partly by students --not

27
wholly by teachers."

Two methods have been utilized to date in gathering information for

program revision. One method used was the analysis of the print-out of

student responses which the system furnishes. The other method was the

creationof a tutorial type situation between the author and student. During

these tutorial sessions, evaluations were made based on the student's

comments as he progressed through the program.

The IBM Computer Assisted Instruction System

The following description of the IBM Computer Assisted Instruction System

used in this study is intended to sufficiently familiarize the reader with the

equipment to enable him to understand the remainder of this chapter. Some

system costs are also briefly discussed.

The CAI system presently installed at the Postgraduate School consists

of an IBM 1401 Computer, random access memory devices, and a printer-keyboard

(typewriter). The IBM programming language utilized with this system is call-

ed Coursewriter.

The IBM 1401 Computer controls the operation of the overall system by

acting as a middleman between the student and the program stored in the

memory. For example, the computer retrieves questions from the memory stor-

age, presents them to the student via the printer-keyboard, compares the

student's answers with all possible answers listed by the author , and then

replies with appropriate comments such as "Correct" or "Try again". The

1401 has a limited "time-sharing" capability, that is 5 the ability to perform

several different tasks at the same time. It can simultaneously handle up to

17





four terminal panels (or typewriter units) while still performing a few other

unrelated operations.

The random access memory units used with this system store individual

student performance records and other 'bookkeeping information in addition to

the entire contents of the course material. For all practical purposes, these

units can instantaneously retrieve any previously stored information requested

by the system. The system used in this study contained two memory drive units,

Each drive unit holds one easily removed and relatively inexpensive memory

disk pack, and each disk pack can hold up to five separate courses. Thus the

system, once installed, can readily be used to present maioy different courses.

The system component with which both the author and student will be pri-

marily concerned is the printer-keyboard. This unit, essentially an electric

typewriter with a few additional system control keys, is, to the student, the

"teaching machine" of the system.

Using the printer-keyboard and the Coursewriter language, the author c||n

type his course directly into the computer's memory. In addition^ with this

typewriter, he is able to continually and easily revise his course and have it

printed out exactly as the student would see it.

The IBM Coursewriter language used with this system is relatively easy

to master. It approaches the highly desirable feature of "plain language"

programming; the bulk of the actual program i^ plain language. The Course-

writer simplicity permits the author to concentrate on his textual material

without being unduly distracted by complicated programming requirements,,

Coursewriter consists primarily of two parts: (1) a set of two-letter

"operation codes" which the author uses to instruct the system how to handle

his course material , and (2) a set of control words to aid the author in
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writing his course (e.g., delete , insert after , type ) and to assist the student

while taking a course (e.g., help , go to) . (The meanings of the control words

will be explained later in the paper).

One of the more interesting features of the Coursewriter language is

its ability to branch students to various remedial series of questions based

on their performance in the course. In the IBM system, this branching may

be accomplished by one of three methods:

(1) The student's own evaluation as to whether he feels ready to

continue,

(2) The correctness of his response to a particular question, and

(3) The number of errors accumulated on a "counter" over a given series

of questions.

Under the first method, the student is asked whether he waftts to proceed

or review. If he replies the former, he will automatically continue in the

program. However, if he wants to review, he will be branched accordingly.

That is, the material can be programmed so that he is automatically branched

to a particular area (see Appendix A,pageA-15> lab;el blOb for example.); or,

it can be designed so that the student can choose his own review area, (see

Appendix A, page A-45 label d53 for example.).

In addition, at any time during the course, the student may branch him=

self to any chosen segment of the program by typing the control word "go to"

followed by the label of the statement he wishes to review. (A list of sub-

ject areas and the associated labels should be provided to each student. (See

Appendix B.)).

The student has no control over the second method of branching; he is

branched automatically, biased on the correctness of his response, to a particu-

lar question.
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The third method available utilizes a counter. The counter is a machine

feature which counts correct and/or incorrect student responses. When "in

structed", the computer checks the status of a counter, and based on the

status, makes a programmed decision as to which branch of the program the

student will follow. The printer-keyboard then automatically prints the

question which the counter status indicates the student should see next. The

use of the counter provides the author great flexibility in branching a student

thrpugh his course.

This system also has the capability of recording and printing out a re-

cord of each student's response to each course question. (See Appendix C for

example). This feature aids both in student record-keeping and as previously

mentioned, in overall program evaluation. (From the print-out, it is easy to

determine if errors are concentrated in any particular section of the program,

which would indicate a necessity for revision).

Another Coursewriter feature which assists the student in his learn-

ing process is the control word "help". If the student becomes completely con-

fused by any question
s
he can type this word, and the correct answer will be

revealed to him. The system automatically records the action so that an in-

structor can readily detect an excessive use of this aid.

This system also has the capability of transferring any programmed course

from the random access memory devices to either magnetic tape or punched cards.

These tapes or cards (or for that matter, the actual memory disk packs) can be

passed between similar systems at different locations (for instance, different

schools)

.
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Information of Related Costs

An economic analysis of the IBM-CAI System installed at the Postgraduate

School was not conducted; however, for general information, some approximate

monthly rental costs of the equipment are listed below.

The initial system installation required the procurement of the follow-

ing equipment:

System Component Approx, Monthly Rental

2 - Random access memory units and adapters $1375.00

1 - Printer-Keyboard (including associated 225.00
equipment)

1 - Transmission Control Unit (controls flow 270.00
of messages between printer°keyboard and
computer)

$1870.00

Less 20% educational discount -374.00

Total approximate monthly rental for

presently installed system components. $1496.00

Additional random access memory disks may be obtained at a rental cost of

fifteen dollars per month. The installation of additional student terminal

panels would require the acquisition of one printer-keyboard and transmission

control unit for each new panel; the total marginal monthly rental cost would

be approximately $395.00 for each panel.

The IBM 1401 Computer had been purchased and installed at the computer

facility prior to the installation of the CAI equipment; therefore, it is con-

sidered a sunk cost of the present system. However, since the computer is cap-

able of handling only four printer=keyboards , the cost of an additional computer

would have to be considered if the system were expanded beyond this number.
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Initially, the cost of a computer assisted instruction system may be

prohibitive. However, in organizations where computers are already being

used for various data-processing and control functions, the cost might be

reduced by time-sharing with existing equipment (as was done at the Post-

graduate School). Development of small special purpose computers might re-

28
duce the cost substantially in the future. It is also important, when

considering CAI system costs, to include the cost of programming a very

time consuming process.

Procedures

The field of inquiry of this study immediately confronted the group

with several dilemmas. Only one member possessed any previous teaching ex-

perience; none of the members had any experience in the field of programmed

instruction; no one was familiar with the IBM Computer Assisted Instruction

System; and although all of the members were reasonably proficient in algebra,

it was believed that further study of arithmetic and geometric progressions

was warranted prior to writing the program.

In an effort to overcome these barriers, the group divided itself into

two sections; one-half concentrated on the field of programmed instruction

in general and computer assisted instruction in particular; the other mem-

bers undertook the task of gathering sufficient information on arithmetic

and geometric progressions to develop the course material. Simultaneously,

all four members attempted to become familiar with the IBM Computer Assisted

Instruction System and the Coursewriter language. The attainment of further

knowledge or experience in the area of pedagogy was considered infeasible;

however, it was felt that a successful program could be developed on the

basis of the study group's recent experience as students.
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After approximately two months of research and prior to the commencement

of writing the program, an interview was obtained with Dr. Coulson. The in-

formation gathered during this session proved to be extremely valuable during

the remainder of the study.

The next step was the establishment of the desired student terminal be-

havior. It was determined that upon completion of the program, a student

should possess a working knowledge of the formulas and vocabulary in the sub-

ject area; in addition, he should be able to cope with "word problems" and re-

late his knowledge of progressions to such concepts as present value, interest

rates, and depreciation. This determination was based on the authors' know-

ledge of concepts required in subsequent graduate level courses.

Rather than program all of the subject matter into the computer, a short

text was prepared which included some definitions, formulas , and examples (see

Appendix D) . There were several reasons why it was considered appropriate to

incorporate a text into the course. It was initially believed that program^

ming the entire AP/GP course would take up too many characters of disk storage

(this assumption was later found to be incorrect). The authors also felt that

that some textual material was desirable to aid the student in making the trans-

ition from their usual "book learning" to "machine learning". Another import-

and consideration was that the printer-keyboard types messages at a slower rate

than the average student reads; this could cause the student's interest to

wander as soon as his initial fascination with the machine waned. Finally,

the textbook material would provide a set of notes for the student to retain

upon completion of the course.

In writing the text, particular emphasis was placed on the page by page,

physical layout of the subject matter. Formulas were set apart from the gener-

al explanations and one or two examples of the use of each formula were
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incorporated. Throughout the text, particular care was taken to insure that

the subject matter was described in the most simplified manner possible.

A decision was made that the course should be completed in five "cycles",

the subject matter to be covered in each cycle to conform to the "natural"

breakdown of the course material. These five sections were:

Section A - Definitions,

Section B - Finding the nth term of an arithmetic progression,

Section C = Finding the sum of an arithmetic progression,

Section D - Finding the nth term of a geometric progression,

Section E - Finding the sum of a geometric progression. (This last

section included the sum of an infinite geometric progression,

repeating decimals, the interest rate formula , and a review,

including arithmetic/geometric progression word problems).

The student, while taking the course, would read a particular section of the

text and then utilize the typewriter to complete the programmed instruction

covering the same topic. Upon completion of that cycle, he would return to

the text and commence the subsequent cycle. This reading of the text, inter-

spersed with sessions on the typewriter, was considered to provide a de-

sirable break/ in the study routine. In addition s the authors believed that

completion of a cycle in one section of the course prior to reading a sub-

sequent section would result in greater student retention than if the entire

text were read before utilizing the programmed instruction in the computer.

A set of typing instructions (Appendix E) was devised to familiarize

the student with system typing peculiarities. A copy of these instructions

should be furnished to each student.

Thus, after approximately three months of research in the areas of pro-

grammed instructions arithmetic and geometric progressions, and the IBM
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Computer Assisted Instruction System, the problem of writing the actual pro-

gram was undertaken.

Prior to the actual program construction, it was decided to use the Crowder

branching technique and to incorporate the other techniques of program design

previously discussed. In addition, the desired student terminal behavior was

kept constantly in mind. Beyond these factors, the authors utilized relatively

independent methods of program construction.

Probably due to similar backgrounds of organizational training, the

authors approached the programming problem in a nearly identical manner. Draw-

ing on information gathered from textbooks and that material which had been in-

corporated into the handout, each author outlined the material he wished to

present in his section. He then constructed a rough, but detailed outline or

flow chart, (see Appendix F) which included all of the questions , expected stud-

ent responses, hints, etc., to be contained in the program. These flow charts

aided in demonstrating the logic of the branching that each student would fol-

low. A considerable amount of revision was conducted prior to completion of

the initial, intuitively constructed program.

When the flow charts and programs were completed, the authors began to

type the course material into the computer's memory. This turned into a ted-

ious and disconcerting task. The difficulties encountered stemmed from sever-

al factors: the authors were only "average" typists; the physical layout of

the course material, as it would be presented to the student, was considered

very important, and consequently much time was expended on its arrangqfment

;

the type of course material involved (mathematical symbols, equations, etc.)

was inherently tedious to handle; absolute accuracy was mandatory; the time

constraints did not permit adequate familiarization with the equipment prior

to insertion of the actual program; and some haziness of explanations and lack
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of examples in the IBM-CAI manuals caused some programming difficulties. Some

of the above difficulties could have been precluded if the authors had become

more familiar with system equipment and procedures prior to commencement of

program insertion.

After the entire program had been loaded into the computer's memory, a

print-out of the course was obtained on the printer-keyboard. This print-out

was reviewed to detect typing, spelling, and programming errors and to improve

the format of the student presentation.

Next, the authors reviewed each other's course in a further attempt to

detect remaining programming and typographical errors and to constructively

criticize the textual material. Several programming errors were discovered

which had to be eliminated. Again, most of these errors were due to the

lack of complete understanding of many of the Coursewriter programming "oper-

ation codes". (In order to preclude these and other errors being repeated

by future authors, it is strongly recommended that, in addition to thoroughly

studying the IBM-CAI Manuals, and prior to writing their programs, they com-

pletely familiarize themselves with the actual equipment and its operation

by practicing with sample problems).

Upon completion of these initial revisions, the authors began to sub-

ject the program to testing by students. At the time of this writing, an

insufficient number of students have tested the program to warrant comments

on this phase of the project. As previously iterated, subsequently generated

material will be available through the Business Administration and Economics

Department of this school.

The following chapter is intended for prospective authors and contains

a more detailed discussion of some of the programming difficulties mentioned

in this chapter.
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CHAPTER IV

The Study - A Detailed Discussion

This chapter is written specifically for those authors who are inter-

ested in writing programs for the IBM Computer Assisted Instruction System.

Academic administrators and educators who are concerned only with the more

general aspects of programmed instruction and computer based instructional

systems need not concern themselves with the contents of this chapter.

Programming the course in arithmetic and geometric progressions proved

to be a difficult, time consuming, and often frustrating task. However,

many of the problems encountered were due to the lack of programming ex-

perience on the part of the authors. In an effort to preclude the rep-

etition of some of these difficulties by other authors, this chapter will

give a more detailed discussion of the capabilities and limitations of the

IBM 1401-1026 Computer Assisted Instruction System, the Coursewriter pro-

gramming language, and specific problem areas encountered in programming.

The IBM Corporation offers three reference publications which describe

their Computer Assisted Instruction System: The 1401 Operating System Manual

,

which contains a general description of their CAI System; a Student Manual

which includes the information necessary for the student to use the printer-

keyboard; and an Author and Proctor Manual , which describes some of the cap-

abilities of and machine requirements for CAI, and includes some additional

information for authors and proctors (operators of the computer portion of

the system). These publications are included as appendices G. H, and I,

respectively. All three manuals should be studied thoroughly by prospective

authors prior to writing their programs.
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In order to understand the remainder of this chapter, it is recommended

that the first seventeen pages of the 1401 Operating System Manual (Append-

ix G....up to the sub-title "Proctor Control") be read prior to continuing.

The IBM 1401 - 1026 Computer Assisted

Instruction System- .

An understanding of the functions of the various components of the

1401-1026 Computer Assisted Instruction System provides the author of a

program with a broader base of understanding from which to develop his

course. In an effort to assist future authors in understanding this equip-

ment, this section covers the IBM-CAI System presently installed at the

U. S. Naval Postgraduate School. This system consists of two IBM 1311

"random access" Disk Storage Drives, an IBM 1401 Computer, one IBM 1026

Transmission Control Unit, and one IBM 1052 Printer-Keyboard.

The IBM 1311 Disk Storage Drives . As stated in chapter III, the IBM

1311 Disk Storage Drives retain on "disk packs," the course material and

individual student performance records. Each section of storage on a disk

pack contains an address so that course material can be retrieved from any

area thereof. Each disk pack is capable of handling as many as five dif-

ferent courses (two million characters of information). The disk packs

may be removed from the Disk Storage Drives and thus a library of courses

may be maintained.

This study group utilized two disk packs continually: the systems pack,

(commonly called Drive Zero), which contained the master instructions for

the CAI system and the student performance records; and the disk pack (Drive

Two) on which the arithmetic/geometric progressions course was located.

Initially disk storage space was reserved for fifty students. When a
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student completed the program, his name and records were removed from the

system. (The procedure for removing students is contained in Appendix I,

page 18 ). Space for considerably more students could have been reserved

had it been needed. The course material programmed originally required

approximately 250,000 characters of disk storage space. However, when the

program had been "reassembled" and the typing and programming errors removed,

only 200,000 characters of storage space were consumed.

The IBM 1401 Computer . The 1401 is definitely not suited for a "large

scale" computer assisted instruction system because of its limited "time-

sharing" capability. The primary reason for this limited capability is

the small capacity of this computer's memory 16,000 characters of infor-

mation at any one time. (This memory is distinct from the two million

character memory of the disk storage packs). These 16,000 spaces are cur-

rently allotted as follows: 12,500 are required for the CAI system, and the

remaining 3,500 are taken up by the time-sharing "functions". (The school

computer facility uses the 1401 primarily for card-to-tape and tape-to-print

programs; the 3,500 characters are required so that these functions can be

accomplished simultaneously with CAI).

The computer is often required for "other" school functions which can

not be handled on a time-sharing basis. The computer facility presently

schedules these "other" functions at times when the CAI system is not being

utilized. Fortunately, this study was conducted during a slack period for

the computer facility; if the CAI system were to be used on a regular basis,

a schedule for the use of the 1401 would have to be devised.

Another (and probably more important) "time-sharing" limitation is the

1401 computer's inability to carry more than four student terminal panels

simultaneously. Professors, attempting to use the system for a class of
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students, would be faced with a rather difficult scheduling problem. In

addition, i£_ all four student terminal panels were operated simultaneously,

the reaction time of the computer would be seriously reduced. A "queuing"

problem would develop in which three students were required to wait while

the computer assisted the fourth. All of these problems could be alle-

viated if a larger computer (such as the IBM 360) were used for CAI

.

The IBM 1026 Transmission Control Unit . This unit furnishes the link-

age between the student and the computer by controlling the flow of messages

between them. Messages from the students (and authors) are temporarily

stored in the Transmission Control Unit's (200 character) "buffer" memory.

Upon completion of a message, the control unit transmits the entire "block

of print" to the computer. The "buffer" memory in the Transmission Control

Unit is the device that permits the computer to be used for time-sharing

functions without disrupting the student or author who is working at the

typewriter. One Transmission Control Unit is required for each Printer-

Keyboard.

The IBM 1052 Printer -Keyboard . Perhaps the most important element of

the system with which an author should become familiar prior to writing his

program is the IBM 1052 Printer-Keyboard. It is essentially an electric

typewriter with a few system control keys added; also, several of the usual

typewriter keyboard characters have been replaced with certain mathematical

symbols

.

When using the printer-keyboard to type his course into the computer's

memory, the author, at the completion of every "block of print" (a maximum

of 150 characters), must type an End-of-Block (EOB) code. This code signals

the computer to take the message that has just been typed and is being held

in the Transmission Control Unit, and perform some function on it (such as

store it on a Disk Storage Pack, compare it with a message already in
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memory, etc.)- The EOB code is transmitted by simultaneously pressing the

ALTERNATE CODING key and the number five (5) key. If the author or student

is typing in a message and he wishes to cancel it prior to pressing the

EOB keys, he simultaneously presses the ALTERNATE CODING key and the number

zero (0) key, and then presses the EOB keys. The computer will then type

"please repeat" and the author can repeat his message. If the author

wishes to cancel a message after the EOB keys have been pressed, he must

utilize the "delete" function which is explained in Appendix G, page 16 .

The student, however, cannot delete or change his input after he pushes

the EOB keys.

The actual typing of the program into the computer memory proved to

be a rather tedious and frustrating task for the authors of this program,

for although they had studied the IBM Computer Assisted Instruction Manual

(Appendix G) and were average typists, they had a considerable amount of

difficulty with lengthy equations due to the system limitation of 150

characters per block. An author would type in an entire equation only to

be"informed" by the computer that he had used more than the 150 characters

allotted. Consequently, he would then have to repeat the entire equation

using several blocks of print. (See Appendix A, page 69, labels e50-39

through e50-42. The student print-out will, however, appear in proper

equation form; not as an over print as illustrated in this example). The

system provides no means for counting the number of characters that have

been utilized. (There is a scale on the printer-keyboard, but it does

not count back spaces and line feeds; unfortunately, the computer does).

The 1401 is presently programmed to accept only 150 characters in one

block of print. This number of characters could be increased by revising
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the program (but not beyond 200 characters since the transmission control

unit is designed for a 200 character capacity).

The other unusual feature of the typewriter is the "PROCEED" light

located just above the typewriter keys. The PROCEED light is necessary

to permit time-sharing among student terminal panels. The author or student

can type a message to the computer only when this light is illuminated.

When the author or student is not typing, the PROCEED light's cycle consists

of "ON for approximately thirteen seconds, OFF for ten seconds"; this means

that as soon as the light comes on, the typist has approximately thirteen

seconds to begin typing his message before the light goes off again. Once

the author begins to type, he may type as long as he wishes, unless he at

any time waits longer than thirteen seconds between the typing of any two

characters; if he does, then the light will go off, and everything that he

has typed subsequent to the last EOB code will be lost. The typist must

consequently follow the cancel procedure and start over. For this reason,

the PROCEED light proved to be fairly bothersome. Frequently an author would

type in a statement and while he was checking to see if the statement had

been correctly typed prior to pressing the EOB keys, the light would go out

and he would have to repeat the entire block.

A block diagram of the various components of the IBM 1401-1026 Computer

Assisted Instruction System may be found in Appendix G, page 9.

Coursewriter

The IBM Coursewriter programming language used with this system is rel-

atively easy even for the non-computer oriented author to master. A complete

description of the Coursewriter language may be found in Appendix G. This

discussion will not attempt to repeat the descriptions contained in the
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appendix but will concentrate on the specific areas in which the authors

had difficulty interpreting the IBM 1401 CAI manual.

The descriptions of the operation codes are particularly difficult to

interpret because the CAI manual provides no examples of their usage. Oper-

ation Codes not adequately described in Appendix G , are presented below in

the order they appear in the manual and should be read in conjunction with

the manual descriptions. It is hoped the following comments will be of

assistance to future authors:

Operation Codes Comments

rd An "rd" operation code will cause the computer to print out on

the typewriter (Printer-Keyboard) the course material which

follows this code in the text section. The computer always

waits for a response after it has printed the "rd" textual

material, so it is recommended that the author include at the

end of the message to the student (course material) "Press EOB"

;

otherwise the typewriter and the student will just sit and stare

at each other. For an example of incorrect usage, see Appendix

A, page 46, label number eO, which states:

"e0 1 rd Section E, Sn of a Geometric Progression". The

computer will print out this heading and wait for the student

to respond. Unfortunately the student will not know that he is

supposed to do anything. To alleviate this, the instruction

"Press EOB" can be inserted just under the Sta tenant.

wa - The text following this code is a specific incorrect answer. The

author has anticipated that the student would make this response

and can follow this code with a "ty" operation code providing
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un

nx

ad -

specific assistance to the student. For example, in Appendix A,

page 8
,
question al8 uses the "wa" operation code for the incor-

rect answer "subscript". The author follows this instruction

with a "ty" instruction (al8-8). "No, I didnft ask you what 2

was called. I said a~ . Try again." Thus, the author has pro-

vided specific assistance to the student. Note: the operation

code "wa" causes the computer to wait for the student to re-

spond again after the sequence has been completed, so if the

author gives the correct answer to that particular question in

the "ty" instruction, he must follow it with a branch instruction;

otherwise the computer and student will again be staring at each

other.

This operation code is used for any unexpected student responses.

It can be utilized by the author to tell the student, for example,

"No, try again." or, if he wishes, the author may give the student

a hint and then tell him to try again. There are ten "un" opera-

tion codes available for each question, providing the author a

great amount of flexibility in helping students who are repeatedly

missing the same question. It is important to remember, however,

that after the last "un" code used, a branch instruction should

be included; otherwise this last code will be repeated to the

student each time he subsequently misses the question.

This operation code was never utilized.

This is one of the more important codes available to an author as

it may be utilized to maintain a running status of correct or in-

correct student responses, a function necessary when utilizing
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the system's branching capabilities. There are ten three-digit

counters per student per course. The last two counters (9 and

10) are utilized to automatically count the number of "help" and

"go to" requests the student makes. Six counters were utilized

in various segments of the program to keep track of incorrect

and correct responses for branching purposes. The format used

was

:

ad + (constant) // + (counter)

For example in Appendix A, page 46, question el-5, the author

utilizes counter number 6 (c6) to count correct responses:

5. ad - 1 // c6

This means: "Add minus 1 to counter 6 if the student answers

question el correctly. (Negative numbers must be used in this

case to make the branching sequences function properly. See the

br section that follows.) In the same question, he also utilizes

counter 5 for incorrect responses.

H 12. ad - 1 // c5

The author also may at any time reset his counters to zero by

adding an equal and opposite amount to the counter. Thus:

ad - c5 // c5

means to the computer, add minus the contents of counter five

to counter five. (Thus zeroing the counter),

br - This, of course, is the "branch" operation code. It has two forms,

the unconditional and conditional branch; ("condition" referring

to the condition or status of a counter). The uncon-

ditional branch is utilized to branch the student to a particular
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question number without regard to counter condition. For example,

in Appendix A, page 46, statement number el-17 reads:

17. br e2

This means that when the student has finished reading the material

in statements el-13 to el-15, and the computer has added minus one

to counter five (statement el-16), the computer will branch the

student to question e2.

The conditional branch allows the author to branch the student

based on the condition or status of the student's counters. Note

that there are three sections to this instruction. (e.g. , br el5

// c5 // +4). The first section lists the question number to

which the student is to be branched; the second section lists the

counter that is being utilized; and the third section is a

constant. The contents of the counter are automatically added

to the constant by the computer. If their sum is zero or nega-

tive, the student is branched to the question specified in the

first section. If not , this instruction is ignored. Thus, the

branch depends on the condition of the counter. For example, in

Appendix A, page 46, statement numbers e2-8 and e2-9 read:

8. br e3 // c5 // +3

9. br e6

This means that the author wishes to branch the student (condi-

tionally) to question e3 if the sum of the contents of counter

five (c5) and +3 is either zero or negative. As counter five in

this section is being utilized to count the number of incorrect

responses made by a student (by adding minus 1 for each incorrect

response), this instruction tells the computer to send the student
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to question e3 if he has made 3 or more incorrect responses:

otherwise send him on (br e6) to question e6 (an unconditional

branch)

.

fn - This operation code was utilized to edit out certain characters

from student responses. (In effect, it edits student typing

errors). Thus, the statement:

fn edit Is // all

tells the computer to remove all up and down shifts, extra

spaces, and carriage returns from the student's answer, and

pack the remainder of the message together. After the student's

answer is edited, it will then be compared with the previous

"ca", inserted by the author. If the student response agrees

exactly with that "ca", it is accepted as a correct answer. For

example: The correct response (ca) to a particular question is

the word "progression". If the student were to type the word

"progression" and had inadvertantly placed spaces before or

after "progression", prior to pressing the EOB, his answer wou$d

be incorrect. The course statement "edit Is // all" corrects

this answer by removing the spaces from the student's response

prior to comparing it with the programmed "ca".

In the same manner the course statement "edit la // all"

operat4s to remove up and down shifts, extra spaces and carriage

returns from the author'

s

programmed "ca" prior to comparing it

with the student's response. For example: suppose the correct

answer to a particular question was 3 1/2 and the author had

programmed it as a "ca" _rn that format . If the statement

"edit la // all" had not been used, and a student typed 31/2

(omitting the space between the 3 and the 1), the computer would

not accept his response as a correct answer. Including the
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"edit la // all" alleviates this problem by removing the space

in the author's programmed "ca" before comparing it with the

student's response. (It is conceivable that the student may

have actually intended his answer to be 31/2 which would be

an erroneous response, but it is not believed likely that such

a gross error would be made).

Thus it is recommended that both "edit Is // all"and the

"edit la // all" codes be utilized following each "ca" operation

code. It is important to realize, however, that although these

operation codes are utilized as recaimmended and will alleviate

possible spacing problems in student responses, the author must

still anticipate all possible forms of correct answers which

might be utilized by the student. (i.e. 3.5 vice 3 1/2).

The "fn" code may also be utilized to program the computer

to accept mathematical responses within certain limits. For ex-

ample: If the correct answer to a question is 1/3, using the

"fn" code the author may program the computer to accept answers

such as 0.3, 0.33, or 0.333 by simply placing the following

course statement after the "ca":

fn limit lc // .30 // .34

This means that any answer between .30 and .34, inclusive,

will be acceptable to the computer.

Although each of the authors utilized the "Crowder method" of branching

in the development of his program, it is interesting to note that there was

a wide variance in the employment of the counters and branching capabilities

of the IBM system. For example, the author of Sections A and B (Appendix A,

pages A2-21 , employed the counters for incorrect responses to questions
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which he believed to be particularly important. If the student made more

than one incorrect response to a question, he was only penalized once for

that particular question. This author devised his course so that the better

student followed the main track of the course and consequently received far

fewer questions than the weaker student. Conversely, the weaker student

(determined by the number of incorrect responses indicated on the counter)

was branched to various remedial subroutines for extra instruction or, if

the subroutine proved to be unsuccessful, was told to reread the textual

material. Since his program included remedial subroutines for the weaker

students, this author would only give one or two hints on any particular

question before telling the student the correct answer.

The author of Section C used essentially the same system except that

he attempted to keep all the students on the main track of the program as

long as possible, until finally, again based on the number of incorrect re-

sponses indicated on the counter, he felt it necessary to branch the student

to a remedial subroutine. This author averaged one hint per question prior

to presenting the student with the correct answer. His segment of the course

included two remedial subroutines, (the flow charts for this section are

contained in Appendix F, pages 12-17) whereas the first author employed

six remedial subroutines in Section A and seven in Section B.

Sections D and E were constructed utilizing the counters for both

correct and incorrect responses. Using this approach, the brighter student

would remain in the main program based on the total number of correct re-

sponses that he had accumulated. (Essentially, he would have to answer

each question correctly the first time in order to keep on the main program).

In this section the counter for incorrect responses was utilized for every
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incorrect response that a student made to a question. This author generally

utilized more hints than the other two authors and employed these hints pri-

marily in the main stream of his program. Thus, the weaker student would,

hopefully, eventually deduce the correct answer to the more difficult questions,

but because his counter indicated that he had accumulated many errors, he

^

would be branched to remedial questions. In this manner the weaker student

receives far more instruction than the average student, and the average

student more than the better student.

In retrospect, it was determined that all three authors independently

employed essentially the same "philosophy". Each author said to himself,

"How do I teach a student this concept? If he can't answer this question

correctly, how can I program the course material so that he eventually will

be able to understand the concept... Should I branch him to an easier ques-

tion, explain the concept to him in a different manner, or tell him to re-

read the text?"

Thus, the individual programs were essentially "intuitively" construct-

ed, and the variances in branching can be attributed primarily to the

author's subjective evaluation as to the complexity of the subject matter.

The limited amount of testing that has been accomplished has not indicated

that any one method was superior to the other two.

The remainder of the Coursewriter language explanations in the manual

are self-explanatory. The computer is very good about not accepting state"-

ments containing incorrect procedures, and will advise the author immediate-

ly of his errors; so an author need not worry about inadvertently "destroy-

ing his program."

One might gather from reading the last two chapters that perhaps

"programming" is too difficult and time consuming a process to be worth

serious consideration by a teacher. The authors in describing the
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capabilities and limitations of the system had not intended to convey this

impression. Granted, it does require a lot of effort, but then again, a

great deal of thought and effort is necessary in developing a "good"

classroom lecture. Once properly constructed, a program can be utilized

repeatedly and transferred between schools. Despite the difficulties en-

countered in this study, it is still believed that CAI has considerable

potential in the field of education.
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CHAPTER V

Summary of Study Results

The result of this study was the development of a programmed course of

instruction in arithmetic and geometric progressions.

Table 1. presents a summary of the techniques utilized in designing

this course. The table includes a brief synopsis of the current opinions

of the study group regarding the various programming techniques employed

and some unanswered questions which arose during the development of the pro-

gram.

It is important to remember that the opinions and questions derived

from this study are based on the assumption , that; Programmed Instruction

methods are an effective means of teaching in certain situations.

An additional, and more basic, unanswered question than any of those

listed in Table 1., is the one which questions this basic assumption— =-=

Is programmed instruction an effective means of teaching in certain situations?;

and a corollary to that question is... If so, what are these situations?
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CHAPTER VI

Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions

It is concluded that this study has increased, to some degree, the

growth pattern of computer assisted instruction through the development of

a programmed course of instruction in arithmetic and geometric progressions

and that a necessary "working" program is now available.

Due to the inexperience of the authors in this field, further develo-

ment and changes will be required to evaluate its further potential in the

overall CAI program. It is finally concluded that the use and evaluation

of the program will contribute to a more intelligent decision when the

time for a final decision on the value of computer assisted instruction

comes

.

Recommendations

Recommendations resulting from this study can be subdivided into

four areas:

A. The use of the developed program in evaluating the IBM-CAI

system at this school.

B. The areas for further study at the U. S. Naval Postgraduate School.

C. The recommended methods to be followed in conducting future

similar studies.

D. Recommendations for changes to the IBM-CAI System equipment.

1. The use of the developed program to evaluate the IBM-CAI System.
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It is strongly recommended that:

a. This program be tested and revised as necessary prior to being

utilized in a final evaluation test.

b. Initial testing and revision be accomplished by tutorial ar-

rangement in which the author unobtrusively observes the stu-

dent's response/questions as he progresse s through the program.

c. A series of tests be conducted using control groups, to deter-

mine the validity of the program; some groups receiving the

Arithmetic and Geometric Progressions course by using the CAI

System, and some groups receiving the Arithmetic and Geometric

Progressions course by the normal instructor-lecture method.

The first control test could "highlight" areas for new authors

to further develop this program.

d. An unbiased examination be utilized as a criterion (test of

preferredness)

.

2. The areas for further study at the U. S. Naval Postgraduate School.

It is strongly recommended that:

a. Students who are interested in Computer Assisted Instruction

programming, develop programs for other phases of the basic

mathematics review course offered at the Postgraduate School.

3. The recommended methods to be followed in conducting future similar

studies.

It is strongly recommended that:

a. Sufficient time be planned for when writing a program.

b. A professor-student combination be used for program development.
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This would combine the professor's "teaching" experience with

the student's current "learning" experience.

c. The background literature in the areas of programmed instruc-

tion and computer assisted instruction be reviewed thoroughly

prior to starting the project.

d. Prospective CAI programmers talk to other known authors of

"programmed instruction" courses, if possible.

e. The IBM Computer Assisted Instruction System manuals be studied

thoroughly.

f. An author practice with the 1052 Printer-Keyboard using sample

problems prior to programming his course.

g. The desired student terminal behavior level be established,

h. The Flow Charts and the program be constructed concurrently.

i. The program be typed into the computer in sections and checked

for programming accuracy at the completion of each section.

j. The program be tested using students and revised in the light

of their responses and comments.

4. Changes to the IBM-CAI System equipment. (These recommendations cover

"nice- to- have" items from the standpoint of convenience, but are not

considered essential for the use of this system).

It is recommended that:

a. The PROCEED light be removed entirely or the OFF period be re-

duced considerably.

b. The "blocks-of-print" that the computer will accept be length-

ened as much as possible.

c. The "EOB" and "Cancel" functions each be made a SINGLE key oper-

ation.
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d. A "Student Comment" function be provided in the system. (This

function would provide the student with the capability of typ-

ing comments about the course material into the computer; the

author/instructor could then obtain these comments on a print-

out from the computer to aid in revising his program.

*****

sign off

you have been signed off
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Computer Assisted Instruction Course
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start
I ntro

1 ; /CI COME AtOARDJ

You orr ahodi t> rot underway on one of the v^ry Ufst -lndns of tpachlnr.

I think you'll flnl this exporlenee not only edurit lona 1, Sut also most enjoyable.

CCan any other professor make that statement?*)

You nay find that my tonru<* Is a bit short but my patience Is

very Ion*. So don't let my conments rattle you. Take your time and enjoy yourself.

QU A

When you are ready to ret underway, press the FOR buttons.

Glad to have you aboard.'

ARITHMETIC AND GFOMETRIC PROGRESSIONS

Section A INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS

Is a group or collection of definite distinct objects.

ca set
fn edltls //all
ty Correct. The order of arrangement Is not Important In a set.

wa sequence
wb progression
fn edltls //all
ty No. A sequence Is a set of numbers In'some definite order. I'm looking for

a more general term. Try again.

un Wrong. Try again.

un No-. The answer Is set . A set Is a group of definite distinct objects. You can

have a set of birds, rocks, guns, numbers • anything. It Is just a definite

distinct group of some particular objects.

qu A group or collection of numbers In no definite order of arrangement
Is called a __^_^_ of numbers.

ca set
fn edltls //all
ty Right. The clue here Is that the numbers are not In any definite order.

In order for a set to be a sequence It must be arranped In definite order.

7 br a8 //cl//2
8 cb group
9 cb col lection

10 cb bunch
11 cb wad
12 fn edltls //all
13 ty Yeh. That's true enourh, but the answer I nrefer Is sot .
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in br af //cl//2
15 wa s^nurncc
1G wb prorrcsslor.
17 fn cJI tls //ill
18 ty .iror.r. .'lotc that the numbers In qurstlor. are not In my rtoffnltfl order. Try araln.

20 un You nust be kidding. Try araln.

21 un The Bureau must be kidding. The correct answer Is set . A rroup of any definite

22 distinct objects Is called a set. A rroup of numbers Is called a set of numhers .

23 Order of arrangement Is not Important in a set.

br al

qu A set of numbers In some definite order Is called a

ca sequence
cb progression
cb sequence of numbers
cb progression of numbers
fn edltls //all
ty That's right. Rood head work there, Charlie.

9 ad cl//c2
10 ad -cl//cl
11 br a6
12 wa set
13 fn edltls //all
1<4 ad cl//c2
15 ad -cl//cl
16 ty True, but that's not really too profound, Charles. Think and try araln.

19 un No. Note that the set of numbers In question Is arranged
In some definite order. Try this one.

br all

qu A _ of numbers Is a set of numbers In some definite order.

2 ca sequence
3 cb progression
<i fn edltls //all
5 ty Correct. Now try the first one again.

7 br a3
8 wa set
9 fn edltls //all

10 ty Less than profound, Charlie. Read the statement and try araln.

11

12 un Nepative, Charlie, think about this ^r\"\ we'll try it from another anrlr

13

1U br a5
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aS
1 qu A prorresslor. or sequence of r.u-ibers Is 1

2 ea set
3 cb (roup
k cb col lection
5 fn edl tls //all
6 ty Fantastic mind.1 Your powers of retention anazr ne.

of nj'iSprs In sone definite or-'Ar,

8 br aS
9 lin I'll forget you said that. Try again.

10 un Check the doppler on your typewriter, buddy. I think It's stuck. We'll try this

11 one more time.

12 un Time's up. See you when you ret back from Vietnam. The correct answer here Is ier .

•

• 5.
br aSa

1 rd I think you'd better go back and review the text again, and then we'll take another

2 stab at these questions. \

a6

-

:;"

ti
w

1 .

I •

t
1

;

'

.

10

11

12

13

lit

IS

br al

qu The Individual numbers of the sequence or progression are called

ca terms
fn edl tls //all
ty Way to go, Dick Tracy. You got another one right.

br a7
cb elements
fn edl tls //all

ty Gee, I never thought of that. OK, but the preferred answer Is terms .

un Wrong. Think of what the Individual numbers In the progression 1, 2, 3, k, 5 are

cal led. Try agal n.

un When was the last time you stood a mid-wateh? Be careful. I'm losing my patience. One more try.

un Aaaaaaaaahhhhhhhh.' .' Excuse me. The correct answer Is terms . Each Individual

number In a sequence Is a term.

br a7

qu A sequence of numbers Is a set of numbers In sone

ca def I nl te

cb distinct
cb particular
cb specific
cb exact
fn edl tls //all
ty Beautiful. It takes a lot of order to make a set a sequence.

-

.

10 br a8
11 cb def enl te
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12

|]

lit

15

It

18

19

20

21

fn edltls //all
ty OK, but your spelllnr Is atrocious. It's H--.-f-J.-n- 1 - t-r-.

wa randon
fn edltls //»!

1

ty Randon? You're not even supnosel to know whit thit word leans, an I anyway It's wrong. Try araln.

un How do you say wronr In VI etn-v-iese? The order of arranre-ient Is Important In a

sequence. Try araln.

un No, the correct answer Is def Inl te . The terns of a sequence rum be arranred In a

def I nl te order. This Is the key factor which nakes a set a sequence. Order Is not

Important In a set --- It Li Important In a sequence.

br a3

qu Is 2, <t, 6, 8, 10 a set?

ca yes
fn edl tls //all
ty Correct. Any definite croup of nunbers Is a set.

6

7

8

9

10
11
12

13

ad -cl//cl
br a9
wa no \

fn edltls //all
ad -cl//cl
ad -l//cl
ty Wrong. This Is a set. Any definite group of numbers Is a set.

114

15
br a8a
un If you do that again, I'll shock you. Just say v>« or ca.

qu Is liO, 9, 18, 61, SO a set?

ca yes
fn edltls //all
ty Right. I think you've got It.

-

6

7

8

9
10

11

br a9
wa no
fn edltls //all
ad -l//cl
ty Wrong again. I think we'd better go back and look at the definition again.

br al
un Knock It off, Charlie. Just say yes or no.

qu Is 2, it, 6, 8, 10 a sequence?

ca yes
fn edltls //all
ty Right, because all of the terms are In a definite order. Fach term exceeds the

preceding one by 2.

11

wa no
fn edltls //all
fn edltla //all
ad -l//cl
ty Wronr. It Is a sequence because the terns are arranged In a definite order.

Each tern exceeds the precedlnp one by 2.
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1!

br alO
un This Is a yes or no question, 'lort. Choose one.

1 gu Is 1, 2, 5, u, 5a progression?

2 ea yes
3 fn edl tls //all
* ty Rorer. The terms are In a definite order. Over.

6

7

8

9

10

11

wa no
fn edltls //all
ad -l//cl
ty Sure It Is. It's a progression Csequenee) hecause the terms arp arranged In a

definite order. Each term exceeds the preceding one by 1. Let's try another one.

12

13

ill

*—

-

t±h
12

13

br all
un Come on. Judge, make a decision YES or NO?

qu Is 1, 7, 3, 2, 9, a progression?

ca no \

fn edltls //all
ty Correct. The terms In this set are not arranged In any definite order. Well done.

br allb //cl//2
br al7
wa yes
fn edltls //all
ad -l//cl
ty No, no. This set does not fill the bill for a progression or sequence

because the terms are not arranged In any definite order.

14

IS
IS

• 11a
1

2

J

br alia //cl//2
br al7
un Try yes or no, Charlie. I ain't programmed for garbage.

rd You've missed at least two of the last three questions. I think we'd better

review the examples In the text. You go ahead and Start. I'll be back In a

minute. I'm going to the head.

allb

* ad -cl//cl
S br al2

1 rd Even though you got the last one right, you have missed at least two of the example

2 questions. Therefore, I think you'd better review the text, and then we'll look at

3 some more problems.

a!2

ad -cl//cl
br al2

qu OK, here we go again. Is 1, 7, it, 2, 12 a set?

2 ca yes
3 fn edit Is //all
<i ty Roger. Well done. Over.

un Wronr. This I s i I'-prs Is a set rprarHI*ss " c their orler.
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u ad -l //<-.'

7 br alS
al3

1 qu Is 15, b, 20, S;, ii, ii 3 .1 nrorrrsslon?

2 ca no
3 fn edl t Is //all
*i ty Correct. The trms are not In any •Vflnltc orlrr. '"onsz-nuent ly this set Is nnt

a sequence or prorrosslon.

6 br al7
7 un Mo, this Is not a prorresslon because the tr-rns art* not arranged In any definite order.

« ad -l//c2
9 br aU //C2//2

10 br al7
alt

1 qu Is 5, 10, IS, 20, 25 a progression?
2 ca yes
J fn edl tls //all
» ad -c3//cJ
S ty Right. I think you're catchlnr on.'

6 br alk a

7 un Wrong. This Is a progression or sequence of numbers. The terms are arranged In a

8 definite order, each term being 5 greater than the preceding one. Remember we are

9 using the words progression and sequence synonomously.

10 ad -c5//c3
11 ad -l//c3
12 br al5

Ma
1 qu Do you feel that you now basically understand the concent of sets and progressions?
2 ca yes
3 fn edl tls //all
« br al7 »•

5 wa no
6 fn edl tls //all
7 br alS

al5
1 qu Is 10, 5, 0, -5, -10 a progression?

2 ca yes
3 fn edl t Is //all
Ii ty Correct. The terms of a progression may take on any Value (positive, negative/

5 or zero) as long as they are arranged In a definite order.

6 br al7
7 un Wrong. This Is a progression. The terms of a progression may take on any value

8 (positive, negative, or zero) as long as they are arranged In a definite order.

9 ad -l//c3
10 br al7 //c3//2

a 16

1 qu Is -10, -10 1/2, -11, -11 1/2, -12 a prorrosslon?

2 ca yes
3 fn edl tls //all
14 br al7
5 un Mo, Charlie, old buddy, you've missed the last two questions ----- That Jj. a

6 progression. Each tern Is 1/2 less than the prpcilnr one. Man! I've got a headache.

7 br a 10a
al6a

1 qu Do you want to go back and study thr text sorie '-vor^?

2 ca no
3 fn edl tls //all
t ad -c3//c3
5 br al7
6 un I think that's a wlsr decision. Le>t i<- know 'ih»n you're ready to start araln.
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1 'ir i

.17

gj i» .i ( r, -r, i , i', i ' rro-fsslon?

2 ca yrs
J Pn r!l t Is //.-ll

» ad -c2//c2
5 ty nirht. Fantastic prrcort lor.J "i!

6 un Jronr . It Is a prorr»ss lor.. The ter is *!•• In a l" f lnltp or 't, part- hoi np fourth

7 by mul tlplyl ng tip prpc:'!lr,f torn by thp constant a-

S ad -c2//c2
9 ad -l//c3

10 br alt llr.Mll
11 br al7a

al7a
1 qu I think I'll ask you so'ip new typo questions on second thought Ho you want

2 some more examples like the ohfs you've just had?

3 ca no
k fn ell tls //all
5 ad -c3//c3
6 br al8
7 v/a yes
8 fn edl tls //all
9 ty OK, we'll go back and take a look at sonp of our previous examples.

10 ad -c3//c3
11 br aS

11
1

2 ca term
3 cb terms
it fn edl tls //all
5 br a20
6 wa subscript
7 fr. edl tls //all

10 br al9
•19

1 qu In the progression 2, It, 6, 8, 10, 12 the number 6 Is called a

2 ca term
3 cb terms
<t fn edltls //all
5 ty I think you've got I tl

6 br a20
7 cb element
8 fn edltls //all
9 ty Veh, yeh, but the preferred word Is term .

10 br a20
11 un No, Charlotte, honey, that's not correct. Let ne explain It. 6 Is a term.

12 All of the Individual numbers are called terms. The progression 1, 2, 3, It, 5

13 Is a five term progression. 1 Is the first term, 2 Is the second term, etc..

Ik I do hope that clears up this little misunderstanding.

15 br a20
•20

1 qu The number 2 In a, Is called a

2 ca subscript
3 fn edltls //all
t ty Correct. The subscript denotes the order In which the tprms are arranged.

5 br a22
6 un I think you just !> 1 ew a transistor In my dopplpr box. L'uuuhhhhh.' i Think and

try again.

A-
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8 un '.Jronr. It Is subscript, arH It 1*not<*s thr or>r In which tn^ tons ar*» arrAnre^.

9 That Is, *j ,7° l|H h** the spcpnd tori In Its nropr^sslon.

denotes the order In which the terns srp *rr*nred.

10 br all
•11

1 mi The

2 ca subscript
J fn edl tls //all
* ty Roger. Over.

5 br a22
6 cb subscripts
7 fn edl tls //all
8 ty OK, but In the future please use singular subjects with singular verbs.

9 un Wrong. Try again.

10 un Wrong. The correct answer Is suhsrr I nt . For example, the nunbers In the

11 sequence t,, t , t,, t are subscripts and denote the order of arrangement

12 of the terms, t, being the first term, t, the second term, etc.

13 br a22
a22

1 qu In the sequence t,, t,, t„ ---
, t , ---, t Is the1/3 n n

a2 3

2 ca nth
3 cb n
t fn edltls //all
5 ty Beautiful, Charlie, have a banana.

6 br a2U
7 un No. t Is the nth term as Indicated by the subscript n. Let's try another one.

2 ca 3rd
3 cb 3

ii cb third
5 fn edl tls //all
6 ty Roger, Charles, and a. Is the fourth term, etc., etc.

7 br a2<i

J cb 3th
9 fn edltls //all

10 ty 3th???? OK, but the correct spelling Is lei.

11 br a2i4

12 un Charlie, old buddy, you missed this one too. That floes distress me a bit. The

13 correct answer Is 3rd , a. Is the third term as Indicated by the subscript 3.'

Ik Zap my EOB button while I try to decide what to do with you.

IS br a23a
a2 3a

1 rd After thinking It over, I've decided we should ro back an^ look at some more questions

2 on terms and subscripts. Punch ne, Charlie.

br al6
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a2<t

1 rd That Is the end of the Introductory section on the Coursewrl ter. r.reat sport, eh!?J

2 If you feel that you have the concert well In hand, then tyne si rn off, and return

3 to the text and study the section on flndlnr the value of a particular tern In an

It Arl thmetlr Progress I fin.

5 If you would like to review one of the areas noted below, just type £a la followed

6 by the label following that particular area.

7 Prohlen Area label

8 Set al

9 Sequence/Progression aS

10 Term an

11 Subscript a20

12 If you do fO back and review, then when you have completed the review,

13 type >n to a7U . This will branch you back to here, from where we may press onward.

It ad -c2//c2
15 ad -c3//c3

nsl
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!
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1 qu ' r. Is .1 sequence of nuiSTS li wM'-h ^c' twi nftrr Cr first Is forum* by ->'llnr

2 i fixed quantity called th* coitior llf fnrencc ti the nrerr'Hr.r tern.

3 ca an
U cb a. p.
5 c> arithmetic progression
6 fr, edl tls //all
7 ty Vou have arrived at the correct solution. roo'vl

8 ad -e2//e2
9 un l/rong. The correct answer Is arithmetic progression or AP. Think ihout It for a minute

10 and then let's try another one.

11 ad -c2//c2
12 ad -l//c2
13 br b2

b2
1 qu In an AP the fixed quantity added to each tern to obtain the next tern Is called the

2 ca common difference
3 fn edl tls //all
4 ty You're right, and d, may be either or -, but never 0. Next ouestlon comln' up.

5 br b3
6 cb d
7 fn edltls //all
8 ty Correct. d = common difference, d. may be either or -, but never 0.

9 br b3
10 via difference
11 fn edltls //all
12 ty That's only partially correct. The complete answer Is rommon difference — - meaning

13 that the difference Is common Cor the same) between al

1

terms In the AP.

lit br b3
15 un No. The correct answer Is commpn dl f f erenre .

16 d. may be either or -, but never 0.

17 ad -l//c2
18 br b3

b3
1 qu The common difference between each term In an AP Is denoted by the letter

2 ca d

3 fn edltls //all
l| ty Roger. Over.

un Wrong. Check your typing and try nratn.

jn ..rr.r, your rypl n . letter in question Is d., delta --- you dog.

d, t.iay be either + or -, but never 0.

8 ad -l//c2
bit

1 qu t or f. In an AP the conmon difference my br either a posltlvr or a negative nuiber.

2 ca t

3 Cb tr.i.

'i f r. ed 1 1

1





b hr b'1.1 //C2//J
7 br bS
S un Wrong. 4 lay be p| thor or -

# but never 0.

9 a. I -l//c2
10 br bUa //=2//3
11 br bS

b<ta

1 rd You have nltsed at least J of the last li questions on A^'s. I think that before we

2 start the problems we'd better ro back and revl ew the text. Let me know when you're

3 ready to go ar.aln.

U br bl
bS

1 qu The AP 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18 consists of terms.

2 ca 6
1 cb six
li fn edl tls //all
5 ad -c2//c2
6 ty Correct

7 un No. There are 6 terms In the AP. Each Individual number Is a term. 3 Is the first

8 term, 6 the second term, etc..

9 ad -c2//c2
10 ad -l//c2
11 br b5a

bSa
'

1 qu In the AP 6, 10, 111, 18, 22 what Is the value of the fourth term?

2 ca 18
3 fn edl tls //all
it ty Roger. I think you've got It.

5 br b5b //e2//l
6 br b6
7 un No ---- the value of the fourth term ---- the fourth number In the series. What Is It?

8 un I t never occurred to me that anyone would miss this one twice, but then I didn't know

9 that you were taking the course. The correct answer Is 18.

10 br b5b
bSb

1 qu How many terms are there In the AP 8, 6, k, 2, 0?

2 ca 5

3 fn edltls //all
U ty Great.' And you can type, too.'

5 br bG //c2//l
6 br b5c
7 un Cads.' Here I'll help you. There are 1, 2, 3, it, £ -— 5 —« £ terms In that stupid APJ

8 Maybe It's the blr numbers that throw you???

9 br b5c
b5c

1 qu In the AP 2, it, 6, 8, 10, 12 the value of the fourth term Is 8. What Is the value

2 of the fourth term?

3 ca 8

"t fn edltls //all
5 ty CZ, Dick Tracy. Mow stand by for a ram.

6 br b5
7 ur. IVha --- huh?.'? -•* Oh, you scared i»; I never expected to see anyone way down here.

;', I >





'Oil i M I' • r 1 '
I i-

' I-? v-- r 1 1 r !
' - - ' r ' r r | M t I "r , '. >riy, Tl 4 tr y in I n.

IO - r I •

'

!»<• i -— I i. ir -•><> ' r I i»f .' '

'
i, I • t

' •; try t' Is i»ne>i

)•> br .

mi I r, fir :, J, 3 t!--r~ ,1r/- - irn, 'low i-'ny fr is fire t'-ere In th" "I1 1, 2, 3?

c .

5 I . 1 . //nil
u t» ' so! i. ..• ro t> t' r firs; rrvlp.

'>r bS
u ur. 'JOj Charlie, thfl answer Is i. "iv you ^v^r ronsMered STO^ilnr a P r School

7 Jrop-out? I'll !>r glad to sign your chit.

E br b5o
b3a

1 r<! Co back on I rc-road the text/ and then we'll start from scratch. You make t> want to.

2 br bl
bS

1 qu In the AP li, li, 8, 10, 12, 1U, d*

2 ca 2

J cb »2
ii fn edltls //all
5 ad -c2//c2
6 ty Right. l'i-12 = 12-10 = 6-ii = 2, the i-ninnon difference.

7 un Wrong, try again.

6 ad -c2//e2
9 un Wrong. I'll give you a hint. The answer Is 2. H-12 - 12-10 = J-6 e 2, the mrx-ion

10 difference. Remember, d. may be either or -, but never 0.

11 br b7
b7

1 qu In the AP a, a*d, a»2d, a*3d the value of the first term, t,. Is - and ds

2 CPut a comma between your answers.)

3 ca a,

d

<* cb a, »d
5 fn edltls //all
6 ty That's right. Very good.

7 br bC
8 un No, you blew It. Check your typlnr and try again.

un Old you read the text? This Is B verbatim example. Here t,-a and d=d. Simple, eh?.'

10 br b7a
b7a

1 qu In the AP -b, -7, -8, -9, -10, d =

2 ca -1

3 fn edltls //all
* ty Roger. How try this one.

5 br bb
6 wa 1

7 fn edltls //all
8 ty tlo. Check your slrn and try again.

un rio. d = -l. -E-C-7) = -10-C-O) = -1. Try this one.
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1 . -ir !>?'

h7'j

1 til It: t' " ,-.,-,-!,-]

Z n - *

3 fn rli.h //I!
U ty o.,'. !o! I :'•; Iri th- first EX.TlpIr .T-.-tln.

i. br b(

C \IH I

7

1

b7c

b9

fn ell tls //ill
tv i!o> Cheek yot.r sir, an I try "-ill

ur. :io. The answrr Is -k, c*-r cotinon 'IffTrnrr hrttween p.irh ton In the AP,

br h7c

rd I think we'd better take another look at the text. Call me -./her you're rpi^y,

I'll be In the head.

br bS

rd VJe can find any term In an AP If we know the --

1. f I rst term I tj>

2. common difference Cd)

3. number of the term for which we are looklnF Cn)

The expression to find the value of the nth term Ct ) of an AP Is ---
n

t = t, (n-l)d
n 1

After you have digested this and are ready to proceed, punch me. Over.

8 ad -c2//c2

2 ca 16
3 cb *16
li fn edltls //all
5 ty Roger. Bravo Zulu. Over.

6 br bll
7 un No. t., = 2 CiS-lXl). Try again.

8 ad -l//c2
9 un Wrong again. The answer Is 16. Try this one.

10 br blO
blO

1 qu Find the fifteenth term of an AP whose first term Is 2 and whose common difference Is 1/2.

2 ca 9
3 cb *9
<t fn edltls //all
5 ty You're right.'

6 ad *l//c2
7 br bll
8 un No. This Is just like the last one. tj = 2, .-• = 1 / 2 . Find t . Try It.
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1 br hlOa
bid

1 Ti You rcnlly jhoul I h.iv ^out t' -t in rl-H, "harlte, I'll -lv you x cholr«

2 You -lay ro 'i-irk .in! r-vln tt-~ t-xt, ir ynu Miy "t on frm here. "owev»r. If you

3 ro or. and t'nr. liss thfl next onr I' i -nlrr to *nn I you Sack -uyny, lr*h, heh.' r0" pl*fis*

u br blOb
blOb

1 qu Do you wnnt to ro back anl rcvl^nv?

2 ca yes
} fn edl tls //al 1

<i ty OK, I think that's wise. Read the section on ',r's he'ore you attamnt xny •nor/* questions.

5 br b8
6 un OK, but don't hesitate to stop and review If you ever have 'any questions.

7 br bll
bll

1 qu Find t 1L In the AP -6, 2, 10, It

2 ca 98
3 cb *98
U fn edl tls //all
5 ty Right.'

6 br bl2

8 ad -l//c2
9 un Wrong acal n. t,., - -6 C1U-1X8) = 9JB..

10 br blla //c2//3
11 br b 12

blla
1 rd Charlie, old pal, I told you If you missed this one I'd send you away ------- So stand

2 by to get underway. Not only do I want you to read your text, but also THINK .'.'

3 br bS
bl2

2 ca 3

3 cb *3
it fn edl tls //all
5 ty Correct. Very rood.

6 ad -c2//c2
7 br bllt

8 un No. Rearrange the t fornula, and solve for t.

9 ad -c2//c2
-W- br b l »

11 un Wrong. t, - t - ln-l)d
i n

12 : 19 - C5-1H

13 = 3

1U br bl3
blS

2 ca -3
3 fn edl tls //all
U ty Fine. I think you've pot It now.
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5 br Mil
6 un ..'ror- ar.iln. Ml. Is I

1 - s-i- ty.'i- profiler! ••. t '
-<- Ins) irr e^r, t --15, d = 2.

9 ur. • jo^r.tlj •- •• ? IV Excuse *ic, r har lotto. Once anlr you hav» arrival at en Incorrect answer.

10 The correct solution here Is -3. An-; I? you -in>! I don't r"t to-ether soon, that's goln- to

11 be your grade for this course.' ; .'
I think we'll review a bit.

12
bill

1

2 ca li

3 eb *k
k fn edl tls //all
5 ty That's right.' You're doing great,'

blS
1

7 ad -1//C2
8 un Incorrect. d=U.

2 ca 7/2
3 cb 3 1/2
It fn edltls //all
5 ty Beautl ful .'

6 br bl6
7 un Incorrect. Think.' n=6 Solve for d.

ad -1//C2 t

un Wrong again. d -
r

10 = 10 1/2 - (-7)
6-1

11 = 17 1/7 : 3 1/2 or 7/2
5

12 br bl5a //c2//2
13 br bl6

blSa
1 rd You've missed the last two questions, Charles. I think we'd better fall back and regroup.

2 Massage the formula a bit, and try to visualize the different uses for It. EOR please.

3

bl6
1

2 ca -5

3 fn edl tls //all
ii ad -c2//c2
5 ty Excellent! You are thlnklnp. We do like that.

6 wa -85
7 fn edltls //all
8 ad -c2//c2
9 ty No. Check the sign of d., and try again.

un Incorrect. d = 5. Try again.





12 ur. Ch.irllr, I hivr the hnr»s!lon thut thll rrohlcn Ml you snowr 1

,

13 t. = t - lr-1)!
1 n

I'. to - cm- 1)5

15 = UO - Ii5

16 t
x

= -5

17 The fomula will fit all of thes^ problems. Take your time nni think th»n throurh.

18 br bl2
bl7

1 gu Given an AP where t, = 56 and t , -=32, find t.

2 ca 85/2
3 cb U 2 1/2
I 'n edl tls //all
5 I'm Impressed!

,i So I've finally stumped you, eh?.' d=-3/2, n=10. Find t
in-

8 ad -l//c2
9 un Gads.'.' tj - 56 110-1K-3/2)

10 : 56 - 13 1/2

11 t
10

= U2 1/2 or 85/2

12 br bl8
bl8

1 qu Given an AP where t.=9 and t,, 1 31, find t.

2 ca 5

3 fn edl tls //all
14 ty Oh, goodie! You got another one right.

5 br bl8a //c2//2
6 ad -c2//c2
7 br bl9
8 un No, first solve for d.. Then go from there.

9 ad -l//c2
10 un No. There are several ways to find d..

11
t - t

31 - 8 : ill 1
12 = = _15=-2lt

15 - k 11

13

U

15

16

17 lid =22

18 d = 2

19 un No, Charles, that's Incorrect araln. From the last hint I five you you can see that t
1
=3.

20 Then solving the standard equation, we see that t-=5.
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2 1 br blS.-i

blla
1 qu '"vn th.it the first trr-i of ar nP Is 5l in J itr srwit Tr, th tern Is 3?, f I nrt d.

2 co -

3 cb -. 1/2
I fn ~dltls //all
5 t; ;, that's better.

6 br bl9
7 un Mo, Charlie, you should have pott"n that one correct. t,=56, t,,-i2, n=17. Try agali

8 un Again I must report that you have furnished me wl th an unrecognizable response.

9 d=-3/2. I think It best that we go back and review again.

10 br b8
bl9

1 qu Here's a ''thinker' 1
. Berlnnlng with 2, find the 100th even number.

2 ca 200
J fn edl tls . //all
U ty Outstanding, Charlie. Good head work.

5 br b20
6 un Sorry, old man, that Is Incorrect. This problem can be set up as an AP where t,=2, n=100,

7 and d = 2. Solve for t . Try It.
n

8 un Hmmmmmm? You've missed It again. I was so sure that you'd get It that I wasn't paying any

9 attention. Do that again please.

10 un Good grief.' I'm sorry I was watching that time. You've given me a transistor ache.

11 t 100
=200, Charlotte.

12 br bl9a
bl9a

1 qu I'll give you a choice -— and suggest an answer. J. think you should go back and review a bit,

2 but If you prefer to go on, I'll let you. Do you want to review?

3 ca yes
li fn edl tls //all
5 br bS
6 un OK, but If you are confused about any concepts here, don't hesitate to ask for help.

b20

7 ad -l//c2
br b20

qu Careful. Is 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, ....... an AP?

2 ca no
3 fn edltls //all
<< ty Correct, because d can never equal zero.

5 br b21
6 un Wrong. Here d=0. In an AP, d can be either or -, but never 0.

7 ad -l//c2
8 br b20a //c2//2
9 br b21

b20a
1 rd Charlie, I told you you should review before proceeding. Let's do.

2 br b8
b21

1 qu OK, now let's review a bit before we knock off.

2 When using the formula t = t, + Cn-l)d to find the tent 1
! tern In a twenty term AP, n =

n l
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b21b

C8 13
fr ft'UH //.til

ad -r://c?
ty Hoot, chit's correct.

br b.'2

un Wrong. n=10, thr nu-iber of the tnri for wMch we ^rr lool-.lnr

ad -c2//c2
ad -l//c2
br b21a

qu When usInA the formula t_ = t. tn-l)d to find thr value of thr si nth tern of an AP, ni
n I

ca 6
fn edltls //all
ty Roger.

br b22
un Gads.1 How did you get this far 1 1. the course? 1o, ni6 because -we are looking for the 6th term, t.

ad -l//c2
br b21b

qu When using the ''term'' formula, u Is simply the number of the term for which we are looking.

If we are looking for the 13th term, ml3 and t -t... If we are looking for the UOth term,
n 13

n-UO and t„ s thn . Do you understand this now?

ca yes
fn edl tls //all
br b22
un This Is pretty basic. I think we'd better take another look at the text, and then hit some

more of the problems before pushing ahead.

b22

9

10
ad -c2//c2
br b5

qu t or f. »6, i<8, 50, 32, 34, 36 Is an AP.

2 ca f

3 fn edltls //all
4 ty Correct. The rnmmnn difference must apply to al

1

terms In an AP. Here It does not.

5

6

b23

un Wrong. This Is not an AP because 4 does not apply to al

I

terms. In an AP, the

difference must truly be common to all terms.

ad -l//c2
br b23

ca subscript
fn edltls //all
ty Roger. Press onward regardless.

5 br b2 5

6 un Hegats, Charlie. 9 Is a subscript, and denotes the order of arrangement of the terms.

7 X„ would be the 9th tern In Its sequence.

ad -1//C2
br b2U

qii In the sequence X,, X,, X-, X,, ,X , ..., X_ Is the
1 Z i 1 n n

numbered term.

2 ca nth
3 cb n
<i fn edl tls //all
5 br t>25

6 un No, It Is the nfh tern as denoted by the subscript n. This Is the same concent as the previous
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1

8 ad -l//c2
9 br b2<ia

a

1 TA I must admit that I'm a bit concerned that these review questions are bothering you. Let's

2 take a look at a couple of more concepts, and then we'll go back and look at the problem areas.

J Punch me when you're ready to get underway.

br b25

qu A set of numbers In some definite order Is called a

8

9

10
11
12

13

ca sequence
cb sequence of numbers
cb progression
cb progression of numbers
fn edltls //all
ty Tremendous memory. BZ.'

br b26
cb set
cb set of numbers
fn edltls //all
ty True, but that doesn't make a very good sentence. You were supposed to say senuenre or

progression (of numbers).

"

1U

15

b26

17
18

br b26
un Wow! You shouldn't have missed that one.' Maybe you should get out of the numbers game, and take

up poker. --- The answer here Is sequence or progression. Remember those words???

ad -1//C2
br b26

qu In the AP x, x*y, x»2y, x*3y, t,_ and d = _. ( Pu t a comma between your answCrs.)
I

-

2

3

k

5

6

7

8

9

10
11

b26a

ca
cb
ffl

ty

br
br
un

ad
br
br

x*2y,

y

x*2y, *y
edltls
Roger.

b26a
b27
That's

-l//c2
b26a
b2 7

//all
Very good

;

//C2//2

not right.

//C2//2

the 3rd term. Is x*2y, and d=y.

rd Charlie, you have missed at least 2 of these 7 review questions. You've done pretty well on

the t bit, but I'm afraid you're forgetting some of the basic building blocks,
n

I think you'd better go back and review the Introductory/definition section of the text, and

then we'll run through these 7 questions again.

br b21
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1 rd Congratu I atlons, Charlie, you've just reached another milestone on the rocky road to admiral.

2 This Is the end of the section on finding term values of AP's.

5 If you feel comfortable In this area, type *l rn off, and return to the text to study the

Ii formula for finding the sum of a number of terms of an AP.

5 However, If you have any misgivings about one of the areas noted below, type £ft tn - and

6 then the label listed next to that problem area.

7 Problem Area Lahel

8 Set al

9 Sequence/Progression aJ

10 Term a6

11 Subscript a?0

12 AP/Common difference bl or b6

13 Number/Value of terms b5

1<4 t * formula b8
n

15 t problems b8 or b 16
n

16 Introductory review b21

17 If you do go back and review, then upon completion of the review, type m to h?7.

18 This will bring you back to this point, and we may continue from here.

ns2
21 ad -c<t//c
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cO
1 rd Section C S OF ARITHMETIC PROCESS 10 IS

cl

C2

c3

c5

qu The sum of an Arithmetic Profession Is equal to the nunber of terns

bel nr added tines the sun of the first and last tern belnr ailed

divided by 2. True or False?

ca true
cb C

fn edl tls //al I

fn edltla //all
ty Correct

br c2
10 un Incorrect

11 br cla
cla

rd Read pares 8 and 9 of your handout. Understand the meanlnr of each

symbol In the formula. Push eob after readlnr the material.

qu In the formula for summlnr the first ten terns of a twenty

tern A. P. the n refers to 10, the nunber of terms helnr

added. True or False?

ca true

cb t

fn edl tls //all
fn edltla //all
ty Correct

br c3
10 un Incorrect

11 br c2a
c2a

rd Read panes 8 and 9 of your handout. Coneentrate on the meaning of n

In the SUH formula. Push eob key after readlnr the material

ad -l//c3

qu In the formula for the Sum of an \.P. the last tern (t > refers
n

to the last term belnp: added. True or False?

ca true
cb t

fn edl tls //al 1

6 fn edltla //all
7 ty Correct, but remember In this case It also happens to

8 be the last term of the A. P.

9 un No. It Is the last teri.i helnr added, however. In this case

10 It Is also the last tern of the A. P. because we will ->^d

11 al 1 terns I n the A. P.

12 ad -l//c3
13 br cd

ci«

1 qu The sun of the A. P. 5, 10, IS, 20, 25, 30, 35, liO, 4 5, 50 is

2 C Use the sum formula )

3 ca 275

k fn edltls //all
5 fn edl tla //all
S ty Very Cood. Try tills one.

7 un .Ironr. n=10 , t, : s t
z 5f) . Try a«atn.

I V/ 'n

8 un '..'ronr. The answer is 2 75.

9 a<! -l//c3
10 br c: //c3//* 7

<

11 br cG IIz'j!I*1
12 ad -l//r3

qu The sn i of the \.'. 1 ', 2'. , 3.. , 'i ", CO, 7.', .'

, , T , : ', 1 :": Is .

C Use the s'l l for i;i 1 n )
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<i fn edltls //al I

5 fn edltla //all
6 ty Very Cood. Now let's try a sllfchtly different problem.

7 br c7
8 un Wrong. n^lO, t,-12 ,t I last term)=120. Try again.

9 un wrong. The answer Is 660. Let's go Charlie, Oet A r,i ove ,

10 br c6
c6

1 qu The sum of the A. P. 2, It, 6, 8, 10, 12 Is .

2 C Please use the formula. It may help to understand It's use.)

J ca U2

k fn edltls //all
5 fn edl tla //all
6 ty Correct. The first term Ct

x
> Is 2, the last term Ct > Isl2

7 and the number of terms belnp added Cn) Is 6. Putting these

I figures Into the formula

10 we will obtain the correct answer.

11 br c6d
12

13 Is 12 and the number of terms being added is 6.

1% Putting these figures Into the sum formula

15 s = nCt, t )
n In

16 we wl 11 find 2

17 the correct

It answer which Is <)2.

19 br c6a
c6a

1 qu The sum of the A. P. 260, 268, 276, 28<t, 292 Is

2 ca 1380
3 fn edltls //all
* fn edl tla //all
5 ty Correct. Now we are getting somewhere.

6 un Wrong. n- 5, t,= 260, t Clast term) - 292. Try Apain.

7 un Wrong . Sign Off. Review your alpebra and check your orders.

8 br cl
c6b

1 qu The sum of the A. P. 50,1*3,36,29,22,15 Is

2 I Please use the formula.)

3 ca 195
<t fn edl tls //al 1

5 fn edl tla //all
6 ty Very Hood. You seen to be catchlnr on.

7 un No. Try again.

8 un No. Sign off and reread the handout.

9 br cl
cfic

1 qu The sun of the A. P. 8,3,-2,-7,-12,-17 Is

2 ca -2 7

3 fn edi tls //all
U fn edl tla //all
5 ty Very Good. Let's lool; 3t some other problens.

6 br c7
7 wa 2 7

8 fn edi tls //all
9 fn edi tla //all

10 ty What about thr> nlnus sirn? It shouM Sn -•'7.

11 br c7
12

Ij Try a?aln 2

l't un -'ronr. I rivo up. Hi*n ^ff rind reft 1 ?'-"
' o-it.

15 br cl
c6d

1 qu T!.<- s:j i of the \.P. 1/J, 1/2, 2/3, 5/ , 1, ! '. / , 1 1/3, 1 1/.1
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2 ca 7 1/5
J fn edl tls //all
i» fn edl tla //..l 1

5 cb 7.33
6 fn llmltlc //7.2//7.I.

7 ty Excellent. That was a rough one.

8 un Wrong. Try Again.

9 un Wrong . The answer Is 7 1/3.

10 br c6a

qu The sum of the first six terms of the A. P. 11,8,12,
c7

Is

tj

ca 8<4

fn edltls //all
fn edl tla //all
ty Correct.

br c8
un Wrong, Solve for the sixth term using t - t, Cn-l)d and try agali

un Wrong. The sixth term Is 2<t. Try Again.

9

10
ad -c5//c5
un Wron/:.

c7a
11 br c7a

rd Read pages 6 and 7 In the handout. Push eob after readlnr the material,

ad -l//c"»

c8
qu The sum of the first eight terms In the A. P. 25,30,35, Is

2 ca }'i0

3 fn edltls //all
h fn edl tla //all
5 ty Very Good. Now let's review some of the basic material we covered

6 earlier In the course.

7 br clO
8 un Wrong, 1 he eighth term Is 60. Try again.

9 un No. The answer Is 3U .

c9

10
11

dd -l//clt

br c9d ,'/c<i// + l

qu The sum of the first ten terms of the A. P. 2,ti,6,8, Is

2 ca 110
3 fn edltls //all
it fn edl tla //all
5 ty Correct.

br c9d
un No. The tenth term Ct

1(
,) Is 20, the number of terms being added Cn)

la 10. Try agal n.

un No. The answer Is 110.

10
c9a

br c9a

qu The sun of the first twenty terms of the A. P. 1,2,3, .

ca 210

fn edltls //all
fn edl tla //all
ty Correct.

Is

6 un Wrong. The twentieth term Is twenty. The number of terms being added

7 is twenty. Try again.

un Wrong. TRY AHAIII.

un Wrong. Are you sure you signed up for this course?

10
c9b

br c9b

qu The sum of the first ten terns of the A. P. 1/7, 1/3, 1/G,

ca -i/2
cb -2 1/2
fn edi tls //al 1

fn edi tla //al 1

ty Excel lent

br clO
wa -2.5
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i

t 7

8

9

10

12

,

', 1J

i. _
1*

clO
1

!

2

5

1

5

9 fn Uml tic //-2.5//2.6
10 ty Correct. Fxccllent.

11 br clO
12 un Wrong. The tenth term Is -1. Try araln.

1} un Wrong, The answer Is - 5/2 .

U br c9c
e9c

1 qu The sum of the first ton terms of the A. P. .3, .7, 1.1, ... Is .

2 ca 21

3 cb 21.0
» fn edltls //all
5 fn edltla //all
6 ty Very Rood.

7 br elO
I un Wrong. The tenth term It.g) is 3.9 , Try araln.

9 un Wrong. The answer Is 21.0

10 br elO
e»d

1 qu The sum of the first ten terms of the A. P. 1/3, 1/2, 2/3, .... Is .

2 ca 1 5/6
3 cb 11/6
» fn edltls //all

fn edltla //all
ty Correct. Very Good. Let's take a quick review of some fundamentals we

should have mastered by now.

wa 1.83
fn 11ml tic //1.8//1.9
ty Correct. Very Good. Let's take a quick review of some fundamentals we should

11 have mastered by now.

un Wrong. The common difference Cd) Is 1/6 . Try apaln.

un Wrong. The answer Is 1 5/6 .

br c9a

qu The common difference Cd) In the A. P. 8jl6j2t|,32 Is .

ca 8

fn edltls //all
fn edl tla //all
ty Correct.

6 wa *8

7 fn edltls //all
8 fn edltla //all
9 ty Come on now. You know you don't have to put In plus signs,

10 Remember, however, always put In minus signs when you have one In your answer.

11 un Wrong. Try Again.

12 un Wrong. You must be joking. If you are I'll have the last lauph.

13
Hi

ell
1

ad -l//c5
br ell

qu The tenth term

2

3

k

5

ca 32
• fn edltls //all

fn edl tla //all
ty Correct.

6 un Wrong. d 3. Try araln.

7 un Wrong. The answer Is 32.

8 ad -1//C5
9 br b6 //c5//*2

cl2
1 qu The common difference In the A. P. 3:1,26,22,

2 ca •<!

3 fn edl tls //all
k fn edl tla //all
5 ty Correct, .le will now work up to a n«J area In tb" suimthr "f A. P. terms.

6 wa k

7 fn edltls //all
8 fn ell tla //all
9 ty The nlnuo slrn Is Inportir.t. fon't leave it OUT.
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10 un Wrong. The answer lb -U.

11

12

cl5

dk

4

cl5

9

10

1

2

3

it

5

g

7

8

9

ad -l//c5
br b6 //c5//»2

qu The sun of the twenty term A. P. 0,17,2?!, ... Is .

ca 2210
fn edltls //all
fn edl tla //all
ty Correct.

un Wrong, d = 11, n - 20. Try araln.

un Wrong. The answer Is 22 10

br cl<*

qu The sum of the ten term A. P. 35,I|2,I|9,
. . . Is.

ca 665
fn edltls //all
fn edltla //all
ty Very Good.

un Wrong. d^7, n= 10. Try araln. (HINT-- First solve for the tenth tern.)

un Wrong. The last term Ct ) we are adding Is 98. C In this case
n

t Is the tenth term t,, .) Try again.

un Wrong. The answer Is 66 5

br cl5

rd Let's look at something new.

The sun of the first three terms of the A. p. 2, 8, l'i, .... Is 2't.

The sun of the first five terns of the sane A. P. Is 70, If v/e

subtract the sum of the first three terns from the sun of the

NOTE that In solving for the sum of the U thru 5 term nf the A. P. we

actually subtracted the sun of the 1 three terns fron the sun of

the first five terms. Now let's try some problems. Push eoh.

10

11

12

qu The sun of the eleventh thru fifteenth term of the A. P. 2, l(, 6,, Is

(.Hint. Renember now , we arp lntr-restpd In solvlnr for the 11 thru 15

so we will solve for the sun of the 1 10 terms Inste.id of the first eleven.)

13
lit

15
16

ea
fn
fn
ty

130
edl tls
edltla
Excel lent

//all
//ai i

17
18

19

ad
br
un

-c6//c6
cl7
Wrong.

20
21

br
br

cl 7a

cl6
//c6//*2

1 rd To find the sun of the eleventh term Ct,.> thru the fifteenth (t, r
)

1

1

i j

2 tern In the A. P. 2, U, B, . . . first flnl th» sum of thfl

3 first fifteen terns, tl.en the sui of tV flrsl ten terns.

S 1 1) ti ' t ttv su.1 of t'. first ten tens ( j , - ' 'r-; t' r tu i t
r

the first fifteen tens ( , >. This Is -' -.•! i n? r'-e ,<i - -r tl-

thru flftwnth t -r i if :'• " . ". '

i
'• "o'i t-i rontlpti .
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7 qu The sum of the eleventh thru flfteent 1
' terms of the A, P. ?,<i,Q, .... Is

I ca 130
9 fn edl tls //all

10 fn edltla //all
11 ty Very Good,

12

1)

Ik un Wrong. The sun of the first ten terns (s,
n

> Is 11(1. Try ar.iln,

15 un Wrong. The sum of the first fifteen terms (t.J I s 2 U . Try araln.

16 un Wrong, The answer Is 130. You know, 2 U - 110.

17 ad -l//c6
It br c!7

2 A.P, 5, 10, 15, . . . Is

3 ca 210
k fn edl tls //all
5 fn edltla //all

i

10

ty Excellent.

7 br el8
8 un The eighth term Is l»0 and the twelfth term Is 60. Try ai>aln.

9

10 un Wrong. The sum of the first eight terms (sJ Is 180.

' 11 ad -l//e6
12 br el5 //c6//*2
13 br cl8

fcl7a
1 1 rd Sign off. Read pages 8 and 9 of your hanlout. Slrn on an^ press FO* after

I 2 reading the material.

A

3 br cl3
'cl8

1 qu The sum of a ten tern A.P. with the first tern t 1
1

> equal to

2 k and a common difference Id) of 'lis .

3 CHInt. Solve for the last tern first.)

i» ca 220
5 fn edl tls //all
6 fn edl tla //all
7 ty Very Good.

8

9 Try Again. Solve for s,
n

10 un Wrong. The answer Is 220. We first found the last t-ri t
p

uslnp

11
it

12 where d-k

13 n-10

IK tj-»

IS

16 a It + 3f. - rt0

17 tie then Found thf suioF the first t n t-rr. <-.,„> islf t' •>
eor-iul;

18
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20

„ n-10

22

23 - 2J0

2 >t Note In the sum formula that the last term helnr added (t ) Is the
n

25 tenth term 1
1 , „ J In this prohlen.

26 br cl'J

Cl9
1 qu The sun of a ten term A. P. with a first term of 3 and a common difference

2 of 2 Is

3 ca 120
it fn edl tli //all
5 ty Excellent. Read this next one carefully.

6 br c21
7 un Wrong. The last term (. t ) Is 21. Try again.

8 un Wrong. Come on now. How did you ever ret this far? All we've done

9

10 last term of the A. P.) and then sum the ten terms of the A. P.

11 Majorize these

12

13 2)

lit

15 Try again.

16 un Wrong. The answer Is 120. Slcn off. Read pare of your handout. Press eob

17 key when you have- finished reading the material,

18 or o20
c20

1 qu The sum of a five tern A. P. with a first tern of 5 and a common

2 difference of -1/2 Is .

3 ca 20

"i fn edl tls //ill
5 fn edl tla //al 1

6 ty Very Good. Read this ns« t one very carefully.

7 un lironR. Check yo.ir si ens and try araln.

8 un Wrong. The fifth term C In this case the last term) Is 3.

9 Tryajraln.

10 un Wrong. The answer Is 20. Slrn off and come back tomorrow,

11 br cl
c21

1 qu Hivon the sun of a ten tervi A. P. as l'i5 aril the first t<*rn

equal to 1, the sun of the first five frns is .

3 c , 35
<* fn editls //all
5 fn edl tla //all
6 ty Excellent. That i/.is a hard nr.r.

7 ' .Jronr.. Hint- Ikit s..lv. for thfi t^ntH frmuslr- t
l " '."" 'irml-

8 rry

J rhc tenth t r i <!,,' Is 2S. "(v-l sol-, '
;r ' lis In* thr

10 Tfrm formula an I Try .',- tin.

H un No, d = i. Solvt for th '
i : I: t r i < •

,
» • 1 1

- : '
-

rr '" far n'l
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:

12

13

Ik

IS

and Try Again,

un No, Using n=5, dsJ In the term fornula, thr fifth torn Is 13.

Now, using the sum fornula we hnvo '.

c22

16

17
18
19

20
21

1

2

n$3

which gives us the answer 35.

ad -c3//eJ
ad -cUZ/cU
ad -c5//c5
ad -cti//c6
br c22

rd You have now finished the arlthnetlc prorrosslon section. Ston work on

the machine and go back to thr handout. You should he nn pare in.

Please Sign Off.

!
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Section 1 I "F i-.rorrTP I* ?'"0'T:r-,s IOMS

1 qu Is n peonetrlc nrorrcsslon a s^ouprrr?

2 c.i yes
5 fn edl tls //all
** ty Flight you 'ire. Che words progression iinH sequence arp syronomous. Mathematicians define

5 a sequence tor progression) as -i sot of ninbers arranred In some definite order, so that

G each nunber of the sequence may he obtained from one or more of the nrecedlnr numbers by

7 some fixed law. Reme-mber when you studied AP's, the fixed law told you to use the common

8 d I f f erenre to find the next term. In a geometric prorresslon, each term after the first

9 can be found by rnu 1 1 1 plyl n( It by a f I xed quant I ty eal led the mnmon ratio .

10 ad -l//c<4
11 br d9
12 wa no
13 fn edl tls //all
Hi ty Yes It Is. The words are synonomous. A progression or sequence Is a set of numbers In some

15 definite order. A GP has order because each term may he obtained from the preceding by

16 multiplying by the coiomon ratio.

17 br d2
18 un Don't give me any static. Just answer yes or no.

1 qu A geometric progression Is a set of numbers arranged In some definite order, (t or f)

2 ca t

3 cb true
ii fn edl tls //all
5 ty Correct. A geometric progression ((IP) Is a set because each of Its terms are separate,

6 distinct numbers. The terms of a GP are arranged In some definite order by definition.

7 Each term Is obtained from the preceding term by multiplying It by a common ratio Cr),

8 wa f

9 wb false
10 fn edltls //all
11 ty I should make you go back and reread the handout. Al

1

progressions (sequences) are sets

12 of numbers arranged In some definite order.

13 br d3
U un Just punch the Ji or £. Don't get fancy!

d3
1 qu In the following GP, what Is the value of the common ratio (r)7

2 2, 5, 18, 51.

3 ca 3

<i fn edl tls //al I

5 ty Correct. 6/2 = 18/6 = SU/18 = 3 = r

6 br d6
7 wa 1/3
8 fn edltls //all
9 ty You have found the reciprocal of r. Try again.

10 un No. The value of the common ratio, r=3. It Is found by dividing each term of the progression

11 Into the term that follows.

12 6 divided by 2 = 3

13 8 divided by 6 - 3

111 5U divided by 18: 3

15 br dli

a 50





1 uu ..hit Is p.- flfll t-r i of tho followlnr """

2 1, 2, k, £, 1

3 ca 2
it fn edltls //.ill
5 ty Correct. Tho fifth tern Is 1> ,ir ! th<- emmr ri:lo Is ?.

6 hr da
7 wa 16
8 fn e<Jt tls //all
9 ty Correct. Now, whit Is the valu.' of t'ir- to ™n ratio, r? Yon hud to find this v.ilup In order

10

2/1 : U/l i 8/U = 15/8 - 2, the coninon ratio.

13 br d5
d5

1 qu What Is the fifth term of the followlnr rp?

2 16, 8, it, 2, ?

3 ca 1/2
< fn edltls //all
5 ty Correct. t,=l, r=l/2

6 br d6
7 wa 1

fn edltls //all
ty Correct. Much better. Now, what Is the value of r, the common ratio?

11 br d5a
d5a

1 rd Sorry, Pal. I'm afraid I'm going to have to cut you off for awhile. Reread the handout

2 section on finding t of a CP. When you arc ready to proceed again, press the EOB buttons.

3 br dl
d6

1 qu What Is the value of r In the following GP?

2 1, 2, it, 8, 16
I

3 ca 2

U fn edltls //all
5 ty Correct. Just checkl. .

6 br d7
7 un No. r-l

8 br d6a
d6a

1 rd You apparently don't quite have the Idea yet. Reread the handout section on finding t_

2 of a GP. When you have studied the material thoroughly, press the EOB button and we will

3 press onward.

U br dl
d7

1 qu What Is the value of r In the followlnr PP?

2 9, 3, 1, 1/3

3 ca 1/3
it fn edltls //all
5 cb .33
6 fn llml tic //.30//.3I!
7 ty Crazy.' 3/9 i 1/3 = r

br dlO
wa 3
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n //iii
11 ty Yo i

1 1 n.

12 i '. i I
, .t f»rn Jnt*> t

1'" l*conH t"r i, OT t ho Sftcon'* term

1 i - I 3 - r )

1* I
i ' i la ,

i i. Irl'i plvo [Ms nnp .ill you' v ro I .

IS br d8
d6

1 qu Mhal i. tii valu< of the common ratio in tip followlnr r^P?

i ca 1/2
« cb . S

5 fn edi tis //all
6 i 14/8 - 2/1* : 1/2 = r.

7 br dlO
6 un 110.*

9 l3j
dBa

1 rd Have you ever seen a computer with an epileptic fit? The correct answer was r = 'i/ 8 — 2/^ = 1/2

.

Let's take a break. You read the section on eeometrlc prorresslons ajraln while I unwind.

3 When you are ready to press onward, punch me In the FOB.

ii br dl
d9

1 qu In the following GP, what Is the value of r C the common ratio)?

2 16, 24, 36, Sit

3 ca 3/2
' * cb 1 1/2

5 cb 1 5

6 fn edltls //all
7 ty Correct. 24/16 = 3S/2U s 54/36 s 3/2 - r.

8 1 f/cU
9 un No, rt n .^tio Is found by dividing any term In the profession Into the term

10 that follows. In this case, r=3/2.

11 21 divided by 16 t 3/2

12 or 3b divided by 24 - 3/2

13 or 54 divided by 36 = 3/2

U
dlO

1 qu In the Following GP, what Is the value of r?

2 2,-1/2, 1/8, -1/32

3 !/4
4 cb -. 2S
5 fn edltls //a I I

6 ad -l//c4
7 ty Correct. Have a banana. You arc dolnp so well,

8 br dl!i //3
9 w.j l/«»

10 wb .25
11 ty tic .j,.r Is -1/4. Watch your slirn-..'

12 br dll
13 un No. In a GP each term after the first nay be found by mul t I plyl n? the precedlnr term by the

14 gnninri n jitla. I n this problem the comon ratio was r=-l/U.

15 C 2> x ( l/ftJ - - 1/2





lu t-l/2> x 1-1/'.) = 1/1

17 C l/8> x C-l/ll) - -1/5.'

18 br dll
dll

1 qu Jhat Is the common ratio between any two [»ns In th" Fotlowlnr GP7

2 21, -12, 6, -3, 5/2

3 ca -1/2
li cb -.5
5 cb -0.5
6 fn edl tls //all
7 ty By George, I think she's got It!

8 br dl3
9 un The correct answer was r =t - 1/2 >= -12/2U, -6/12, -5/6. I'll rive you one more chance before

10 I zap you with about 220 volts.

11 br dl2
dll

1 qu In the following GP, find the value of the common ratio (r). CHi n t . . . Watch your slpns.)

,
1, -3, 9, -27

3 ca -3
k fn edl tls //all
5 ty Aog.' r = 3. You are now batting .333.

6 br J13
7 un I give up. r = -3 = -3/1 - -9/3 = -27/9.

8 br dl2a
dl2a

1 rd I ean't make It any plainer. Try rereading the handout section on geometric progressions,

2 and we'll start over from the beginning. When you are ready to continue, press the EOB

3 button.

1 br dl
dl3

1 qu In the following geometric progression, what are the values of

2 Ctj) the first term = ?

3 Ct ) the last term = ?
n

i* Cn ) the number of terms - ?

5 3A, 7/8, U9/U8, 3U3/288

6 CPut commas between your answers.

>

7 ca 3/1*, 3it3/288, li

8 cb 3/U, 3U3/288, <•

9 fn edl tls //all
10 ty Correct. By the way, the value of r In this GP was 7/6.

11 un I'm sorry. I wasn't paying any attention. Did you say????

12 tj = 3/1.

13 t = 3U3/288

Hi n = li ??????

15 This was just a brief review of terminology btfore procec:dinr on to find the nth tern of a

16 GP. I think the common ratio of this GP was 7/6.

17 br dlU
dlii

1 rd As you remember from your readlnr, the value of thi

2 Is found by uslnp the foriuln --

A 5 I





'J like u rive you a few prohle-:is on flndlnr t . Arc you re.idy? If so, press the FOR.

5 br d20 //ck//>
dl5

1 qu Uslnj the fornuila for finding t of a P.P, find the value of the U th fern of a r;P In which

J ca 72

U fn edl tls //all
5 ty Correct. The progression was 9*18*36+ 72 .

6 b. d20
7 un You shouldn't have missed that one. If you had used the formula

n ^ V
9 = 9x2

3

10 = 9x8

11 - 72

12 The correct answer was t =72. Let's try another one.

15 br dl6
dl6

1 qu Find the fi fth term of a geometric progression whose common ratio Is 2 and first term Is 9.

2 ca 1UI<

3 fn edltls //all
<i ty Much better. This Is the same progression as you had In the question only this time you are

looking for the fifth term Instead of the fourth.

6 br d20
7 un No. The correct answer to this problem was t.'l**'

n-1
l
n " *l

rUsing the formula t n = t,r you should have gotten --

5-1

U

9 t
5

= 9x2

10 =9x2

11 = 9x16

12 = lltli

13 This progression was 9, 18, 36, 72, lull. As you can see this Is the same progression you

1» had the last time only In this case you were looking for the fifth term Instead of the fourth.

15 br dl7
dl7

1

2 ca 1<i<i

3 fn edl tls //all
** ty Correct. Same question. Just wanted to see If you were pay! ne. attention.

5 un For some reason you and I aren't communicating too well. This Is the exact same question

6 I just gave you.

. . . -n-1

9 = 9x2"

10 • . mil

11 I'm going to send you back five giant steps for review. fiood luck.'

I





1 lift,- •
i

'. r i

2

3 r

u ty J

5 1 1 Oil J I
,

- l »
i r . , 1 r ,

.

6 ur . on n

d21
1

7 br Oil
dl9

1 qu Given that tj-3 and r-3, find thp vslur of thr- third tprm If the progression Is a CP.

2 ca 2 7

3 .
fn edl tls //all

U ty Correct.
3 T

3-1
5 - 3x3

6 =27

7 br dl6
8 wa 9

9 fn edl tls //all
10 ty That's the second term. Try again.

11 un No. t
3

= tji-""
1

12 : 3.3
5 " 1

13 =• 3x3
2

Id i 27

15 br dl6
d20

1 qu Find the fifth term of a GP In which t,=6d and rsl/2.

2 ca k

3 fn eol tls //al

1

it ad -l//cii
5 ty Correct.

6

7 = 61* x tl/16)

8 - U

9 The first five terms of this progression were 64, 32, 16, 8, i.

10 br d26 //c4//4
11 br d23
12 un Apparently you are not a USNA ''formula plugger''.

13

1U

15

16 - 6k x l l/ll>)

17 = 1,

18 The progression was 64, 32, 16, 8, Jt. I'll give you some more similar problems.

that n=4. Plug the formula.}

3 ca 4

4 fn edl tls / /al 1





5 t> .1 ' it] t
t

• 32 I (1/2)1 t ,

6 un I'ii rolnr to srnl yo:i 'ncl; for s-> r i i< '. '

7 t,, = 52 x (l/-- i

8 = 52 x 1/f

2 ca 1

J fn edl tls //all
» ty Good. t

5
= 625 x (1/5)* = 625 x 1/625 = 1

5 br d23
6 w.i 5

7 wb 1/5
fn edltls //all

.It

ty No, but you are close (Mint. ..t 1/5) =1/625). Try araln.

10 un Wrong.

11 = 625 x 1/625

12 = 1

13 br dl6
1

1 qu In a GP, given that t,=81, t, = 3, find the value of r.

2 ca 3

3 fn edltls //all .

It ty Bravo Zulu! t^ = l
i
r

5 81 = 3r
J

6 27 = r
3

7 81 = 3r
3

8 27 - r
3

9 br d26
10 wa 9
11 fn edltls //all
12 ty Close. Try again.

13 un In order to find the correct answer, you araln use the formula..,

lit
,

t
u

= tjt""
1 (n=U

15 81 = 3r
k-1

16 27 = r
5

17 3 = r

18 The GP was J, 9, 27, 81. Here's an easier one.

2

3

ca 2

fn edltls
ty Right.

//all
16 = 2r

5

5 .8 = r
3

6 2 i r

7 The pro gresslon Is
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8 1/2
i fn c.ll tls //all

lu ty Ho. I thin -i .

11 un ;io. ... i

,
- I ,r

12 1

15 ? - r Try Aril p,

lit un NO.' r;2.

15 br d25
d25

1 qu The value of the third term of a Cp Is 6U. The value of the f 1 rs t tern Is U

.

2 What Is the value of r, the common ratio?

//all
6 4 - <tr 2

8 (. or -) k = r

9 There were two possible HP's.

10 U, 16, bit

11 or

3 ca U

H cb -

5 cb -14

6 f n edi lis
7 ty Righto.

20
d26

1

1?

13 wa 2

lit wb 8

15 fn edl tls //all
16 ty No, T.

1

/ again. You want the square root of 16.

17 un No, t
}

= t^ 1-
"" 1

18 6<t - kr Try again.

19 un No r - or - <i

.

2 ca -1/3
3 fn edl tls //al I

It cb .33
5 fn Untitle //.SO//. 31*

6 ad -1//C.
7 ty Very good. 1 - -

8 -1/27 -

9 -1/3 = r

10 br d30 //cli//5
11 wa 1/3
12 fn ed! tls //al 1

13 ty No. Your sign is Incorrect. Note that t, =-2 7. Try aealn.

1<* un Using the formula... t. - t.r
1

IS

16 -1/27 s r'

17 -1/3 = r

18 br d27
27

1 qu Find the common ratio in a fip in which the fourth term is equal to minus two and the first

2 term Is equal to 128.

3 ca -Ilk
k cb -

.

1 5
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5 cb -0.25
6 fn edltls //all
7 ty Good. The progression was 128, -32, 8, -2.

8 w.i -ti

9 fn edltls //all
10 ty No. I think you switched t. and t, around. Try nraln.

11 un No. -2 : 128r
J

Try arMn.

12 un Nope. -1/6U = r

•
13 -1A = r

1% br d28
dll

1 qu The seventh term of a GP Is 192 and r=2. Find the f I rs

t

tern.

r

2 ca 3

3 fn edltls //all
» ty Correct. The progression was 3, 6, 12, 2 U , 96, 192.

5 br d30
6

6 un No. Try again. 2 - 6ij.

f '

r
10

1

11
d29

1

-

i

2

3

!>

5

6

7

un Wronf. You should have gotten, using the formula.

192 - t
1
(2

5
)

192/6l< : tj

3 - t,

br d29

qu Given t.= U05 and r=-3, find t,.

ca -15
cb -1)05/27

fn edltls //all
3

ty Crazy. 1)05 = t, x (-3)

The progression was -15, t) 5, -135, 1)05.

8 br d30
,

9 un Wrong. <>05 = t, x C-3) . Try again.

10

11 un No. t. = -(1)05/27) = -15

12 br d29b
d29b

1 rd You are either careless In your arithmetic, or you aren't with me. Take a short break.

2 Reread the manual and we'll try again. When you are ready, press the FOR button.

3 br d9
d30

1 qu The sixth term of a GP Is -t 1/512 ) and r = -Cl/U). Find thp value of t,.

2

3
I)

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

ca 2

fn edltls //all
ad -l//ci)
ty Cood.
br d32
wa -2

ty Check your signs. and try arsin.

un No. 'l
= 2

-Cl/512) - tjl-1

-1921. - t,

-512
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13 '>r

131

1 qu I' third trn of a OP Is 3/101 nil r;- '. 1. Fl i

1 c.i 3

3 fi r'i tls //.ill

li ty t!uch brtter. The progression was I, -3/10, J/110.

5 »fl -3

C fn edl tls //nil
7 ty Chock your slrns. Try .l^.iln.

d33
1

3 'T

2

8

9 3/100 = tjC-1/10)

10 (3/100K190/1) = tj

11 3 - tj

12 br d29
d32

1 rd The next few problems are a little more difficult , but you should be able to handle them.

2 You will be given the values of t,, t , and r In a geometric progression, and asked to fin
i n

3 the value of n.

l| For ex.ai.iple, given t,=-15, t = U05, and r = 3, find the value of n.
i n

5 To solve for n, just plug the formula...

7 U05 - -15 C-3) r_1

8 -27 : C-3)"" 1

9

10 Therefore/ 3 = n-

1

11 k = n

12 Okay. You try one. Press the FOR button.

geometric progression.

3 co 14

"i fn edltls //all
5 ty Marvelous.

6 br d37
7 un Nope.

11 3 = n-1

12 li = n

13 Let's try one more
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dJi.

qu CI ven t,=2, t =18, and r«3. Fl n 1 thr v ilur of r < t > n'riST '
r t"i I

I li th" -•"> ""trie
1 n

prorresslon.

ca 3

fn edl tls //all
ty Very Rood.

2 = n-1

3 = n

8

9

10

11

12

un Ho. Plug the formula. Remember = 3. Try araln.

... .,.— . . . .n-1

18 - 2(30

9 i 3n-l

n-1

Try araln.

13

II

15

16

17

18

un You work for the National Teacher's Association?

9 x
3"- 1

2 « n-1 v

J * n

The progression was 2, 6, 18.

d35
19

1

2

br d3S

qu Find the number of terms In the GP whose first term Is two, nth term Is sixteen, and

common ratio Is two.

3 ca It

i> fn edl tls //aH
5 ty Finally. The progression was 2, <t, 8, 16.

7

8

9

10

11

un No. The answer was n:<>.

16 = 2 x 2

3 = n-1

14 * n

n-1

12 What do you say we reread the example and start over.

d36
13

1

2

br d32

qu The first term of a geometric progression Is 8 and the common ratio Is -3/2. Which term

Is equal to C-2ii3/ii)? I

ca 6

fn edl tls //all
ty Correct.

br d38
un No. -2U3/lt = 8 x (-3/2)

-2U3/32 - (-3/2) n-1 Try agal n.

10

11

2U3/32 * (-3/2)
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5 - r.-l

sit' •>•.•- r .

tt br d52

1 qu If the nth tern of a r P Is eq;i •> I to 721 .in I t
Kr 'Irst tern, lo eouil to 64, what Is the value

2 of n? The ratio between each of the terms Is 3/2.

ca 7

fn edl tls //all
ty Correct.

&

7

8

9

10

1

1

dJ8

d39

1

'

1

•

r
4+

..jcUO

1

1

un No. This one Is fairly difficult. Let me start you off

729 : 6t X 0/2)"* 1

729/614 s C3/2)n-l
Try aral n.

un No. 729/6U = C3/2)

6 * n-1

7 « n

n-1

br d3U

rd We are now going to review what you have hopefully learned. This Is not a test,

so don't sweat It. The problems are all slightly different from what you've had, to read

them carefully. Press the EOB button. . .N0W1

qu The first and second terms of a geometric progression are a. and h, respectively.

What Is the third term of the progression?

ca b
2
/a

fn edltls //all
fn edltla //all
ty Correct. Very good.

br d<iit //e»//6
un No. Find the value of r, then multiply the second term by this value

r a b/a

* t
2

*

s b x b/a

= b 2 /a

br duo

qu Is the sequence 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 a geometric progression?

ca no
fn edl tls //all
ty That's right. It Is an AP with a common difference of 5.

wa yes
fn edl tls //all
ty No, It Isn't. It Is an APwIth a common difference of 5.

8 un Just answer yes or no.

d> 1

1 qu Is the sequence 2, U, 8, 12, 15 a geometric propresslon?
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ca no
fn edl tls //ill

5 wa yes
fn edl tls //.ill

7 ty Ironr. In order for a srqupne* to K ' 1 '", -ir'' fn -i
r t^r t 1 r> 'irs: nift

8 differ from tl-e pr rt o>'tl| n- term hy > ro, tion ratio. Thrrp Is not a connor ratio In this

9 progression.

qu Is the sequence 1/12), 1/C2) , 1/C2 > , 1/t 2 >**, a OP?

2 ca yes
3 fn edl tls //all
U ty Correct, Good work, Harriet, r « 1/2.

ty What do you mean no? It sure Is.' r 1/2.

ditJ

ca yes
fn edl tls //all
ty Correct.

wa no
fn edl tls //all
ty Close. Try again, r = -a.

un Yes or no, please.

qu It the followlnf progression a r,p?

.2

9—p

ca yes
fn edltls //all , ,
ty Excellent. The value of r was -lb 2a)/a .

8

9

10

wa no
fn edltls //all

2 ,
ty Yes, It wasl r was equal to -Cb * 2a)/a .

11 un Yes

dus
12 br dUS

1 rd Suppose I deposited 100 dollars In a savings account at k percent Interest compounded annually.

2 At the end of the f lr«t year, I would have accumulated 10U dollars.

S At the end of the «»rnnH year, my total savings would be 10 1» « 10liC0.li) = 108.16, and so on.

* Notice that a geometric progression Is being formed.

PERIOD

pci*\y
PC1»I) PU*l) PC 1*1 )'

10

11

Any term In this progression may be found by the formula.

A - Ptl»l )
n
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12 V mount dm it the end of n r r rlo'ls

13 P - ioui t Inl tlal I) mvit.-l ( r I 1 r .
, Q '

' • ' "'

'

li) I = Interest r.itr

15 You can see th.it this Is quite similar to nnr for ml i for flrHlnr t of a r n.

16 t„ « *

17 r = 1*|

18 A = t,

A : P(l*U n

20 Note It U nnr enartlv the <ame
21 because Interest Is paid at the end of the year.

22 Clf It doesn't make sense, Just memorize the formula A = PC 1*1 J 1.

23 Press the EOS buttons, and we will continue.

dd6
1 qu Now You try one. Suppose you were to Invest 100 dollars In a savings bank at 3 percent

2 Interest compounded annually. How much money would you have at the end of 2 years?

3 (Hint... Use the formula A « P(l*l)
n
>.

ca 106.09
5 fn edltls //all
6 ty Very good. You'll see more of this formula next term In ''Accounting'', heh, hen...

7 un No. The correct answer was 106.09 dollars.

I As 100(1*. 03> 2

9 a 106.09

10 Don't worry about It. You will see this many times again before you are through here.

11 br ikl

1 qu A chain letter Is started, and each person who receives a letter writes one to five

2 friends at the end of one week. If the originator sends out five letters, how many

3 letters of the chain would have to be carried by the malls at the end of six weeks?

7
1

9

ca 15625
cb It, 62 5

ctl I
1

fn adltls //all
ty Very good.

10 un No. 5
s 3,125.

11 un No. t. * t.r"* 1

n l

12 = 5 x 5
5

13 a 15,625

Ik br di>8

dm
1 qu Is the following sequence a GP?

1/2, 1/3, !/», 1/5

3 ca no
"• fn edltls //all
5 ty Correct. There Is no common ratio.
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6 wi yes
7 fn edltls //.ill

8 tv .'Jo. It Isn't. There Is no r i i .m r itlo,

1 qu Is I t an AP?

2 ca no
J fn edl tls //all
k ty Correct. It Is nrl thcr in \ n nor 1 r ?. It Is ' 'lc prorr*>sslon

5 In which each ter.i Is found fron the prrcrllnr hy t>-e i Hi 1 1 or of a conion difference

6 to the reciprocals of thr terms. This Is nctually extraneous knowledge and I'm sure

7 you can safely forret It.

8 wa yes
9 fn edl tls //all

10 ty No, this Is neither an AP nor a CP. It has no common difference and no common ratio.

dSO
1 rd If you were given the values of the second term Ct-> and the fifth term Ct.) of a GP,

2 could you find the fourth term Ct|)? Although you do not know the values of t, and r,

3 these values can be found by solving simultaneous equations. Once you have t. and r,

<i finding t^ Cor any other term In the progression) Is relatively simple.

5 For example. ..Gl ven t, = 3 and 1
5
=8 1/8 In a CP, find the value of t..

6 From the Information given you know that...
I

7 CI) 3 s t
1
r

<- 7 ' 1>

8 and

9 C2) 81/8 e tji-
"^

10 Equation CI) can be written..., C3/r) = tj

11 Substituting for tj In equation C2>.... (81/8) = C3/r)rii

12 81/2U : r
3

1J 27/8 : r
3

1U 3/2 i r

15 If r*3/2, then t,=2 and t. can easily be found...

16 t„ = tjr"" 1

17 • r 2 x C3/2)
3

18 = 2 7/1*

19 OK. Your turn. When you are ready, press the EOB button.

dSl
1 qu Given Cln a GP) t, s 5, and t.*-625< Find t^

2 ca 12 5

5 fn edltls //all
* ty Correct. tj=-l, r=-5, and t^l25

5 wa -125
6 fn edltls //all
7 ty Check your signs, and try again.

un Wrong, Try again.

un No.
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i ) -C2! : t,r

12 -•-(.,>,!

15 -12 5 - r
5

1U -: = r

15 mil fro . C 1 ).

16

17 : (-1) x (-5)3

18 = (-1) x (-125)

19 = 125

20
d52

1

2 ca 12

3 fn edltls //all
U ty Very good. The progression was 108, .!&, 12, it, h/5 .

5 un Wrong. Try again.

6 un Wrong again. CMI nt. . ,r- 1/3)

7 un No. I'll tlve you one more chance. If you get this answer correct, you are through the

8 section of finding t„ of a GP.

9

10

11 Good luck, Charlie, Find t.

br dUO

rd Congratulations J You are now a semi-expert on geometric progressions. If you wish

further Instruction In a particular area, Included below Is a 11st of review segments.

i Type gfl ±u and then the label listed beside the problem area,

<* Prohlem Ve,a Label

5 Finding t dlU
n

6 Finding r (the common ratio) d23

7 Finding tj d28

8 Finding n d32

9 Word problems d38

10 When you feel you've hod enour.h review, type "" fn ' 5

S

and you will be sent back to here.

11 If you feel you have had enough review and are ready to continue, take a break and reread

12 the handout section on finding S of a HP. When you have finished your readlnr and are
n

13 ready for more problems, press the EOI) buttons, and we'll have at It.
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1

1 gil Fin' il.r sj i of tl-" flrsl I
1

r ft ' r I - -r -. r . . ', ,?',..

2 ca 31

3 fn ell t Is //il I

ii fn edl tla //ill
5 ad -l//c6
G ty Correct. I don't know how you -o i yo ir -mv-~r, Vit n^t" t^it you roul ' ' IV* inst

7 added l»5*25ijl or used the formulal

8

15

1-r

CThls is the lone way around, hut use thr fonul.i anyway* It's rood for practice.)

un No. You want to find the sum of the first t'iree fms.

12 ad -l//c5
13

qu Find the sum of the first four terms of the peonetric prorresslon 1, 5, 25,

16
17

e2
1

ad -l//c5
br e2

qu Find the sum of

2

3

k

5

ca 156
fn edltls
fn edl tla
ty Correct.

//all
//all

7 ad -l//c6
8 br e3 //c5//*3
9 br e&

t x Cl-rS
10 un No. S, - 1

TRY AHAIM.

12 ad -l//c5 ,

13 un Mo. (Hint I 5 = 625) TRY AwAi;

U ad -l//c5
15

1-5

: 1-625
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1 qu Th.- bui )f t^r first five It is of t!ir ft.P, 1, I, 'i , !"., 1

2 ca 31
3 fr. Mil ; Is //.ill
i) fn edl Hi //.tII

5 ty 5oo ' work.

(. w.i -31
7 fn edl lis //.ill
8 fn edl tla //.ill

9 ty Your slrn Is Incorrect. Try .lnln.

10 ad -l//c5
11 un No. Uslne the fornulo to find s, vou shouH h*ve t.»l, r=? »n^ n = 5.

12

4

rr-n

CActunlly the easiest way Is S,- 1*2*"»*8* 1C= ? Try a^aln uslnr the formula.

13 Check your answers by addinc the terns.)

Hi ad -l//c5
15

17 ad -l//c5
18 br e5a

1 qu Find the sum of the first four terms of the H.P. 2, 6, 18, 54,

2 ca 80
3 fn edl tls //all
4 fn edl tla //all

u
5 ty Very Good. S.= 2 xCl-3 >

1-3
6 =80

7

8 br e5a //c5//*5
9 wa -80

10 ty Watch your slpns. Try again.

11 ad -l//ci
12 un You C3n just add the four terms. S.- 2*G*18*54 =80 or

13 use the formula S.,= t. x(l-r
n

)

1-3

15 =2 xll-81)

2

16 = 80

17

18 br ei
25

1 qu Find the sum of the first four terms of the G.P. 1,3,9,

2 ca 40
3 fn edl tls //all
4 fn edl tla //all
5 ty Bo-o-tlful.

7 ad +3//c5
8 br e6
9 wa -40

10 ty That Isn't lorlcal Is It? You nean to tell n» that 1*3*9*27= -U0 ?

Type the correct answer.
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15

un You arm' t I Is tenl rrl
i !

I.* 1 x(l-', i

1-5

- 1 xCl-Cl)

1C

17

18

19

Rather thin srr.d you ta ic ' ilr-il I 'n rolnr to -Ivr you a little extri

I ns truct Ion.

br e5a

rd By now you should know that you can find the sun of a number of terns in a roonetrlc

progression by simply adding the terns Cif you know them all). You should also know

that the same answer can be obtained by using the formula:

1-r

For example In the progression 1, 2, h, 8, 16, 32, . .

S,, = l*2 + it + 8 = IS

t, x (1-r )

11

= 1 x (1-2 )

= 1 x(l-16)

^1

1J

14

15

16

17

18

19

= 15

You probably also have found, If you have been trying to ''plug'' the formula, that you

have to pay very close attention to signs. Most of your errors will be because of simple

arithmetic mistakes. DON'T LET THE TYPFWRITER FORCE YOU INTO WORKING TOO FAST.

If you want to check your answer before typing It In, you can always reconstruct

the progression , and add the terms as a check.

Enough of this jazz. You'll learn faster If you try the problems yourself.

Press the EOB button, and we'll continue.

e5b

21 ad -c5//c5
ad -c6//c6

1 qu LKInr rhe formula for 5 of a (!P, find the sun of
2 the first five terns of

n
the progression...

'1, 27,

ca 121
fn edit Is //nil
ty Correct.
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or, to check. ..1 3*0»27*«]* 171

un No. You should know from looklnr at the prnrr^sslon that t. = l, 11 = 5, and r = 3.

Putting these values Into the formula for S you l-ave
n

15
,. . 1 x. < WtS)
b
5 " 1-3

-?U2
2

17 = 121 or, to check. ...1 3 9 27 81 = 121

._ eSc
19

1

2

br e5c

qu Using the formula for S
n
/ find the sum of the first five terms of the GP In which

t«*l» n-i, and r-3.

3 ca 121
i< fn edl tls //all
S ty Well done, Martha. Same problem as the last one.

br e2
un VOi^JEJ^Jt- Tr V again. S

$
=

i _* =
*

10

11

un Now listen, Isabel. You just finished dolne this same problem. Try one more time.

s . 1 x tl-?H3) .b
5 "1-3 ' '

12

13

li.

IS

un They always told me that education was a painful process, but I have the feelln* that

this hurts me more than It does you. No, your answer was not rlcht. Se=121,

16 br e5d

1 rd Anyway, Hazel, what I 'n trying to say Is that this ain't ' 'Htm* re*'.

2 Try rereading the handout section on flndlnr S of a CP one more time, and

3 we'll start from scratch. When you've done your hone'./ork, press the r 0« button and we'll

it have at It.
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.

rd So far you shou 1 ! hivr learr.flH tl.it ill you Inv to lo to fin I thn sin
of .i nunber of tor- 15 of t I

Cor an AP for that Milfri Is to .-vl ; il f tiT.;is . ''owevor,
: n iios t c iiri you will

only be riven the values of the first torn, thfl enmnon ratio, And tho number of terms.

When ''they 1 ' try that jazz, lust nlur th" Formula. ...

The following questions are designed to make a ''formula plurrcr' 1 out of you.

You can use the formula any time you know three of the four values In the

equation It,/ r, n, S ). Rxnpnlipr .

McNamara needs numbers boys.

(Hell of an Incentive!) Press the EOB button.

ad -c5//c5

qu Using the formula S = tj(l-r ), find the <im of the first four terms of the OP,.,

-1, +5, -25 (Note that r Is a negative number.)

ca 10<i

fn edltls //all
ad -!//c6

" fci««i.<-j.»s

10 br c8 //c5//*l
11 bt el2 //c6//+3
12 un Wrong. Try again.

13
14

ad -l//cb
un No. (Remember you can check your answer finding t h

and adding the four terms.)

Try agal n Charles.

ad -l//c5
un Sorry about that Charles.

18

13

20

21

S, *(-l)x(l-C-5) )

l-(-5)

= (-l)x(l-625)

22 . ad -l//c5
23 br e8

1 qu Find the sum of the first flvt terns of the T..P. 1, -2, 11,

2 ca 11
3 fn edltls //all
l< fn edl tla //all
5 ty Outstanding. l-2*'»-B*16 = 11
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/
•

.
'

•

i .

- 1 xll-C '
1

= 11

= W-2)*'. •

1 q-j Using the formula for S fln-i the Bun of the first •'

n

7 -1, *i. -25, *125

3 ea 104
i fr. editls //all
5 fr. edl tla //al 1

t ty Correct.

8 un Come on now even a home economics 'lrijor should bo ablr to add -1/ + 5, -2 5, *125. But

9 try using the formula anyway Cand chock by addlnr tho first four torms).

10 un No. s.= 10U . RELAX. Think about what you .irp dolnr . I'm rnlnr to rlvp you

11 a little remedial work.

12

13 br elOa
elO

1 qu Find the sum of the first five t^rms of the r. P. -3, 6, -12,

2 ca -33
3 fn edl tls //all
4 fn edltla //all
5 ty ROCER. Uay to hang In there Charlie.

7 br elOa //c5//cC
8 br o7
9 un No. t,= -3, r- -2, and r\-l . Try ajraln.

10 ad -l//c5
11

12 ad -1//C5
13 un None.

C-3) xll-l-32)J

A- 5 1
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1 't qulti .m 'or -. t in ' how to flfH S of a rro-intrlr prorresslon when
n

r i ., l r^- Hi v nurtbar. flotfl tti.it whw r Is -i n^ntlv rv«ry SToni tftPn In th«

3 resslon Is ncntivr>, 'ut thr for mla still Mv*s t*1 *^ correct "inswr.

U For oxiiplo : In the progression -1, 2, -U, S, -Id, , . .

5 Sj« tj t, t, t,, . t
5

6 - C-l>« C/.7 C -U > (.3) t-K>>

7 = - 11

8 or using the formula for S

11

l-C-2)

- C-l) x(l-(-32))

J

a C-l) x C33)

5

= -1113

1U The important thing to remember from all this gibberish Is that the formula for

15 S will give you the correct answer ev**n If r Is m-p.atlve, a fraction or a decimal-

16 Again, most of your mistakes are because of simple math errors. Be more careful.

17 Press the eob button and you can try son" more problems.

18

19 ad -c5//c5
20 ad -c6//c6

alOb
1 qu Find S. for the first three terns of the following HP. IRp the formula.

-16, E, -ii C'ot<; that r = -1/2.)

3 ca -12
it fn edl tls //all
5 ty Correct. S
o a

l-C-1/2)
= " 12

. C-K3>xU-l-l/2> 3
)

. l-lUxll-t-l/S))
"? Try -irilr

12 un No, Certrule. You l;nou you coil 1 1 h.iv- jus I n<\<\t>->. - 1 r, S - Ii = -17 z S
;

13 !3u t '>•/ tht' for'.tula you h.ivn





It

17

18 br elOc
elOc

: -12 5

i.i/7)

..'a:', lore chance. I r<<\' you wnri ion cl ni

1 qu Find S, In thp following r.P 1, -?, U,

2 ca 11
5 fn edltls //all
li ty Very Root J S, * 11.

5 un Ho. No. No. 5, Is a positive number. Try apali

6 un No, and I'm not going to help you.

8 br ell
elOd

1 qu Find S, In the following geometric progression 3, -6, 12,

2 ca 33
3 fn edltls //all
fc ty Splendid.

5 br e7
6

un No. No. Last chance to beat thp other couples. Try again.

9 br ell
ell

1 rd Fortunately, I don't get emotional about htese things. Take a five minute break,

2 and reread the handout section on finding S of a geometric progression.

3 When you are ready to proceed again, press the EOP. button.

el2
1 qu Find the sum of thp first six terms of the progression 32, 16, 8.

2 ca 6 3

3 fn edltls //all
h ty Correct.

5 ad -l//c6
6 br el6 //c6//l<
7 un No. Try again. tr = l/2, n^6, t. = 32)

ad -l//c5

10 ad -l//c5
11 br el3

el3
1 qu Find the sum of the first five frms of the followln" np 1G, e, u,

2 ca 31
3 fn edltls //all
1 ty Marvelous, Henry.





i br cl //-ri/.'-3
u ur. ?tope« Tr> a~aln. lril/7, r. = S, tm*li >

7 1 : -I 7cS
6 un .iron." a li.i, llazcl. r"

1 V- It Ihn ol' roll"'* try on" '»ore tine.

9 I -l//c5
10 un .'.'Ice try, Hazel, b.it ynu bleu It.

,, <- . liiCl-U/?) 5
)

1-C1/2)

13 = it-<.n/S2; . ,
Cl/2) "

•

1U ad -1//C5
15 un One thlnr I'll say aSout you You're consistent. Mo, I'azel, the correct answer

10 was S,=31. Let's try another.

17 ai -l//c5
18 br eU

elk
1

2 ca 31
3 fn edi lis 7/all
ii ty That Is correct. Sane problem as last tine.

5 un No, Cynthia, try again. What's the difference between this problem and the one

6 you just did? That's right. NQHF .'I

ad -l//c5
un Wrong, Cynthia.

c . 16C1-C1/2)
5

)

,,
s
5

"

1-C1/2J

11 ad -l//c5
12 br elS

el5
1 qu What is S in the following RP? 16, 8, k, 2,

2 ca 30
3 fn ed) tls //all
U ty Correct. S

1-C1/2)
>U

6 br e5a //-C5//-6
7 ad 3//c5
8 br el2
9 un No, Cynthia. Just add the terns. Come on nowi

10 ad -l//c5
11 un No, Cynthia. Who balances your check book? The correct answer was 5^=30.

12 ad -c5//c5
13 br o5a

16

1 nu In a fi.P. i n wh

2 ca 26

3 fn edi tls //•ill
it fn edl tla //all
5 ad -c5//c5
6 ad -1//CU
7 ty Correct .

8 br e20 //c6//*5
9 wa -26

10 f n ell tls //ill
11 fn edi tla //al

1

12 ty Close. Check your sl-r.s. Try Aralr..

13 ad -l//c5
1U un 'lo, tr y ami n.
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15 ad -://'-3

1^ ur. .0. S. --

17 -)J -l//c5
IS br cl7

•17
1 qu Clvrn tj = ik, r- - 1/3 in I n-'i . Find the sii of thr r

.
n

.

2 c.i I4O

J fn edl tls //.ill
li fn edl tla //al I

5 ty Very rood. The progression was 5'i, -IE, S, -? . Si i,r\

br el9 //-e5//-2
un No. Try aral n.

1-1-1/3)

10 ad -l//c5
11 un No. captain. (Hint. 1-1/3) i +81

12 ad -l//c5
13

15 ad -l//c5
16 br el£

elt
1 qu Find S

n
of a G.P. In which tj = -81, r= - 2/3 and n=5

2 ca -55
3 fn edltls //all
<i fn edl tla //all
5 ty Nice work admiral.

7 br elOa //c5//*5
8 ad -c5//c5

5
9 un No. Try aealn. Hlnt--<.- 2/3) = -C 32/ 2 4 3 )

10 ad -l//c5
11 un Nope. Check your arithmetic.

1-C- 2/3)

13 ad -l//c5
lit un No. S c

= -55

15

IS br elOa
el9

1 rd In the next few problems you will he riven three of the four values

2 In the equation!

3

1-r

k and asked to find the v.ilup of the nlssinr quantity. For

5 exanple . GIven tnat s -2, r
-
2 .,„,, n

-
2/ you can

6 solve the equation for I, Cln this rase t,=l). As in the oth"r

7 problems pay very close attrrtlon to your slrns. Rwfy to continue? Ticklo iy nob.
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9

1 QU Ivrn ,1 f .1

2

5

u

5

G

ca 2

fn p Ml Is

Fn o,l 1 1 1 t

.1 1 -l//c.-.

ty Like Yeal

//flll

// >ll

iin. t

br e2'< //co//*6
,

ui. :;o. Try again. ':int--C- 1A) = 1/25C

10 ad -l//c5
11 un No. The correct answer was t,=2.

e21
1

1-C-1M)

1U t
x
- 256/255 x 5/<t x 51/52

15 = 2

16 The progression was 2, - 1/8, 1/8, -1/32 . I'll rive you an easier one.

17

18 ad -l//c5
19 br e21

2 ca 2U3
5 fn edl tls //all
ii fn edl tla //all
5 ty Very Rood Admiral. The progression was 2U 3, 81, 2 7, 1, 3

br e2ii //-c5//-l ,

un No. Try araln. (1/3) =. 1/2U3

9 ad -l//c5
10 un No li eutenant.

2/3

Try acai n.

13 ad -l//c5
11* un No chi ef

.

15 363 x 2/3 = tj xC2i<2/2i43)

16 24 3 - t.

18 ad -l//c5
19 br e22

e22
1 qu If the sun of the first flvr terns of a r .P. Is 183, the roinnr, ratio Is - 1/3

2

3 ca 2ii3

<t fn edi tls //all
5 fn edi tla //all
6 ty Hive- that 'Tin t-n shires of Coisat. Pirht, t.al* 1

A-
r
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7 The i-rr.-r ,:\ .-..-,.

9 br e2«l ll-c./l-l
10 ur. '.a Hazel. Tr> ar-iln.

11 ad -1//C5
12 un No Hazel. Jron." ai-aln.

15 1£3 : t. XC1-C-1/2U3))

e23
1

1-1-1/3)

111 Try araln.

15 un Hope. Three strikes your out.

16 183 x «>/3 x 2U5/2UI. = tj

17 2'i3:t
1

18

19 ad -c5//c5
20 br elOa

2 ca 162
3 fn edl tls //all
U fn edl tla //all
5 ty How you're Chinking. The progression was 162 + C — 5<* J* 18+C-6) *2.

7 un Ho. One more chance Hoyle. If you blow this one, not only v.'l 1 1 I send you

8 back for some review . but I wl II also zapp you with about 110 volts on the way.

9

10

1-1-1/3)

11

12 122 x <t/3 x 2U J/2i*U = tj

13 162 = t,

15 br e5a
e2<t

1 qu In the series 1, 2, h, how nany terns must be a*Med torethpr so that

2 S = 255

3 ca E

i> fn edltls //all
5 fn edl tla //all
6 ty Correct. Brilliant work honey..

8 ad -c5//c5
9 ad -1//CK

10 br e25 //cb//*G
11 un Ho. This Isn't an easy problen. Ycu should have already determined that

' rn





ami solve for n.

It ad -c5//c5
15 un No.

255 = 1 xtl-2
n
)

1-2

lb 255 x C-l) - 1 -2

17 -256 - -2 n

18 un No Hazel

.

/.-;

What Is the answer?

20

i]

6

7

i

'

br e25

•d In the next few problems you will be asked several questions concernl ng

Infinite geometric progressions. Solving these problems should not be too

difficult, but I would like you to go back and reread the last section

In the handout, '* Finding S
n

for an Infinite Geometric Progression ',

before preceding. When you have finished your reading and are ready to

continue, press my eob's C Gently, I'm getting sore.)

qu As you read In the handout the formula for finding S of an Infinite

geometric series Is Sm - t,

1-r

Use this formula to find S_ of the Infinite geometric progression In which

t,= 1 and r- 1/5.

ca 5/4
fn edl Lis //all
fn edl tla //all
ty Correct. Note that the sum of the progression 1,5, 1/25, 1/125, 1/1625, .

9

10

11
12

13

gets closer and closer to but never quite reaches the value Cor limit) 5/1*.

ad -l//c6
br e30 //c6//»8
un No, Charlie,

= 5/14

J_
1-C1/5)

15 ad -l//c5
16 br e27

1

1 qu Find the sum of an Infinite number of terns of thr prorresslon 1, 2/5, 14/25,

ca 5/3
fn edl tls //al

1

fn edl tla //al

1

ty Correct.
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//-C0//-1
Ktr \'o. Usr tht fur i.l

/here r; 2/5. 1 r y i»il n

a -l'/c5
Harriot.

12
13

ad -l//c5
un Harriet you clod. S - 5/5

15

16
ad -1//C5
br e2S

qu Find S as n approaches Infinity of the following r,.p. ;

5, 25/8, 125/Cit, ....

ca UO/3
fn edltls //all
fn edltla //all
ty Give that man one • 'ATTABOY''

8 br e28 //cS//*6
9 br e30 //-C5//-2

10 br e29
11 un No. Remember In an Infinite G.P. all you need do to find S Is to plug

Try again.

ad -l//c5
un Come on Hazel, r- 5/8, t,- 5. Try again.

un Ho Hazel. S o= 5

1-5/8

'1

llO/J

18

XI e28a
1

br e28a

rd I'd like you to reread the handout section on Infinite geometric progressions

before we_contlnue. Remember the only dlffernce between finding S of a regular

G.P. and S^ for a G.P. Is that In the latter case we are looking for the sum

of an Infinite number of terms rather than a finite number of terms such as S,

or Sg. Because we are looking for the sun of an Infinite number bf terms

the formula changes fronu

j . t x Cl-r
n

)

»' IT7-

1

"1^7

12

13

iVhen you have reread the handout hit ny eob and we'll try it one morn tine.
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Ill

IS
ad -cS//cS
br c2S

qu Flnl the sum of an Infinite nunher of terms of the following r .P.

8, U, 2, 1, 1/2, I/14, 1/S, 1/1C

/

5 ca lu
it fn e<JI tls //all
5 fn oil U .i //all

ty Correct. S = 16. 'lote that If you arid the tprns shown In the question.

their sum Is 15 15/lu. Thus the sum of this prorression Is approaching

16 as the number of terns Increases.

10

11

br e28a //c5//*7
un No. r- 1/2. Try again.

12

13

u

ad -l//c5
un No.

1

I-r

1-1/2

= ?

16

17
ad -l//c5
un No. S = 16, Note that If you had added 8 k * . . . 1/16 , you would have

18
19

gotten 15 15/16.
Thus the sum Is apparently 16 as the number of terms Increases.

20

21 br e28a

1 qu Find the sum of an Infinite number of terms of the following geometric progression.

2 8, -it, 2, -1,

3 ca 16/3
<> fn edltls //all
5 ad -l//c6
6 ad -c5//c5
7 ty Correct, Charlie. Note that the formula works even though r Is a negative number.

9

10

br e33 //c6//9
un No. Note r Is negative. Use the formula for S„

un No. r^-1/2, t,=8. Try arai n.

Try agal n.

11

12

un Corae.on now, Harriet.
-- 7/7

a 16/3
n l-C-1/2)

br e31

qu Find the sum of an Infinite number of terms of the followlnr C.P

.

16, -£, It,

3 ca 32/3
it fn edl tls //all
5 ad -c5//c5
6 ty Correct. Crazy!

un Wrong Try araln.

un flo.

= 32/3
1-1-1/2)
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>, - - i. -vs. 1/1, -\tn.

fn edit Is

Is '. tt * '>> J !

5 ii l.'o. If >>•• a'..\ f I r •, >, -5, , -1/77, I'-c in »f t'"--.- nu'ihnri Is 6 ?n/27.

6 From t'is you can assuir t'^i the sui of ar i r, : i r 1 1

,

nuintr b* t<»i"w Is vrry close

7 to this nunber, llslnr. the fonul.i

.you should pet an answer which Is close to P 70/27. Try araln.

10 un No. The correct answer was 27/ii.

11 br e28a

1 qu The common ratio of an Infinite IP equals l/k. What must the first tern be In order

2 that the sun of an Infinite nunltpr of terms shall be SO?

ca 60
fn edl tls //all
ad -c5//cS
ad -l//c6
ty Roger. 1^ = 60

br e36 //C6//10

11
12

ad -c5//c5
un Wrong. S -60

e3i<

br e3ii

qu In an infinite geometric progression S =72/5, r=-2/3. What Is the value of t.?

ca 2U

fn edl tls //al 1

ty Correct.

5 br e36 //-c5//-l
6 wa 21* / 5

7 fn edl tls //al

1

8 ty Ho. r--2/3. Try apaln.

li

12 d=F) -- t,

Try a r n I n

.

Ill

15
3d -l//c5
un Mo, Ma/.rl

16

17

18

- s . ( , - r)

- 72/5 x tl-< -:/3))

= 72/5 x 5/3
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19

10

e35

ad -l//cS
br eJS

qu The sum of an Infinite nu t'mr of t^ms nf i cr> is 'i1/3, and thi tio is 5/8.

./hat Is the value of thi» first ti»ra?

J ca 5
i< fn edl tls //all
5 ty Correct. ;tay to po Ihrre, Harriett

br e2Sa //cS//'<
un Hroniti Try ar.atn.

12

ad -l//c5
un Ho.

S C 1-5 J = t.

11 U0/ 3 x 5/8 = t,

e36
15

1

2

br e28a

qu In a GP In which the first tern Is equal to 5 and the sun of an I nf I nl te number of terms

Is 50/11, what Is the value of the conmon ratio?

3 ca -1/10
H fn edltls //all
5 ad -l//c6
6 ad -c5//c5
7 ty Mow you're with me, Charlie.

br e38 //c6//ll
un No, Hazel. Try attain. Use the forriula for S

ad -c5//c5
un Ho, Hazel, you blew it attain.

50/11 = 5/tl-r)

1-r = 5 x 11/50

1-r : 11/10

-r = 1/1C

r = -1/10

2 ca -1/3
3 fn edltls //all
<t ty Correct, nice work, San. I think you've rot It.

Un 'Jo, Hazel.

Try a-atn.

_2J_

1-r z 2 7 ). It/Cl
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I

9

10

1-r i i. / 3

-r = 1/3

r : -1/3

11

e38
rd Another form of an Infinite peonetrlc propresslon Is the renear I ni-

declma

I

.

Thus the repcatlnr. decimal 0.3333 Is an I nf Inl te peometrlc propresslon

of the following form....,..

0.3 0.0 3* 0.003 0.0003 (In which t.=0. 3 and r=0. 1)

The limiting value of a repeating decimal may he foun-1 by Hetermlntnp t. and r,

and substituting these values In the formula for S_. Thus In the first

example, the limiting value Is 1/3.

9

10 1-0.1 * 0.9
1/3

11

12

13

Suppose you wanted to find the limiting value of the decimal 0. 743113434343

This problem Is sllp.htly different. The number 0. 74 3U3. . . . is composed of 0.7 and

the Infinite geometric progression....

lit

15

.0U3 .000113 (In which t.-.043 (not 0.7
..) and r=0.01)

17

18

I'd like to have you try a few short problems. When you've dipesteH this parbapr

press the EOB, and I'll see how well you rcpurpl tate.

rd Another form of an Infinite geometric progression Is the rAneaf 1 np
Ape ima

1

.

Tims the repeatinp decimal 0.3333 Is an I nf I nl te eeonetrlc propresslon

of the fol lowing form. . , . . .

.

0.3 0.03 0.003 0.0003 * (in which t,=0.3 an^ r=0.1>

and substltutlnp these values in the formula for S_. Thus In the first

example, the limiting value Is 1/3.

9

10 1-0.1 " 0.9

0.3

- 1/3

11

12

13

Suppose you wanted to flnJ the llmltlnp value nf th» decimal 9.74343434343

This problem Is sllrhtly different. The n'.imher 0.74343.... is co-inoseH of 0.7 an J

the infinite geooetric prorr ess i on. . .

.

.04 3 . nOO'i .' » C ir "Mr' t.-. 04 ' (nit 1.7
.) and r-0. 01 )
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.

17

IS

I i kp to have >ou try .i P«w short problems. Jhen you've digested this garbage,

» the ECP, and I'll see how well you regurr.l tatai

qu Find the limiting value of the following repeating declnal

0.88888 . . . .

ca 8/9

3 fn edl ih //all
k fn edltla //all
5 ad -l//c6
& ty Crazy. S

t
,- 8/9

br eUl
.

//c6//»ll
ur, Nope*

- JL-&
0.9

0.8

1-0, 1

i 8/9

,

eUO
br e<<0

qu Find the limiting value of the following repeating decimal '. 0.66666

I 1

e<il

ea 2/3
eb 6/9
fn adl tls //al

I

t'n edl tla //all
ty Atta Boy. S_= 6/9 =2/3

0.6
in f

-°o._6 „ ,
S.* 1T*0. 1

oT?

Try aral n.
un No, 3

u>
2/3

br eU

qu Find the limiting value of the following repeating decimal ! 0.16666

-

2 ca 1/6
3 fn edl tls //all
U fn edltla //all
5 ty Roger. S = 15/90 = 1/6

0.06
un No. You should hove S, 1 0.1* = ?

1-0. 1

What's che answer ?

u n No Ho y I e

.

S = 1/10 6/90

15/90

10

1)

1/6

C. ?

br e<4 2

rd O.K. Harriot. :iow the hard part. The fol towtnr questions are -teslrn«d to
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2

5

t

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

brlr.r loretl or .> I I yojr knoMlftrire of ^.n, 1
^ .-»,,,

will be viori prohlnns .i(i , carefully.

ser.uer.ee Is m »..P. or a r ,p. C or to Inflnllr

''Do I want to find the su i 8f this prorr»s'jl(in, or the list i

etc.' 1 From this I nfoni.it I on you can d«terilpp '/hlrh for iu ! i (or formulas) apply

and hopefully solve the problem.

Before you squeeze my eob take a break and briefly review [he hindout.

If you are havlnr trouble with any particular problem, type In my ol 1

number and I'll give you a hint.

Oh. By the way. Pick up some more scratch paper.

1 qu A certain ball has the property that when It Is dropped from any helrht Chi

2 to the ground, It rebounds to the height 2/3 h.

3 Suppose the ball Is thrown to a height of 9 feet. How far will It travel

I* before coming to rest? Include the first nine feet that the ball Is thrown

5 I n your answer.

7

6

9

10

11

ca 5 k

cb 5k feet
cb Si. •

fn edl tls //all
fn edltla //all
ty Very Good Hazel.

12

13 br eit<t //-c5//-l
Ik ad -1//C6
15 br eU6 //c6//*12
16 un The ball will travel 9 feet up and 9 feet down / then 6 feet up and 6 feet down, etc.

17

18

19

20

21
22

The distance traveled thus becomes an Infinite f,.P. C Theoretically the ball never

stops completely.) with a common ratio of 2/3. You are looking for S^. Try again.

ad -l//c5
un No Hazel. Remember the first 9 feet count. t,= 18, r: 2/3. Try Spain.

ad -l//c5
un Mo Hazel. S * 18/(1- 2/3) - 5k

23

2k
25

e<r4

ad -l//c5
br ekk

qu A rotating wheel coming to rest nakes 125 revolutions the first second.

In any second after the first It makes k/5 as many revolutions as It Ml In

the preceding second. How many revolutions does It make before cpmlnr to rest?

ca 625
fn edl tls //all
fn edltla //all
ty That's r I rht.
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1) -in TSib Is jjsl li,.r- th" last problon. Iry .v.ili.

11 a! -
!

12 ur. la. let's look at it another ..-iy. If tho whrrl lalci i?s revolutions th»

13 first second, it '/111 Ml.r 110 rrvelitlons tt"- nr-xt s-rond C'l/5 of 125),

l 1" £3 revolutions the third second, and so on. Thus I t I s an lnflr.lt!> r .".

15 with rii4/5 and t,^ 125. ./hat Is the correct answer?

lb aJ -l//c5
17 un No. S_-625. I'm polnp to son! you back to rpvlcw Infinite fiP's.

br e28a

qu './hat distance will an elastic bra traverse before coml nr to rest

If It Is pulled out to a distance of 15 feet and after eaGh time

it hits ''hone 1
' It rebounds 2/5 the distance?

tlnelude the first 15 feet.)

ca 90
cb 90 feet
cb 90'

fn edl tls //all
ty Hop,. (If you could ever pull one of those things out 15 feet.)

15
U

ad -l//c6
un No. You've got to concentrate on the mathematical solution to this problem

and disregard other Irrelevant aspects. t.=30, r=2/3. Find S_.

30
ad -1//C5
un No. S -

1-2/3 90

16
17

e*>6

ad -1//C5
br e25

qu Find the first term of an 1 nf 1 nl tp OP whose sum Is 2h"i

and whose second tern Is 51*.

ca 162
cb 81
cb 81,162
cb 162,81
fn edl tls //dl

1

ad -l//c6
ty Very good. (.There were actually two answers to this problem, t. - 162 or 81.)

un No. To solve this problem you will have to use two equations....

11

12

2^3 - -r-*-
, , ,

1 c. 1 : r.ln-l>
and SU = t.r

Solve these two equations for t.. Try araln.

15

u
15

ad -l//c5

16 ad -l//c5
17 br ell 7

1

1 qu Each Individual has two parents C

I

'n told.) and thes" In turn each had two parents, and so on.

2 Assuming that il-.^r ancestors were all different Individuals, how nany anrestors ''oes one

3 have po i up back six penerations?

ca 12G
fn edl tls //all
ty Correct, r.har 1 i i Vc r y r.ood.

.'•





12

.iJ -l//ci>
un No. People Multiply* IMs ib -i

r >', tfirl >ti <

•J ai -I//c5
10 un No. S -l?l)

11 ad -l//eS
12 br e'i8

el 8

1 qu The second term of J fMs 1 and the fifth tern Is 8 1/8. ftp! the fourth term.

2 ca 27/ii

3 cb 6 3/U
14 f n edl tla //all
5 fn edl tls //all
6 ty Correct. The progression was 2, 3, 1/2, 77/li . 81/f.

7 ad -1//C6
8 un No. From the formula for finding t of a OP, you can derive two equations which can be solved

9 simultaneously for r and t.» Knowing these values, you ran easily find t,. Try apaln.

10 ad -l//c5 .

11 un Nope. 81/8 - tjr and s 3 = t.r.

12

13 ad -l//c5
lit un No.

15

*1'

,l»

17 lt,)3

18

19

21 - - 27/k The prorresslon was 2, 3, 9/2, 27/1), 81/8.

2 2 br eiiS

eh 9

1 qu The market for playboy magazine Is now 500,000 subscribers and the number

2 of subscribers has been Increasing at the rate of 5 percent per y»ar.

3 If this rate of growth continues, how many subscribers will Playboy

k have at the end of three years?

5 ca 578810
6 cb 578,810
7 fn edltls //all
8 fn edl tla //all
9 ad -l//c6

10 ty Correct. Very Rood.

un No. The problci requires fin-iln- t, of i ".P. In which I,- 100,000

13 and r=1.05. CNote





•

17

II

w
= 500, 000 « 11.05)

- 57;

20 ad -1//C5
21 br eSO

1 qu O.K. NOW for a few really hard ones. Remember If you "Pt stuck press the

2 eob and I'll give you a hint.

3 There are four numbers of which the first three are in arithmetic nroprns-

ii slon and the last three are In geometric progression. Their sum Is 105

5 and the fourth number divided by the second * 9/li.

6 Find the first term of the A. P.

9

10
11

12

13

14

IS

17

ca 10

cb 70

cb 10,70
cb 70, 10
fn edl tls //all
fn edltla //all
ad -l//c6
ty By Jove- Mabel, h'j did It. Excellent Admiral. There were actually two

progressions that will fit these conditions.

10, 20, 50, kS and 70, 20, -30, 1(5

18

19

20

21

un Ho. This problem takes qui te a lorn: time and requires usln* a lot of equations.

1) t, *t_ *t, *t, - 105l
l "-2 "S "•»

I n terms of A. F
, 's In terms of P.P. 's

23
2k

k) t. = 9t,/i) = 9/it x It, + dl
* ' or » t,/t, s t,/t,

25 Usinr. these equations, you can solve for t«. t You've still rot quite

26 a ways to go. Try putting everything in terms of tj and d.

27
28

ad -1//C5
un Uo. l.'ronr oral r.

29

30

31

111 tj • t
2

substituting 12), 13), ( '< > tj ltj*(f) t tj+2rl > 4 (It,/* 1.-l/li> = 105

d - 20 tor -I - :0 - t. )

33





55

3b

Sub* tl i.ul i * j, i c > i.

,

58 Subs tl tutl ii • for I fro'l C >.

39

Hi

U2

1̂
*>»«^4r;i" s - V

1(3 S
S^

**

5

Study this process carefully. The next two problems are sol. I the ,>n r,

U6 To solve for t., use equation (9). What's the answer?

It 7

US
ad -1//C5 .

'

un No. I'm afraid you'll never be a math star.

1)9

SO

51

52

53

There were two propressions which fit these conditions.

70, 20, -30, U5 and 10, 20, 30, ii 5

56 ad -l//c5
57 br e51

1

1 qu Three nunhers whose sum Is 21 are In neometrtc progression. If 1 Is

2 subtracted from the first, 2 from the second an 1 6 fran the thirl, th?

3 the remaining numbers are In arithmetic r>ro?ress Ion. Flrvi the s-ron<! t^m of

li the fi.P.

5 ca 6

6 fn edl tls //al

1

7 fn edl tla //al

1

8 ty Correct. The numbers were S,U,1>. lot nnv students solv> this nroM

9 Very Cood work.

11

12

13

111

a,l -l//c6
un ;lo. Thl s problem I s <i jl te s i ii 1 i thi I as I





i:

17

18 Mini p

19 ad -1//C5
20 un Nope.

21

.

22

25

24

25 (WO

26

Hint put evei L.-r^s of i and I. ir> .r.iin.

(Note. Vou didn't even have to worry about the n.P.)

The terms were 3,6,12,

28 ad -1//C6
29 br e52

efl
1 qu f 1 nd tgu Find the second term of the A. P. whose first term is 2 and whose second

term , fourth term and elgth term form a geometric progression.

3 ca 16
H fn edl tls //ail
5 fn edl tla //all
6 ty Outstanding. The profession was 2,11,6,8,10,12,111,16.

8 ad -l//c6
9 un Some people am lucky and can solve this problem I ntul tl vely.but

10 If you can't see it right away, you have to set up several equations

11 dnd solve them s Imu I taneous I y C same jazz as the last two problems).

12 O.K. Vou say to yourself. What equations can I get?

13 In Terms of A.P.'s you know that In terms of R.P. 's you know that

15 t
2
= 2H2-l)d t

2
r: t„

16 t,,: 2*<.U-lJd t^rs t
8

17 s t = 2-K8-l)d

Solve these for d and you can easily find 1-. Try again.

20 ad -l//c5
21

23 ad -l//c5
2ii br .

I





~l

1 gu The sum of three numbers In rconrtrlc prorrros ion t

2 to the middle term , the other two being T r f t '. an arithmetic

5 prorresslon Is formed. Find the first term of the rm-nntric prorre<;s I on.

?-(.

ea it

cb 36

fn edl tls //all
fn edl tla //all
ty Excellent. One more question and you can ro hone. You now shoul '

understand the theory of A.P.'s and G.P.'s.

un No. And I won't help you. You should be able to do this on your own.

12

13

u

17

ad -1//C5
un Nope.

ad -l//c5
un Sorry. The G.P. was 14,12,36. 1*11 five you one more chance to pass the

course. Read the next question carefully.

br eSk

qu As I was going to Saint Ives , I met a man with seven wives. Evi-ry wife

had seven sacks, every sack had seven kits, kit:., cats, sacks and

how many were going to St. Ives?

ca 1

fn edl tls //all
fn edl tla //all
ad -1//C6
ty Nice work Hazel you p.-is^oJ the CO

10 wa 2l4 05
11 fn edl tls //all
12 fn edl tla //all
13 ty You multiply we! J but can' t read worth i nl

l 1* going to St. Ives. I U'ns. My four
,

i I SOI '

15 un No. Read the question. My son knows 'It1 ans -

16 un No stupid. Only ope . Mr.

17
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1 rd You have now successfully CI Mope) completed the course In arithmetic

2 and geometric progressions. If there are any particular areas you would like to

3 review. Included below Is a list of review segments. Type bo to and the

U label listed beside the problem area.

5 Problem Area Label

6 Finding S
n

of a G.P. el

7 Inflnl te G.P. 's e25

8 Repeating decimals e38

9 Word problems eU

2

10 If you do some review , type GO TO c^k when you are ready to quit and

11 you will be returned to this point.

12 Those of you who are ready to retire rlpht now, just sign off -ind I'll

13 see you around the campus. Good Lurk.
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APPENDIX B

LISTING OF SUBJECT AREAS AND ASSOCIATED LABELS

This listing is designed to be used as a "ready- reference" for the

student who desires to review a particular area of the course material.

In order to go to the subject area desired, simply type "go to" followed

by the associated label and then press the "EOB"

.

Section Section Area Label

A Introduction and Definitions

Set al

Sequence/Progression a3

Term a6

Subscript a20

B tn of Arithmetic Progressions

AP/Common difference bl or b6

Number/Value of terms b5

t formula b8
n

t problems b8 or bl6
n r

Introductory review b21

C S of Arithmetic Progressions

S of Arithmetic progressions cl

Sum of 1st n terms c7

Sum of t, , thru t..
^

cl6

Sum word problems cl8

D t of Geometric Progressions
Finding t dl4

° n

Finding r (the common ratio) d23

Finding t, d28

Finding n d32

Word problems d38
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S of Geometric Progressions
n

Finding S of a G.P. el
n

Infinite G.P- 's e25

Repeating decimals e38

Word problems/Review e42
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ARITHMETIC AND GEOMETRIC

PROGRESSIONS

Text material to be used
in conjunction with
Computer Assisted

Instruction
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CAN TEACHERS BE REPLACED BY A COMPUTER ?

Probably not, but we'd like to find out if it is possible. Hopefully,

using the following textual material, and a typewriter which is controlled

by a computer, you can learn all about arithmetic and geometric progres-

sions without the aid of a teacher.

The course is specifically designed for students with widely varying

backgrounds in mathematics. Each of you will progress according to your

individual capabilities. If you have studied progressions before, you

should proceed quite rapidly. If you have never heard of progressions,

you will be given extra practice. As you begin to understand the material,

you will be able to move more rapidly.

You say you can't type? No sweat! The course is designed for the

"hunt and peck" man. About the longest thing you will have to type will

be your name. There are instructions on how to use the typewriter posted

on the wall beside you. Read them once and you should have no problems.

You are afraid of ruining the machine? Don't worry about that either.

The computer can handle almost anything short of physical violence.

The course is designed so that you alternate between reading small

sections of the handout material and answering questions on what you've

read. The questions are stored in the computer's "memory" and automatic-

ally presented to you via the typewriter.

If you are ready to proceed, read the first section of the handout

entitled "Definitions." When you have finished reading this section,

read the instructions on how to operate the typewriter. If you have any

questions, ask one of the operators in the next room.

GOOD LUCK!
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ARITHMETIC AND GEOMETRIC PROGRESSIONS

I. DEFINITIONS

Often in mathematical work, groups of three or more numbers are

arranged in some definite order, or sequence. Such grouping or se-

quence of numbers is called a progression . The individual numbers are

called the terms of the progression and are named from the left to the

right, first term, second term, etc. For example the terms 2, 4, 6, 8,

10, form a progression.

There are many kinds of progressions. We shall discuss in this

unit only two of the simpler ones. These are called arithmetic and

geometric progressions.

Before proceeding with the discussion of these progressions, it

will be necessary to have an understanding of some of the terminology

used in this course. Some essential definitions follow :

Set--A group or collection of definite, distinct

objects (such as people, birds, ships, books,

numbers, etc.).

Sequence /progress ion (of numbers)--A set of numbers

in some definite order. The terms progression

and sequence are used synonomously

.

Terms—The individual numbers of the sequence or

progression.
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Examples: 4,1,9,7,16,19 is a set of numbers, It is simply a group of

numbers in no definite order. Because this set has no definite

order, it is not a sequence. 2,4,6,8,10 is a set of numbers

in some definite order and therefore j^s a sequence of numbers.

The number 4 is a term in that sequence; in this example it is

the second term; 8 is the fourth term.

a n
,a„ ,a„ ,a.

,
,a , . . . . is a sequence. a, is the first term.

i 2. 5 4 n i

a» is the second term, and a is the nth term.
2 n

The number 1 in a, is called a subscript . The subscript denotes

the order in which the terms are arranged (1 before 2, etc.).

Hence, a
n
,a„ ,a_ ,a .

,
,a

, is a sequence of terms in the12 3 4 n

order indicated by the subscripts.

4,6,8,10,12 is a finite sequence (series); it contains a finite

number of terms, in this instance, 5.

4,6,8,10,12,.... is an infinite sequence (series); that is, it

contains an infinite number of terms since it continues ex-

panding ad infinitum.

You are now ready to "tackle the machine." Read the instructions

posted beside the typewriter. Don't worry about typing errors or wrong

answers. You are not being graded: This is a teaching device, not a

test.
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II. ARITHMETIC PROGRESSIONS

A. Finding t of an Arithmetic Progression
n

An Arithmetic Progression (A. P.) is a sequence of numbers in which

each term after the first is formed by adding a constant quantity called

the common difference to the preceding term. The common difference may

be either a positive or negative value, but never zero. Thus, the set

1,2,3,4,5 is an arithmetic progression consisting of five terms where

the first term is 1, and the common difference is plus 1. The set

5,4,3,2,1 is an arithmetic progression consisting of five terms where

the first term is 5, and the common difference is minus 1. Some

further examples are:

A. P. No. of TERMS l
St
TERM COMMON DIFFERENCE

5 3 +4

4 30 -2

4 a +d

6 -3 -2

6 -7 +3%

3,7,11,15,19

30,28,26,24

a , a+d , a+2 d , a+3d

-3,-5,-7,-9,-11,-13

-7, -3%, 0,3%, 7, 10%

The common difference may be found by substracting any term of the

sequence from the term that follows it. For example, in the A. P.

2,5,8,11,14,17 we can determine that the common difference equals 3 by

subtracting any term from the term immediately following (5-2 = 3,

8-5 3, 17-14 - 3, etc.).
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We can write a general expression for finding any term in an A. P.

if we know the first term (t. ) , the common difference (d) , and the number

of the term for which we are looking (n) . (For example, if we are trying

to find the fifth term, n would be equal to 5.).

The expression to find the nth term of an A. P. is:

t = t
1
+(n-l)d

n 1

t =

t, =

d =

the value of the term we are trying to find,

the value of the first term of the progression,

the number of the term for which we are looking,

the common difference.

For example, let us look at the A. P. 3,7,11,15,19,....

Assume that the fifth term, 19, is unknown to us. We can use the formula

to find it.

t = t
n
+(n-l)d

n I
s

n = 5

n 5

fc

l

= 3

d = 4

t - 3+(5-l)4

- 3+(4)(4)

= 19

19 is therefore the fifth term of the given sequence.
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If we were told the progression used previously (3, 7, 11 , 15 ,19 , . . . , t ~)

consisted of fifty terms and we were asked to find the value of the thirty-

fifth term, we would utilize the same formula.

In this problem t, 3, d 4 , and n 35.

t
35

- t 1+(n-l)d

= 3+(35-l)4

- 3+(34)(4)

- 139

We can alos, of course, solve the formula (t t
1
+(n-l)d) for t, ,

n 1 1

n, or d, should any one of these values be the unknown quantity in a

problem.

(Though not required for the successful completion of this program,

those students interested will find the derivation of the formula for

finding any term of an arithmetic progression on page 260, para. 15-3

of "ALGEBRA and TRIGONOMETRY" by Alvin K. Bettinger and John A. Englund.

Scranton: International Textbook Company, 1960).

READY FOR SOME MORE PARTICIPATION? GO TO THE MACHINE.'
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B. Finding S of an Arithmetic Progression

We can also determine the sum (S ) of a praticular number of terms of
n

any A. P. if we know the first term (t.), the last term (t ), the common

difference (d) , and the total number of terms being added (n) . (For ex-

ample, if we are trying to find the sum of the first five terms, n would

be equal to 5.) Note the slight difference in usage between "n" here as

opposed to the previous formula; before we were talking about the number

of the specific term in question whereas now "n" refers to the total

number of terms being added .

The formula used to find the sum of n terms in an A. P. is:

n(t,+t )v
1 n'

t, =

the sum of n terms.

the total number of terms being added.

the value of the first term.

t the value of the last term being added.
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Another useful form of this expression can be found by substituting

t,+(n-l)d for t . The new equation is:

S
n

- f[2t 1+(n-l)d]

This form is particularly useful when the value of t is unknown.
n

EXAMPLE

Using the A. P. 3,7,11,15,19 to illustrate the first formula's use:

S =
n

n(t 1+t
n )

h" 3

t »
n

19

5(3+19)
n 2

= 5(22)
2

Check: 3

7

11

15

11
55

=» 55

(Those students interested will find the derivation of the formula

for finding S , and the alternate expression of S , on page 261, para. 15-4

of "ALGEBRA and TRIGONOMETRY", by Bettinger and Englund.)

READY FOR SOME MORE PARTICIPATION? GO TO THE MACHINE J
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III. GEOMETRIC PROGRESSIONS

A. Finding t of a Geometric Progression
n

A Geometric Progression (G. P. ) is a sequence of numbers in which each

term after the first is the result of multiplying the preceding term by a

constant called the common ratio . The common ratio may take on any

positive or negative value except + or - 1 or zero. For example, the set

4,8,16,32,64 is a geometric progression consisting of five terms; the

first term is 4, and the common ratio is + 2. The set 32,-16,8,-4,2

is a geometric progression consisting of five terms with a first term

of 32 and a common ratio of - \. Some further examples are:

G. P. No. of TERMS 1st TERM COMMON RATIO

1,2,4,8,16 5 12
2 3 .

a,ar,ar ,ar 4 a r

l,(l+i),(l+i)
2
,(l+i)

3
4 1 (1+i)

1,-4,16,-64 4 1-4
The common ratio may be found by dividing any term of the progression

into the term that follows. For example, in the G. P. 1,2,4,8,16 we can

determine that the common ratio equals 2 by dividing any term into the

term immediately following (211=2, 8-^4 = 2, etc.). (Caution....

This common ratio must apply to all terms).
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We can write a general expression for finding any term in a G. P.

if we know the first term (t ), the common ratio (r) , and the number of

the term for which we are looking (n)

.

The expression to find the value of the nth term in a G.P. is:

Vn-1

t the value of the term we are trying to find.

t
1

the value of the first term.

r = the common ratio.

n the number of the term for which we are looking.

For example, let us find the fifth term of the G.P. 1,2,4,8,.

Vn-1

5-1
t
5

- (D(2)

(D(2)
4

- 16

Therefore, 16 is the value of the fifth term of the given G.P.

(Those students interested will find the derivation of the formula

for any term of a geometric progression on page 265, para. 15-8 of

"ALGEBRA and TRIGONOMETRY" by Bettinger and Englund.)

READY FOR SOME MORE PARTICIPATION? GO TO THE MACHINE!
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B. Finding S of a Geometric Progression
n

In order to find the sum of n terms in a G.P. we must know the first

term (t..), the common ratio (r) , and the total number of terms we are

adding (n) .

The expression to find the sum of n terms in a G.P. is:

S =
n

t^l-r" )

1-r

S = the sum of n terms of the G.P.
n

t " the value of the first term.

r" the common ratio,

n" the total number of terms being added.

Again, as in A.P.'s, note the slight difference in the meaning of n

between the two formulas.

To illustrate let us find the sum of the G.P. 1,2,4,8,16. Using the

formula to find:

t^l-r")

n 1-r

n = 5

'i" 1

r - 2

3 U1-2
J
)

1-2

m 1(1-32)

-31
-1

= 31

Check: 1

2

4

8

Ik
31
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(Those students interested will find the derivation of the formula

for finding S on page 266, para. 15-9 of "ALGEBRA and TRIGONOMETRY" by

Bettinger and Englund.)

READY FOR SOME MORE PARTICIPATION? GO TO THE MACHINE!
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C Findings S for an Infinite Geometric Progression,

In a Geometric Progression such as 1,2,4,8,..., in which the common

ratio is greater than _1, each term is greater than the preceding term .

Eventually, if the number of terms is increased without limit, their sum

will become infinitely large.

But in a geometric progression such as l,%,%,l/8, in which the

common ratio is less than 1 _in absolute value (r can be positive or

negative), each term is less than the preceding term, and as the number

of terms becomes very great, each term becomes progressively smaller.

In such a series, as the number of terms increases without limit, the sum

of the terms does not increase without limit, but approaches some definite

number. (Warning This is only true for geometric progressions).

For example, in the series 1 ,%,%, 1/8 , . . . . the sum of four terms is

7 127
1 /8, the sum of eight terms is 1 /128, the sum of 16 terms is

o o "7 c. "7

- _, , etc. As the number of terms is increased, the sum approaches
Jz /bo

nearer and nearer to (but never quite reaches) 2. Mathematicians would

say "as n (the number of terms) approaches infinity, S approaches 2."
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As you know, the formula for the sum of a G.P. is

n

t^l-r )

L-r

Now, if the absolute value of r lies between and 1, r is smal-

ler than r, and when n increases without limit, r approaches zero

(r - 0) . For example in a series in which r s %:

If n - 2, r - %

x c - o n -If n - 8, r -256

If n - 16, r =
65,536

You can see that as n increases, r gets smaller and smaller, ap-

proaching zero. When r approaches zero, (i.e... as n becomes very

large) the formula for finding S tends to.
n

tjX.1-0) t,

l-r l^r

This equation is written in mathematical terms:

lim S
n l-r

or
1

l-r

n =» oo

(where Soo stands for the sum of an infinite geometric progression).

(Remember, this formula is valid only when the absolute value of r lies

between and 1.)
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Perhaps a few problems will help you to understand this formula

Example 1: Find the sum of an infinite number of terms of the

progression 8,4,2,1,%,...

Note: r \

1-r

- 16

Example 2: In a geometric progression in which the common ratio

is -%, what must the first term be in order that the

sum of an infinite number of terms is equal to 80?

Soo = ~
1-r

80

80 x 5/4 - t

100 = t
x

- 2 5 +25
Note: The progression was 100, -25, +6^, , ,

o lb

The sum of these terms approaches 80.

(Those students interested will find the derivation of the

formula for finding Soo on page 269, para. 15-11 of "ALGEBRA and

TRIGONOMETRY" by Alvin K. Bettinger and John A. Englund. Scranton:

International Textbook Company, 1960.

READY FOR SOME MORE PARTICIPATION? GO TO THE MACHINE!
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APPENDIX E

Student Typing Instructions

for use with the

IBM 1052 Printer-Keyboard
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STUDENT TYPING INSTRUCTIONS

for use with

the

IBM 1052 Printer-Keyboard
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COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION AND YOU

Some people talk to horses, some people talk to themselves, and some

people talk to computers. If you would like to become a member of the

latter group (probably the sanest of the lot!), press onward.

The enclosed instructions are designed to simplify your conver-

sations with the IBM 1401 (that's the computer). It'll probably take

a few minutes before you feel comfortable on the keyboard. (Some

people never do feel comfortable on keyboards!).

Above all===relax and enjoy yourself!
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HOW TO TALK TO THE COMPUTER

You will already have been registered as a student in this course

before you first meet the computer.

The name of the course is "apgp" (arithmetic progressions, geometric

progressions)

.

You will be assigned a particular number (for example, sl234).

Now, when you are ready to "sign on" the machine, follow the procedure

below:

1. Check with the operator to ensure that the computer is ready.

2. Wait for the typewriter's green PROCEED light to come on (You

can never type unless it is), and then

3. Engage in the following exchange:

You : sign on (EOB)*

Computer: type course name

You : apgp (EOB)

Computer: type your number

You : sl234 (EOB) (for example)

Computer: your name is John Doe

Section A INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITION

You ; (EOB)

Computer: -—The first question---

You : your answer (EOB)

Computer: ---Comment and next question

You : your next answer (EOB)

aq(Q

so

on
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4. When you wish to terminate the dialogue:

You : sign off (EOB)

Computer: you have been signed off.

(You may sign off at any time).

*(EOB) stands for "end-of-block" . To "execute" an EOB, you must hold

down the ALTERNATE CODING key and then press the 5=key. This must be

done after every student response.
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OPERATING NOTES

1. Always check with the operator to ensure that the system is ready;

then sign on.

2. The typewriter's green PROCEED light must always be ON before you

can type.

3. The PROCEED light can cycle on and off indefinitely before you

commence typing--=don' t worry about it.

4. However, once you have started typing your response , if you

hesitate too long (approximately 10 seconds) between striking any two

keys, the PROCEED light will go out . This means you have lost your

message. When the light next comes on, you must follow the CANCEL pro-

cedure of item 5. (In order to avoid this delay 3 just make sure you

know what you want to say before you commence typing).

5. If you make an error, and realize it before you type the EOB,

your message can be cancelled by holding down the ALTERNATE CODING key while

pressing first the zero (CANCEL) key, and then the 5 (EOB) key. The

machine will type "please repeat" , and you must then retype the entire

message.

6. If you make a typing error, but do not notice it until after

you type the E0B-=-=it's too late! The computer will analyze your response

as you typed it and respond accordingly. If you have, for instance, mis-

spelled a word, the computer will interpret this as an incorrect answer.

So be careful*—--Take your time.

7. You may at any time type, for example, "go to a5 (EOB). This

will branch you to the question named. A list of subject areas and asso-

ciated labels will be furnished to you for reference purposes.
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8. You may type "sign off (EOB)" at any time. When you "sign on"

again, you will automatically return to the place in the course where you

last signed off.

9. You may, Any Time You Are Confused , type help (EOB)

The correct answer will then be supplied. You must then type back the

same answer if you wish to continue.

10. In addition, J^f you are stuck on a particular problem
,
press the

EOB keys and the computer will give you a hint . If you are still stuck,

press them again and you will receive another hint.

11. Consult the MALFUNCTION PROCEDURES list on the bulletin board

beside the typewriter if the system appears to be functioning abnormally,

or not at all.

12. Don a

t Let the Machine Rush You . The PROCEED light can cycle on

and off for hours before you start to type. It won't hurt anything if it

does. So take your time.
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TYPING INSTRUCTIONS

The computer does not forgive typing errors, misspelling, etc. If

you press any key by mistake, do not try to correct the situation in any

way except by following the CANCEL procedure above.

Often an answer can be typed in one of several ways. Usually all

normal forms will be accepted as correct. However, several conventions

have been established to simplify your typing.

1. No unnecessary spaces, periods, zeros, or plus signs should be

typed.

2. Don't use upper case letters (capitals).

3. Use a slash(/) for fractions (%. incorrect; 1/4, correct).

4. When using a whole number with a fraction, place a space between

the whole number and the fraction(31/2, incorrect; 3 1/2, correct)

5. Use numerals instead of spelling out numbers. This typewriter has

the number 1^ available; do not use the small L.

6. Push the 1INE-FEED button before typing a subscript (this button

causes the typewriter to print one=half line below the main line).

Then, after typing the subscript, press the BACK=FEED button to

return to the main line.

2
7. Use BACK-FEED for superscripts (a ), followed by LINE-FEED to

return to the line.

8. Never give units (ft.,$,etc.) unless they are specifically re-

quested.

9. Plus signs are understood and need not be typed. However, you

must type in minus signs where applicable.
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This may look like a large amount of rules. They'll come easy once

you've started. What it all boils down to is that we have simplified

your typing as much as possible. All you have to do is type your answer

and hit the EOB— No capitals, no spaces, no punctuation. Simple, eh??

GOOD LUCK!

I
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GENERAL PROGRAM FLOW CHART
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Section b -
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Section d -
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FLOW CHART SYMBOL KEY

O - Connector

- Non-branching question(s)

- Branching question(s)

o
- Read statements

- Counter

O - Set counter instructions

Loop indicator

1
- Machine function

ca
wa

Flow
Correct answer
Wrong answer
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IBM 1401, 1440, or 1460 Operating System

Computer Assisted Instruction

This reference publication describes the ibm

Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) program for the

ibm 1401, 1440, or 1460 Data Processing System.

Included is a general description of CAI as an aid in

writing and presenting instruction courses through the

ibm 1050 Data Communications System. The flexibility

of CAI makes it the ideal program for the school,

industry, or military institution experimenting with

advanced teaching techniques. Used experimentally, it

can be evaluated by the educator himself for its

proper place in the education picture.

For titles and abstracts of associated publications,

see the IBM 1440 Bibliography, Form A24-3005, the

IBM 1401 and 1460 Bibliography, Form A24-1495,

and the IBM Tele-processing Bibliography, Form
A24-3089.



Preface

ibm is always vitally interested in the progress of edu-

cation. Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) is seen as

an important contribution to that progress at a time

when educational methodology is receiving critical ap-

praisal. Rapid advances in technology are being made
in our educational institutions, in industry, and in mili-

tary establishments. Here CAI can serve experimen-

tally as a laboratory in developing educational courses

that offer potential for:

1. Higher rates of retention

2. Acceleration of curriculum and training

3. Uniformly high teaching standards.

Major Revision, March 1965

This publication, Form C24-3253-1, is a major revision of, and
obsoletes, Form C24-3253-0. Changes have been made through-
out the publication. Most of the changes consist of clarification

and expansion of technical details.

Copies of this and other ibm publications can be obtained through ibm Branch Offices.

Address comments concerning the content of this publication to ibm Product Publications, Endicott, New York 13764

© 1964 by International Business Machines Corporation
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Figure 1. Instructor and Students at Printer-Keyboard



Computer Assisted Instruction for 1401, 1440, or 1460

The problems that beset our educational systems con-

cern all of us. Although rapid increases in population,

crowded schools in selected areas, and shortages of

qualified teachers have gained widespread attention,

the problems are not those of the school and university

alone. All areas of business must keep in step with the

continually changing training requirements brought

about by dynamic changes in technology. Each techno-

logical advance also broadens the spectrum of skills

the military must learn. Solutions, which must be

found soon, may bring innovations in our teaching

and training methods.

Programmed Instruction

For many years, self-instruction devices or "teaching

machines" have been available. Although their value

as "teachers" may be limited, many have been found

valuable in helping the student to progress at his own
rate according to his abilities. Most of these techniques

can be grouped under the name of programmed in-

struction.

Over thirty years ago, S. L. Pressey devised an auto-

matic testing machine that was soon used as an in-

structional device. This device appears to be the first

of the many and varied teaching machines. These early

machines were primarily testing devices displaying

one question at a time. Most of them were designed

so the student had to answer each question correctly

before proceeding to the next question.

A number of educators and researchers have con-

tributed to the recent increase in interest in teaching

machines. In 1954, B. F. Skinner described an experi-

mental teaching device designed to present a carefully

programmed set of instructions. He introduced the use

of constructed answers instead of multiple choice. He
placed great importance on carefully organized pro-

gramming of the course material, reinforcing the stu-

dent's answer at each step.

As we know it today, a programmed-instruction

course presents instructions, questions, answers, and
other information to the individual student in a care-

fully planned sequence (program). Because he actively

participates in the course, the student is continuously

aware of his progress. Every error he makes is fol-

lowed immediately with information to help him un-

derstand what led him to make the mistake, which he
is often required to correct.

In a well-prepared program the student progresses

according to his individual capabilities. The more

capable student moves faster because he makes fewer

errors. The slower student receives the practice and

information he needs to aid him in learning. As he

grasps the subject, he progresses through the course.

Computer Assisted Instruction

A relatively new method of instruction with many of

the advantages of the individual-student instruction

is called Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI). This

method allows the instructor to use the computer as a

means of disseminating instruction to a number of

students individually.

Pioneering studies in computer assisted instruction

by the ibm research organization were started in 1958

by Gustave J. Rath, Nancy S. Anderson, and Richard

C. Brainerd. They investigated the use of a computer

and a typewriter to teach binary arithmetic. In these

preliminary studies, only one typewriter terminal was

used, and instructions to the students were given orally

by the instructor rather than by the computer.

The present concept of computer assisted instruction

evolved from a system developed by William R. Uttal

in 1961. Experiments were performed with a modified

ibm 650 Data Processing System and specially de-

signed electrical equipment to connect the student sta-

tions to the computer.

Present experimental systems, developed at the

Thomas J. Watson Research Center, consist of stand-

ard ibm equipment such as:

1. Large-capacity storage units

2. A central processing or computing unit

3. A transmission control unit or message "traffic" regu-

lator

4. A buffer or temporary storage unit

5. Student teaching stations.

The large-capacity storage units are ibm 1311 Disk

Storage Drives, which store the entire contents of the

course material along with individual and class per-

formance records and other bookkeeping information.

Each section of storage contains an address so that

course material can be retrieved from any area of

storage.



The processing unit acts as an intermediary between

the student and the course material stored in the disk

storage units. For example, it retrieves questions from

the storage units and presents them to the student

through the typewriter, compares the student's an-

swers with all possible answers listed by the instruc-

tor, and then follows with appropriate instructions,

such as "present next question" or "recommend re-

medial reading."

While the computer is working on one student's

problem, responses from other students are temporarily

stored in a buffer memory. The "traffic" of messages

between students and computer is directed by the

transmission control unit. Because the system handles

messages so rapidly, each student feels that the com-

puter is working for him only.

Computer assisted instruction generally follows the

pattern of programmed instruction, but represents a

significant advance over previous forms of this learning

concept, ibm researchers have used computer assisted

instruction to explore a number of techniques that

represent major advances over earlier approaches to

programmed instruction.

An experimental course in elementary statistics, de-

veloped by an ibm research psychologist, resembles an

advanced version of the "scrambled textbook." In this

particular course, however, the student constructs his

answers rather than making a multiple-choice answer.

The computer compares the constructed answer with

anticipated responses stored in the machine to deter-

mine what action to take next. By using the computer

in this way, a student's path can be "branched" to ap-

propriate remedial material depending on his answer.

In another experiment, an ibm psychologist devel-

oped a drill technique for a course in German. After

the student completes a reading assignment, a series

of translation exercises is presented on the typewriter.

This series tests the student's knowledge of the new
material. If the student makes an error in translation,

he is informed of his mistake and asked to try again.

Although there is no limit to the number of trials a

student may make, he can ask for the correct answer if

he wishes. The computer records his mistakes and later

repeats the exercises that were not answered correctly.

If the student misses too many exercises, the system

presents the entire lesson again later.

As a result of experimentation like this within ibm,

we believe that a computer assisted instruction system

may open a new dimension in instructional techniques.

Machine Requirements

CAI, when used with each of four systems, requires a

minimum of equipment as described here.

1. 1440-1448 System

1441—A6 Processing Unit with 16,000 positions of

storage with Console Attachment, Direct Seek,

Disk Storage Control, Indexing, and Store

Address Register, Bit Test, Transmission Con-

trol Unit Attachment, and Printer Attachment

1442-Card Read Punch Model 1 with Card Read

Punch Adapter

1443—Printer Model 1 with Selective Character Set

and Printer Control

1447—Console Models 1 and 4 with Sense Switches

1311—Disk Storage Drive, one Model 1 and one

Model 2 with Direct Seek feature

1448—Transmission Control Unit Model 1 with 1050

Attachment feature, Fixed Time-Out feature

(New Line and Line Feed, Horizontal Tab),

and, as required: Line Group, Line Adapter

Set, Common Carrier Adapter Set attached

to lines 1 through 12. The user can also op-

tionally specify Text Time-Out Suppression

to prevent the timer from operating at the

normal 9-18 second disconnect. This optional

feature is to be used with the Text Time-Out

Suppression on the 1051 Control Unit.

1050—Data Communication System, up to 12 sys-

tems, each consisting of a 1051 Control Unit

Model 2 with an "A" Terminal Identification

Letter and a 1052 Printer-Keyboard with the

First Printer feature. (If desired, the Text

Time-Out Suppression feature can be ordered

on the 1051 as a required companion to the

one specified on the 1448.)

2. 1460-1026 System

1441—B Processing Unit with 12,000 positions of

storage with Disk Storage Control, Direct

Seek, Indexing and Store Address Register,

Bit Test, Transmission Control Unit Attach-

ment

1447—Model 1 with Sense Switches

1461-Model 1

1402-Model 3

1403-Model 2

1311—One Model 1 and one Model 2 with Direct

Seek

1026-As many as four Model l's. The first 1026

Transmission Control Unit must have the Ex-

panded Line feature and as many as three

6 1401, 1440, 1460 CAI



additional 1026 Model l's each with the

Additional Line feature. The user can also

optionally specify Text Time-Out Suppression

to prevent the timer from operating at the

normal 9-18 second disconnect. This optional

feature is to be used with Text Time-Out

Suppression on the 1051 Control Unit.

1050—Data Communication System with as many
as four systems each consisting of a 1051 Con-

trol Unit Model 2 with an "A" Terminal Iden-

tification Letter and a 1052 Printer-Keyboard

with the First Printer feature. (If desired, the

Text Time-Out Suppression feature can be

ordered on the 1051 as a required companion

to the one specified on the 1026 components.)

3. 1440-1026 System

1441—A5 Processing Unit with 12,000 positions of

storage with Direct Seek, Disk Storage Con-

trol, Indexing and Store Address Register, Bit

Test, Interrupt, Transmission Control Unit

attachment, Print Attachment

1442—Model 1 and Adapter

1443—Model 1 with Selective Character Set and

Printer Control

1447—Model 1 with Sense Switches

1311—One Model 1 and one Model 2 with Direct

Seek

1026-As many as four Model l's. The first 1026

Transmission Control Unit must have the Ex-

panded Line Feature, and as many as three

additional 1026 Model l's each with the Ad-
ditional Line Feature. The user can also op-

tionally specify Text Time-Out Suppression

to prevent the timer from operating at the

normal 9-18 second disconnect. This optional

feature is to be used with Text Time-Out Sup-

pression on the 1051 Control Unit.

1050—Data Communication System with as many as

four systems, each consisting of a 1051 Con-
trol Unit Model 2 and a 1052 Printer-Key-

board with the First Printer feature. (If de-

sired, the Text Time-Out Suppression feature

can be ordered on the 1051 as a required

companion to the one specified on the 1026

components.)

4. 1401-1026 System

1401-Model B, C, or E with 12,000 positions of

storage with Disk Storage Adapter, High-

Low-Equal Compare, Advanced Program-

ming, Bit Test, Console Auxiliary Adapter,

Sense Switches

1402-Model 1

1403-Model 1

1406-Model 2

1409-Model 2

1311—One Model 4 and one Model 2 with Direct

Seek

1026-As many as four Model l's. The first 1026

Transmission Control Unit must have the Ex-

panded Line feature, and as many as three

additional 1026 Model l's each with the Ad-

ditional Line feature. The user can also op-

tionally specify Text Time-Out Suppression

to disable the timer from operating at the

normal 9-18 second disconnect. This optional

feature is to be used with Text Time-Out Sup-

pression on the 1051 Control Unit.

1050—Data Communication System with as many as

four systems, each consisting of a 1051 Con-

trol Unit Model 2 and a 1052 Printer-Key-

board with the First Printer feature. (If de-

sired, the Text Time-Out Suppression feature

can be ordered on the 1051 as a required

companion to the one specified on the 1026

components.)

An Experimental Tool

Because the application of computers to instruction is

relatively recent, experience with the implementation

of educational methodology on data processing systems

is limited. Therefore, many questions of effectiveness

are difficult to dispose of experimentally. It is, thus,

particularly desirable to undertake research where the

scope of the course material is known, the competence

involved in taking the course is understood, and the

quality of learning can be measured on completion.

The experimental techniques outlined in this publi-

cation are so practicable that it is appropriate today to

begin evaluating those research questions that can best

be answered through system use. CAI is, therefore,

presented, not as a complete solution to any one prob-

lem, but as an experimental tool in discovering new
dimensions in education.

CAI programs the data processing system (Figure 2)

to act as a medium between the instructor and a

number of students. Both instructors and students can

participate in the course at various locations (local and
remote) and at various times or at the same time. With



Figure 2. ibm 1440 as Control Center for ibm 1050 System Terminals

the ibm 1401 or 1440 as the course processing center, an

ibm 1050 Data Communications System acts as the

communication link between the students and the com-

puter (Figures 3 and 4).

Through CAI, the author writes his course so that

each student receives individual instruction. He has a

freedom that few teachers possess in the classroom. He
guides his students along the path best suited to each.

The advanced student does not cover any material that

the instructor feels is unnecessary to his progress or

that might be below his level. The slow student reviews

important steps that he finds difficult to understand.

Author

CAI enables the author to organize the course in any

way he wishes, evaluating the student's capabilities,

learning his background, giving him assignments, ask-

ing questions, and then directing him to the parts of

the course that best suit him. The author may use

8 1401, 1440, 1460 CAI



As Many as

Twelve 1050

Terminals

for Students

and Instructors

As Many as Five 131

1

Disk Storage Drives

Figure 3. Typical 1440-1448 Computer Assisted Instruction

System Configuration

various sequences of questions, statements, and in-

structions. He may use the familiar "frames" of pro-

grammed instruction, or he may turn to a method of

instruction quite dissimilar to it. Not only can he write

his course while the students are taking it, but he can

also go back and revise immediately if he wishes. The

computer's statistical analysis of the students' reactions

gives the author an accurate report of the results of his

course. Such reports facilitate his readily revising and

improving the course based on actual experience even

before the students have completed it.

As he receives the reports, he continuously realizes

how he can better adapt the course to the individual

As Many as Four 1 050

Terminals for Students

and Instructors

Figure 4. Typical 1401-1026 Computer Assisted Instruction

System Configuration

student. It takes only a few such reports to suggest to

the author new and varied levels and paths for students

to follow.

Student

The student paces himself, with the knowledge that

the program will direct him at the proper time to the

part of the course that best suits him.

Students may participate in the course at various

times. No prescribed time schedule is necessary. If a

student reaches an impasse, he calls for "help" from the

computer in the form of the correct answer. The statis-

tical analysis of the student's progress measures his

efforts and abilities.

Functional Features

CAI consists of:

1. A monitor to supervise writing and presenting

courses.

2. An assembler to enable authors to communicate

with the computer when writing and revising

courses.

The CAI program:

1. Enables authors to write and correct course material

while students are taking courses.

2. Enables a proctor, who operates the system, to un-

dertake administrative routines.

3. Collects data on student's responses for later

analysis.

4. Enables authors or programmers to add new capa-

bility to CAI if they are thoroughly knowledgeable

with the internal program organization.

5. Operates as many as five courses per disk pack

simultaneously.

6. Uses as many as twelve ibm 1050 point-to-point (one

student/author terminal) lines with an ibm 1448

Transmission Control Unit, and as many as four

lines with four ibm 1026 Transmission Control

Units. This does not imply that a maximum of only

twelve students can use the system, for more than

one student, or even an entire classroom, might

share a terminal. Figure 5 shows the 1050 terminal

with a Formaliner*.

All course input and output to the system is typed on

the printer-keyboard of the ibm 1050 Data Communi-

* Available from Moore Business Forms



Figure 5. Typical Student Printer-Keyboard at ibm's Thomas

J. Watson Research Center

cations System, which may be remote from the com-

puter. The course material is then stored on an ibm

1316 Disk Pack. These interchangeable packs provide

large and flexible course storage capability.

Two drives are required for minimum operation of

the system. One drive is for recording student re-

sponses. The other drive contains system subroutines,

identification, course records for the maximum of five

courses per pack, storage for author functions and

course material, and student records.

Student responses are streamed out in 300-character

records while students are taking the course. When
authors and students have completed their learning

activities, the proctor can place a utility program on

the system to extract and print response data for

analysis. Such utility programs can only be operated

in the non-educational mode (when no students or

authors are using the system).

Student Response Recording

Eight choices are available to the author for recording

student responses:

1. Correct responses

2. Incorrect responses

3. Correct and incorrect responses

4. Unrecognizable responses

5. Correct and unrecognizable responses

6. Incorrect and unrecognizable responses

7. Correct, incorrect, and unrecognizable responses

8. No recording.

The author should specify to the proctor the type of

recording desired for each student at the time the

student is registered.

In addition to the actual response, the system records

the student's number, the course name, the location of

the question in the course, the type of response, the

date of the response, and the contents of student

counters. The system does not record the student's use

of the help and go to control words.

Coursewriter Language

An author writes his course by keying it on the type-

writer-style ibm 1052 Printer-Keyboard in the form of

sequential instructions. As a guide to the format of his

course statements, the author may use a Coursewriter

Instruction Sheet, Form X24-3336 (Figure 6). With the

instruction sheet, a secretary can key in the course

material thereby optimizing system time.

When the course is completed or partially written,

students may begin the course from the same or an-

other keyboard.

As the author writes the course, it is stored on the

ibm 1316 Disk Pack. He can modify any part of the

course at any time — even while students are actively

participating in the course. The only restriction is that

the author cannot modify a course statement at the

same time that a student happens to be using that

instruction.

The Coursewriter language has two parts:

1. A set of 12 instructions or operation codes used by

the author while writing his course to instruct CAI
how to use this course material with students.

2. A set of control words to CAI to aid the author in

writing his course, help the student while taking

a course, and assist the proctor in operating the

system.

Instruction Format

Each course statement has three parts: the label, the

operation code and the text, which is also called the

course material.

1. LABEL. The label (or a sequence number relative

to the label) allows unique identification of each

"block of print" (up to a 150-character message

10 1401, 1440, 1460 CAI
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completed with an end-of-block character). A label

consists of one to ten alphabetic or numeric charac-

ters, or a combination of both. All statements im-

mediately following a label are sequenced auto-

matically by the assembly program. To define a

label, the author keys a carrier return (when in the

operation-code field), the label, and an end-of-block

code. The program then executes a carrier return,

prints the number "1" in the label field, and spaces

to the operation-code field. All blocks of print are

numbered sequentially by the program up to the

next label.

2. OPERATION CODE. The operation code defines

the action to be performed on the third part of the

course statement, which is called the text or course

material.

The twelve operation codes must be typed in lower

case characters by the author. He must always key

one space after the operation code. The operation

codes come under two classifications: major and minor.

The major operation codes are: rd, qu, ca, wa, un,

nx, cb, and wb. The minor operation codes are: ad, br,

and ty. The fn operation code may be used as either a

minor or major operation code.

The major operation codes are always executed in

the order they are presented in the course by the

author. The major operation codes determine the use

of the minor operation codes, which follow them.

The operation code mnemonics and their meaning

to CAI are:

rd causes the program to print the course material on

the student printer-keyboard. CAI then waits for the

student response. Any response from the student

causes CAI to execute all minor operation codes fol-

lowing this instruction and then proceed to the next

rd or qu instruction.

qu causes the program to print the course material on

the student printer-keyboard. CAI then waits for the

student response. Upon receiving the response, CAI
executes all minor operation codes following this in-

struction and, at least, the first major operation code

that follows this instruction.

ca specifies that the text of this instruction is an antici-

pated correct answer to the last qu instruction. It

causes the student response to be compared with the

text of this instruction. If the response and the text

are identical, all minor operation codes that follow

this ca or set of ca and cb instructions are executed.

CAI then proceeds to the next rd or qu instruction.

If the response and text are not identical, CAI exe-

cutes the next major operation code.

cb specifies that the text of this instruction is another

correct answer. It must follow a ca or another cb

instruction. The cb instruction causes CAI to react

to the student response in the same manner as it does

to the ca instruction.

tva specifies that the text of this instruction is an antici-

pated wrong answer to the last qu instruction. It

causes the student response to be compared with the

text of this instruction. If they are identical, all

minor operation codes that follow this tva or set of

wa and wb instructions are executed. If a ty instruc-

tion is not included in the set of minor operation

codes that follow, the word "incorrect" is typed out

by CAI. CAI then returns to the first major operation

code following the last executed qu instruction and

waits for the student to respond again. If they are

not identical, CAI executes the next major operation

code.

wb specifies that the text of this instruction is another

wrong answer. It must follow a wa or another wb
instruction. The wb instruction causes CAI to react

to the student response in the same manner as it

does to the wa instruction.

un specifies that the student response is an unrecog-

nizable answer. It causes the program to print the

text of the statement on the student printer-key-

board. CAI then executes all minor operation codes

that follow this instruction. CAI then returns to the

first major operation code following the last executed

qu instruction and waits for the student to respond

again. If multiple un's are defined for the same

question-answer group, the first un text is displayed

for the first unrecognizable student response, the

second un text for the second response, and the nth

un text for the nth response. The last un is repeated

if more unrecognizable responses are given. The

limit on the number of un statements for one ques-

tion-answer group is ten. If this limit is exceeded, the

tenth un statement is repeatedly recognized by CAI,

and the additional un statements are ignored.

nx causes CAI to execute all minor operation codes

that follow this instruction and, at least, the first

major operation code encountered. The nx instruc-

tion has no associated text. This operation follows

only an answer set. Its purpose is to alert the pro-

gram to execute the minor operation codes that im-

mediately follow the nx if the response received

from the student disagrees with the text of the an-

swer set preceding the nx instruction.

ty causes CAI to print the text of this instruction on the

student printer-keyboard. CAI then proceeds ac-

cording to the logic of the major operation code that

caused this instruction to be executed.

12 1401, 1440, 1460 CAI



ad causes CAI to add the contents of one student

counter or a constant to another counter. There are

10 three-digit counters per student per course. If the

operands of the ad instruction are unsigned, CAI
assumes a plus (+) sign. If the second operand is

omitted, CAI assumes that the second operand is

the same as the first operand. If the last operand is

not a counter, the instruction is ignored by CAI. The
format of the ad instruction is:

ad

counter

or //

constant

counter

br causes CAI to execute the instruction associated

with the label specified in the text of the br instruc-

tion. This instruction is executed unconditionally if

it has only one operand. If there is a second and third

operand (they may be counters or constants), these

operands are added in a work area. If the total is

zero or negative, CAI branches to the location speci-

fied in the first operand and executes the first in-

struction encountered there. If the total is positive,

this instruction is ignored. If the operands are un-

signed, CAI assumes a plus (+) sign. If the third

operand is omitted, CAI assumes that the third

operand is the same as the second. The format of the

br intruction is:

Unconditional br br label

counter counter

Conditional br br label//± or //± or

constant constant

fn causes CAI to call and execute a machine-language

subroutine residing on the systems pack. This per-

mits wide flexibility in experimenting with new com-

puter techniques in teaching. The text field contains

the name and operands of the subroutine.

3. TEXT. The text (or course material) may be in-

structions to the student, questions to the student,

predicted correct or wrong answers from the stu-

dent, labels to serve as reference points in a course,

counters, or names and operands of functions.

Counters

CAI automatically provides 10 three-digit counters for

each student in each course. The counters are identified

by the author by referring to them as cl through clO.

When referenced by the author, the "c" must be a

small letter. If a counter number higher than 10 is used,

CAI will accept the second digit from the left as the

valid counter number.

The counters may be used by the author for record

keeping while the student is taking a course. The
counters are used with the ad and br operation codes.

By testing the counters with the conditional br

instruction, the author may provide varying paths

through his course for a student, based upon the stu-

dent's performance.

A counter can be reset to zero by using the ad in-

struction. This instruction, in effect, permits the

counter to be subtracted from itself and thereby resets

itself to zero. This is how counter 1, for example, may
be reset to zero:

ad —cl//cl

Functions

Functions are machine-language subroutines. They
must be written by a person familiar with the internal

structure of CAI. They permit the user to add new
capabilities to the system.

A function read from the disk pack may reside in

one of two or three 900-position areas in core storage.*

These areas are set aside by CAI solely for use by the

functions. CAI initializes index register 1 to contain

the address of the area in core storage in which the

function is to reside. Therefore, all instructions refer-

encing a location within the area where the function

is located must be modified by index register 1.

Index register 3 contains the address of the line

input/output area. All function subroutines must be-

gin with these three autocoder instructions:

ORG 918

DCW 'function name'

SW 266 + X3

(function names must be

exactly 10 characters)

(main body of the function in

autocoder)

Before leaving the function subroutine, the instruction:

CW 266 + X3

must be executed.

The area assigned by CAI to a function may be re-

served exclusively for that function by inserting an

instruction within the function. Once an area is re-

*The 1440-1448 system provides for three 900-position areas.

The 1440-1026 and the 1401-1026 systems provide for two
900-position areas in core storage. The capacity of any one
function is 900 characters.
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served, no other function may use that area until it is

released. This instruction is used for reserving an area:

A one + XI, 902 + XI

The label "one", representing number 1, should be de-

fined by a DCW. The instruction for reserving the area

may be coded after a word mark is set in position

266 + X3. When the area is to be released, the "one"

should be subtracted from 902 + XL This instruction

should immediately precede the clear word-mark in-

struction.

Function subroutines are called, relocated and en-

tered automatically when encountered by CAI. How-
ever, the exit from a function subroutine must be an

autocoder branch instruction to the appropriate point

in the CAI program. This means that the person writ-

ing a function subroutine must use a program listing of

the CAI program.

Functions are loaded on the Systems pack by the

Functions Load program.

Four general function routines are provided initially

for the author. These functions are editls (edit-one-s),

editla (edit-one-a), limitlc (limit-one-c), and limitlw

(limit-one-w).

editls This function must immediately follow a ca or

wa instruction. When executed, it edits out certain

characters from the student's response. The charac-

ters to be edited are specified as operands of the

functions.

Op Code Name Operands

fn editls //sh sp tab c/r or all

There are five possible operands. The author may
specify any one or more in any order.

sh as an operand instructs the function to remove all

up- and down-shift characters.

sp as an operand instructs the function to remove all

space characters.

tab as an operand instructs the function to remove

all tab characters.

c/r as an operand instructs the function to remove

all carrier-return characters.

all as an operand instructs the function to remove

shifts, spaces, tabs and carrier-return characters.

As each character is removed, the remainder of

the message is packed together. After the student's

response is edited and compacted, a comparison with

the previous ca or wa results in action according to

the rules of ca or wa.

editla This function must immediately follow a ca, wa,

or fn editls instruction. When executed, it operates

on the text of the preceding ca or wa operation code.

The characters to be edited out are specified as

operands of the functions. The ca or wa instruction

is then executed.

Op Code Name Operands

fn editla //sh sp tab cr or all

The definitions of the operands are the same as

defined under editls. This editing does not change

the original course statement. The comparison re-

sults are the same as for editls.

limitlc This function, when executed, compares the

student's response to determine whether it is within

the numerical limits, inclusively, specified in the op-

erand of the function. This function, in effect, takes

the place of a ca instruction.

Based upon the comparison, the function directs

the program to proceed in the same logic as specified

for a ca operation code. The maximum-size constant

is a ten-character decimal number. The ten-character

decimal number may contain ten digits on either side

of the decimal point. Therefore, there may be as

many as twenty digits in the one constant. If the sign

is omitted, a plus sign is assumed.

Op Code Name Operands

fn limitlc //±constant//±constant

limitlw This function is identical to limitlc except that,

based upon the comparison of the student's response

to the operand of the function, it will proceed with

the logic of a wa operation code.

Op Code Name
fn limitlw

Operands

/ 1±constant / /±constant

Text Formating

To align the left margin of the printed material for

teaching, the author writes his course material in a

specified manner. For a qu, rd, ty, or un operation code,

if the author wants the carrier returned so that the fol-

lowing response typed by the student is at the left

margin, he ends the argument with a carrier return and

an end-of-block code (rather than only an end-of-block

code).

For a ca, cb, wa, wb, br, ad, fn, or nx operation

code, only an end-of-block code is necessary because

the program automatically causes a carriage return

after each block of print is typed.

The author has a choice of having the student's re-

sponse typed on the same line that the question ap-

pears or on a separate fine with the qu, rd, ty, or un

operation code. If the author wants to have the stu-

dent's response appear on a separate line, he must key

a carrier return after each of these instructions. If he

does not, the student's response is typed on the same
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Chapter b

qu What major .c/r

.c/r

ca Thomas Jefferson b

Figure 7. Typical Author Entries

line as the course material and CAI returns the carrier

automatically when the response is completed.

When a student is taking a course, he must end each

response with an end-of-block code.

Figure 7 illustrates the varied formats of a line of

print, a block of print, and a course statement. Notice

that a block of print is completed by an EOB character

typed by the author. A block of print cannot exceed

150 characters. Multiple blocks may be used with the

rd, qu, un, and ty operation codes.

In Figure 7, the dash (— ) represents a space. The

periods (. . .) represent text. The space, the EOB char-

acter, and the carrier-return character (c/r) do not

print. The label-sequence numbers print automatically.

In Figure 7:

The ten-position label field contains Chapter.

The two-position Op-code field contains qu.

From qu through the following c/r is a line of print.

From qu through the following EOB is a block of

print.

From qu through the second EOB is a course state-

ment. (A course statement can include many
blocks.)

The author can type as many as 149 text characters

before giving an end-of-block code. If additional blocks

are required, the author continues by spacing three

spaces past the operation code and then typing the text.

CAI Procedures

Three groups of control words enable authors, proctors,

and students to use CAI.

Author Control Words

Ten control words aid the author in writing, revising,

and checking his course. They are:

sign on

insert after

end

type

delete

move

goto

help

author

sign off

The ten control words must be typed in lower-case

(small) letters. The control words and a description

of each are as follows:

sign on To begin work on a printer-keyboard, the au-

thor must use the control word sign on. The course

pack must be loaded on the system by the proctor

before the author signs on.

insert after To begin writing or to continue writing a

course, the author types on his printer-keyboard:

insert after label

or

insert after label-sequence

If the author is beginning a course, this control word

defines the label as the first label of the course. If he

is continuing a course, the label-sequence number
specifies the statement he wants the new material to

follow. The program responds to this instruction

with the next sequence number. The author then

begins to write the course.

The author writes the course by typing an opera-

tion code, a space, the text corresponding to the

operation code, and the end-of-block code. The CAI
program checks for valid operation codes and assem-

bles the course on the course disk pack. If an opera-

tion code is invalid, the author is notified with a

message. He may then repeat the statement with the

correct code.

For the br instruction, CAI inserts the branch

address that has been equated by CAI to the label

specified by the text. If this label has not been de-

fined at this stage of writing the course, this condi-

tion is noted and, when the label subsequently be-

comes assigned, CAI inserts the branch address

automatically.

end The author must use the control word end to

specify to CAI that he has finished working with the

insert after control word.
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No other control word may be used after the au-

thor has used the insert after control word except

end and sign off. To use the end control word, the

author need only type: end.

type If the author wants part or all of his course typed

on his printer-keyboard, he uses the control word

type. This control word may be used in four different

formats. They are:

1. To receive a type-out of a section of the course,

this format may be used:

type label-sequence//label-sequence

2. To receive a type-out of a section of the course

starting at a specified point and continuing to the

end of the course, this format may be used:

type label-sequence

3. To receive a type-out of a section of the course

starting at the beginning of the course and con-

tinuing to a specified point, this format may be

used:

fj/pe//label-sequence

4. To receive a type-out of the entire course, this

format is used:

type

Note: The double slash (//) is a delimiter character used with

the CAI control words and the functions as a method of

separating data fields.

delete The author uses the delete control word to re-

move statements from his course. The author types

delete and one or two label-sequence numbers on

the printer-keyboard. If only the one label-sequence

number is specified, only the statement associated

with this label-sequence number is removed from the

course. If two label-sequence numbers are given, the

associated statements and all statements between

them are removed from the course. These formats

are:

delete label-sequence

delete label-sequence//label-sequence

Because the statements deleted are only flagged,

but not destroyed, the space where the deleted state-

ments resided is not available for other course ma-
terial until after the proctor control word reassemble

has been used.

If a label is deleted, all br instructions that refer

to that label will, upon execution, cause the student

to be signed off the computer automatically by CAI.

If the author redefines the deleted labels at any point

in the course, all br instructions referring to that

label are adjusted automatically by CAI.

move To relocate a segment of his course from one

section to another, the author types the control word
move and three label-sequence numbers on the

printer-keyboard. The first two label-sequence num-
bers identify the section of the course the author

wants moved. The third label-sequence number indi-

cates the block the author wants the section to fol-

low. This format is:

move label-sequence number//label-sequence

number//label-sequence number

go to To check out a specific section of his course, the

author types the control word go to and the label

or label-sequence where he wants to start. This label

or label-sequence should immediately precede a qu
or rd instruction. CAI proceeds in the same manner
as it would when a student takes the course. This

format is:

go to label-sequence

help This control word instructs CAI to display the

first correct answer specified by the author to a par-

ticular course question. This control word may be

used by an author only when he is checking out a

course (see go to control word above). It also pro-

vides the label-sequence of the previous qu instruc-

tion so the author can determine his location in

this course. CAI then proceeds to the next rd or qu
instruction. This format is:

help

author This control word tells CAI that the author has

finished checking his course. Any of the other author

control words may now be used. The format for the

author control word is:

author

sign off Just as the author had to sign on to alert CAI,

he must also sign off to indicate he has stopped

working. The format for this is:

sign off

Note: Any one of these words used alone will not be accepted

by CAI as a complete student response: help, go to, sign off,

author. This is because they are used exclusively as control

words.

Student Control Words

To enable him to proceed correctly through course ma-

terial and to provide the CAI program with controls

for proper student performance, the student may use

these four control words: sign on, help, go to, and

sign off.

Like an author, a student must sign on to begin tak-

ing the course or continue taking the course from
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where he left off previously. The student, after signing

on, supplies CAI with his course name and student

number. The program responds with the student's

name. The program then begins teaching the course

where the student last left off.

While taking a course, a student may exhaust all the

course support the author has included as instructions

or textual material. If so, the student types help. The
program displays the first correct answer, specified by
the author, to the particular course question. The stu-

dent must respond with the same answer or one of the

same set before the program will continue to the next

qu instruction.

An author may wish the student to have a vocabulary

list of key words representing labels where remedial

course material can be found. If the student wants to

refresh his memory, he types the control word go to

followed by the label (key word) the author has pro-

vided. The program continues at the statement asso-

ciated with this label.

If the student wants to stop working with CAI, he

should type sign off on his printer-keyboard.

Proctor Control

All initially used disk packs must be cleared with

blanks. For information concerning this procedure see

the Systems Reference Library publication Disk Utility

Programs Specifications for IBM 1401, 1440, 1460 (with

IBM 1301 and 1311), Form C24-1484. Twelve control

words enable the proctor to administer CAI efficiently.

A proctor may use any of the printer-keyboards on the

system when keying in the appropriate control data.

The proctor control words are:

sign on proctor

register author

register student

register recording

date

line

poll

status
These four request words

are available with the line
sign off line , ,

. , control word.
control

remove author

remove student

remove recording

halt

reassemble

sign off.

The twelve proctor control words must be typed in

lower-case characters. The control words and a de-

scription of each are:

sign on proctor To begin work on a printer-keyboard,

the proctor must use the control word sign on proc-

tor. This control word signals CAI that what follows

are control words to specify program operations that

administer the system.

register author The registration of an author on the

computer also registers a course at the same time.

Courses are placed on disk drives specified by the

proctor during the author registration routine.

The computer, during this procedure, tells the

proctor how many sectors are available for the

course. The number of statements specified for

the course must not exceed the number of sectors

available.

The author registration routine requires the drive

number where the course is to be located, the course

name, the number of students to be registered, the

number of disk sectors required for the course, and

the author's name and number.

register student The procedure followed by the proctor

to register a student is similar to the one used to

register an author.

The student registration routine requires the

course, student responses to be placed in disk stor-

age, and the student's name.

Seven available characters, numbers 1 through 7,

designate what student responses the author wants

recorded in disk storage. If none of the responses is

to be stored, the proctor leaves the space in the

procedure blank. This is done by pressing the space

bar, which sends a blank character to the computer.

The computer then types the delimiter lines and the

student's name.

The characters in number form and what re-

sponses they represent are:

1 Only correct answers

2 Only wrong answers

3 Both correct and wrong answers

4 Only unrecognizable answers

5 Both correct and unrecognizable answers

6 Both wrong and unrecognizable answers

7 All — correct, wrong, and unrecognizable

answers

blank None

register recording One disk pack should be reserved

for student responses. The responses to be recorded

are designated during student registration by the re-

cording option. The recording pack should be regis-
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tered if a new pack is to be used or a new section on

a pack already in use is to be set aside for the re-

sponses.

Registration of the recording pack is necessary un-

less the pack used the previous day is to be con-

tinued. This pack is already registered and need

not be registered again (see section titled Remove
Recording).

date A date routine permits the CAI program to place

the current date on each of the student responses.

This provides the author with a record of how the

student may have answered a question on a particu-

lar day. The date is specified by giving the month,

day, and year.

line Four requests are available to the proctor when-

ever he uses the line control word. They are: poll,

control, status, and sign off line.

poll The proctor may poll all lines at once or he may
activate them one at a time, and as many as he

wants, by repeating the polling routine.

status The status request is used when the proctor

wants to know what activity is taking place at an-

other printer-keyboard. The status information in-

cludes the author or student record and the line

constants at the point in the course where the author

or student is working at the time the request is made.

This information is printed out on the proctor's

printer-keyboard.

sign off line The sign off line request is used by the

proctor to sign off a printer-keyboard left on by a

student or author. The proctor may sign off a unit

from another unit.

control The control request is used to deactivate all

lines or one line at a time. The line of the proctor is

not deactivated at any time. In order for the deacti-

vated line to be used again, the proctor must poll it.

remove author This control word enables the proctor

to make both the author and his course unavailable

for use by the system.

Note: The control word reassemble enables the proctor to

re-create a course that had been removed.

remove student This control word enables the proctor

to remove a student from a course.

remove recording At the end of each day, the proctor

should update the disk addresses of the student re-

sponses. This is an important routine. It provides for

continuous recording of sequenced addresses.

If the response recording pack is not updated, the

responses recorded the following day will begin at

the same address as the previous day, destroying

those earlier responses as new responses are being

written over them. Also, if the disk addresses are not

updated, the extract and print utility program will

be unable to retrieve that day's responses because

the computer will not know where they are.

halt The proctor may use the halt control word when-
ever he wants to stop all printer-keyboards tempo-

rarily. When the proctor uses the control word halt,

all lines will cease to function at the next end-of-

block condition. No one is signed off the computer.

To restart all units, the proctor need only press start

on the console.

reassemble Reassembling a course allows a proctor to

increase or decrease the disk space assigned to this

course, increase the number of students assigned to

this course, and eliminate deleted instructions from
the course.

If necessary, the course to be reassembled may be

reassembled on the same or another disk pack. The
space occupied by this course on the original disk

pack cannot be reused unless all other courses on

the same disk pack also are moved to another one.

The original disk pack then becomes a scratch pack

capable of being reused.

Note: Only one course at any one time may be reassembled.

The computer, while transferring the student rec-

ords from the old disk pack to the new one, types an

abstract of each record on the printer-keyboard. This

is an example of an abstract:

Flag Course Statement Number Name
(error (course (Label sequence (student's (student's

indicator) name) number of current number) name)
qu position)

The flag field has the following meanings:

Rlank No error

1 The statement label has been deleted.

s The statement sequence number no longer

exists,

q The statement is not an rd or qu.

If the statement field is blank for any record, that

student has not yet begun to work on the course. If a

flag appears for any record, that student is reset to

the beginning of the new course. The author, by in-

structing the student to use the go to control word,

can reset the student properly.

At the end of a successful reassembly, the com-

puter types: "reassembly successfully completed."

sign off Just as the proctor must sign on to alert the

system, he must also sign off to indicate that he has

stopped working. He need only type sign off.
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Non-Educational Mode Operations

When courses are neither being written nor taken, a

series of three utility programs assists in the efficient

operation of the system. These programs are loaded

into the 1440 through the ibm 1442 Card Read-Punch

or into the 1401 or 1460 through the ibm 1402 Card

Read-Punch under control of the Autocoder loader.

The course pack to be used by the program must be on

the ibm 1311 Disk Storage Drive. There are three

programs:

Student Record and Course Listing This program lists

the student records on the ibm 1443 or 1403 Printer.

The following information is listed for each student

record:

1. Student's number

2. Course name

3. Counters

4. Type of student response recordings

5. Label-sequence of rd or qu instructions where

student is located in the course

6. Disk sector addresses used by CAI

7. Student's name

Extract and Print Recordings Student responses that

were streamed out on a separate disk pack can be

extracted and printed by this utility program when
students or authors are not using the system.

Each student response that is recorded on the disk

pack includes: the actual response typed by the

student, the current date, the student record, the

operation code that agrees with the student's re-

sponse, and the label-sequence number associated

with that operation code. The key used by the pro-

gram to select specific responses is punched into the

control cards. On any one pass, only one of the fol-

lowing control fields may be specified.

1. Student's number — the number that identifies the

student.

2. Course name — the name of the course in which

the students are enrolled.

3. qu identification — the label-sequence number
that identifies all the responses to a particular

question.

4. Response identification — all the responses to a

particular ca or wa. The ca's and wa's are identi-

fied by a label-sequence number.

5. Operation code — the two-character identification

for a particular type of response, such as ca, wa,

or un.

Additional data may be obtained by extracting

and writing the material on a scratch pack. This

extracting may be done first on one of the above

control fields and then on a second, etc. For example,

suppose we wanted all the correct answers for a

particular student. First, we would extract all re-

sponses by student number. Secondly, we would ex-

tract and print only the correct answers.

Update Functions This routine enables new functions

to be added to the Systems pack. The Autocoder-

assembled function is read through the 1442 or 1402

and loaded on the Systems pack. A control card is

used to define the type of updating to be performed.

The Update Functions routine is used to:

1. Add functions to the Systems pack.

2. Delete functions from the Systems pack.

3. Equate function names.

Course Writing and Instructional Techniques

The operation code sequences, which the author speci-

fies when typing his course material on a terminal, and
the unique student responses to that material deter-

mine the logical path that the Coursewriter program
executes. The operation-code set that initiates the alter-

nate paths was described previously under Instruction

Format. This set of operations permits the author wide

variation in his sequences of correct and wrong answer

sets. He can also call on specialized functions and

conditional branching.

Sample Sequences

These examples represent a few useful sequences of

Coursewriter operation codes. This series of entries is

a progressive illustration of Coursewriter sequence

logic as it is used for various purposes. After the first

example, each succeeding sample sequence adds an-

other dimension to the response logic that an author

may wish to adopt. The complete sequence is shown in

each case to demonstrate clearly the advantages of this

feature.

1. Suppose you want to 1) give the student a read-

ing assignment, 2) ask him a question, 3) have the

computer recognize a specific correct answer if the

student gives it.

This sequence can be written as follows:

rd This is the reading assignment that will be

typed to the student. When he signals that

he has finished reading, the course continues

with the following instruction.

qu This question will be typed to the student

after he finishes the reading assignment. The
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computer waits for the student to transmit

his reply.

ca This specific correct answer will be recog-

nized if the student gives it.

2. You want to 1) give the student a reading assign-

ment, 2) ask him a question, 3) have the computer

recognize a specific correct answer if the student

gives it, 4) type an appropriate comment ("cor-

rect.") to the student who gives the specific correct

answer. This can be done as follows:

rd This is the reading assignment that will be

typed to the student.

qu The question.

ca A specific correct answer.

ty "Correct." (This message will be typed to the

student if he gives the answer specified by the

preceding ca.)

3. You now want to write a sequence to 1) give the

student a reading assignment, 2) ask him a ques-

tion, 3) specify a correct answer, 4) type "Correct."

to the student who gives the specific correct an-

swer, 5) advance the student who answers cor-

rectly, to the next reading assignment in the course.

One way to do this is to write:

rd

qu

ca

The reading assignment.

The question.

Specific correct answer.

ty "Correct." (The message that will be typed

to the student if he gives the answer specified

by the preceding ca.)

br Next reading assignment. (Identifies the ma-

terial to be presented next if the student's

answer matches the preceding ca.)

4. Now, let's write a sequence that 1) gives the stu-

dent a reading assignment, 2) asks him a question,

3) specifies a correct answer, 4) types "Correct." to

the student who gives the specific correct answer,

5) advances the student, who gives the correct an-

swer, to the next reading assignment in the course,

6) types an appropriate comment ("Wrong. Try

again.") to the student who gives any unspecified

answer, 7) waits for that student to transmit an-

other reply.

rd Reading assignment.

qu Question.

ca Correct answer.

ty "Correct." (Typed to the student who gives

the preceding ca answer.)

br Next reading assignment. (The material to

be presented next if the student's answer

matches the preceding ca.)

un "Wrong. Try again." (This message is typed

to the student if he gives an unspecified

answer.)

5. The following sequence 1) gives the student a

reading assignment, 2) asks him a question, 3)

specifies a correct answer, 4) types "Correct." if he

gives the correct answer, 5) advances the student

who answers correctly, to the next reading assign-

ment in the course, 6) types "Wrong." if the student

gives any unspecified answer, 7) presents the next

question in the course to him.

rd Reading assignment.

qu Question.

ca Correct answer.

ty "Correct." (This will be typed if the student's

answer matches the preceding ca.)

br Another reading assignment.

un "Wrong." (This message is typed if the stu-

dent gives any unspecified answer.)

br Next question. (The material to be presented

next, if the student's answer was unspecified.)

qu The next question.

6. Suppose you want to 1) ask the student a question

2) recognize a specific correct answer, 3) tell the

student who gives that answer that he is correct

4) give the student who answers correctly, the next

question in the course, 5) type "Wrong. Try again.'

to the student who gives any unspecified answer

7) wait for that student to transmit another reply

qu Question 1.

ca Correct answer.

ty "Correct."

un "Wrong. Try again."

qu Question 2.

If no branch (br) is written by the author, follow-

ing a match on the ca, the "Correct." will be typed.

Then the student will be given the next question

in the course.
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7. Now you want to 1) ask a question, 2) recognize

a specific correct answer, 3) type "Correct." to the

student who gives the correct answer, 4) present

the next question in the course to him, 5) type an

appropriate message to all students who do not

give the correct answer. One way to do it is

:

qu Question.

ca Correct answer.

ty "Correct."

un "Wrong. Try again."

Another way to do it:

qu Question

ca Correct answer.

"Correct."ty

nx (If the student's answer does not match the

preceding ca, go on.)

ty "Wrong."

qu Question

The difference between the two versions is that

in the first case the student is given repeated tries

at the question, and in the second case the student

is told "Wrong." and goes on — after his first un-

specified answer.

8. Suppose you are at a point where you want to

separate your students by 1) asking a question, 2)

recognizing a specific correct answer, 3) presenting

material "A" to the student if he gives the specified

correct answer, 4) presenting material "B" to the

student if he gives any unspecified answer. One
way to write this is:

qu Question.

ca Correct answer.

br "A" (This identifies the material to be pre-

sented next if the student's answer matches

the preceding ca.)

nx If the student's answer does not match the

preceding ca.

br "B" (This identifies the material to be pre-

sented next if the student's answer does not

match the preceding ca.)

If, in addition, you want to say "Correct." to the

student who gives the specified correct answer and

"Wrong." to the student who does not give that

answer, you can insert the appropriate ty's above

or write:

qu Question.

ca Correct answer.

ty "Correct."

br "A"

un "Wrong."

br "B"

9. Next, let's 1) ask a question, 2) present material

"A" to the student if he gives a specific correct

answer, 3) recognize a specific wrong answer, 4)

type an appropriate message to the student if he
gives the specific wrong answer and then present

material "B" to him, 5) present material "C" to the

student if he does not give one of the specified

answers.

qu Question.

ca Correct answer.

ty "Correct."

br "A"

wa Specific wrong answer that will be recognized

if the student gives it.

ty "That's only a part of the answer." (This mes-

sage is typed to the student if he gives the

answer specified by the preceding wa.)

br "B" (This identifies the material to be pre-

sented next if the student's answer matches

the preceding wa.)

nx If not.

br "C"

10. Suppose we want to 1) ask a question, 2) present

material "A" if the student gives one specific cor-

rect answer, 3) present material "B" if the student

gives another specific correct answer, 4) present

material "C" if he gives one specific wrong answer,

5) Present material "D" if he gives another specific

wrong answer, 6) present material "E" if he gives

any unspecified answer. This can be done as fol-

lows:

qu

ca

br "A"

ca
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br

wa

br

wa

br

nx

B'

D"

tin

or

br "E' br "E"

11. Suppose we want to 1) ask a question, 2) tell the

student who gives a specific correct answer that

he is correct and then give him the next question

in the course, 3) type an appropriate message to

the student who gives a specific wrong answer and

then let him try to answer the question again, 4)

give a "Wrong. Try again." to the student who
gives an unspecified answer.

qu

ca

ty "Correct."

wa

ty "That's only a part of the answer. Try again."

un "Wrong. Try again."

qu Next question in the course.

If no branch (br) is written by the author, follow-

ing a match on the wa, the message of the ty will

be typed. The computer then waits for the student

to transmit another reply to the question.

12. This sequence will 1) ask a question, 2) tell the

student who gives a specific correct answer that he

is correct and then give him the next question in

the course, 3) type an appropriate message to the

student who gives a specific wrong answer and

ask him another question, 4) let him answer either

the original question or the subquestion, 5) give a

"Wrong. Try again" to the student who gives an

unspecified answer.

qu

ca

ty "Correct."

wa

ty "That's only the first part of the answer.

Would you like to try again?"

wa no

br remedial

wa yes

ty "All right. What's the answer?"

un "Wrong. Try again."

qu Next question in the course.

13. We now have a situation where we want to 1)

present material "A" to the student who gives any
one of four specific correct answers, 2) present

material "B" to the student who gives any one of

three specific wrong answers, 3) present material

"C" to the student who gives an unspecified

answer.

This could, of course, be done by writing:

qu Question.

ca Correct answer.

br "A"

ca Alternate correct answer.

br "A"

And so on down the string of specific correct and
wrong answers. However, it can be done more
easily by writing:

qu Question.

ca Correct answer.

cb Alternate correct answer.

cb Alternate correct answer.

cb Alternate correct answer.

br "A"

wa Wrong answer.

wb Another wrong answer.

wb Another wrong answer.

br "B"

un nx

or

br "C" br "C"

14. Here we take the case where we want to 1) say

"Correct." to the student who gives any one of

three specified correct answers, 2) present the next

question in the course to that student, 3) say

"Wrong." to all other students, 4) present material

"B" to them.

qu
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ca

cb

cb

ty "Correct

un "Wrong.

br "B"

qu Next question in course.

Since no branch is written by the author, following

a match on a ca or cb, the "Correct." will be typed,

following which the student will be given the next

question in the course.

We now have a question for which we want to

1) say "Correct." if the student gives one of the

specified correct answers, and give him the next

question in the course, 2) say "Wrong. Try again"

to the student who gives one of the specified wrong

answers and let him try to answer the question

again, 3) say "Wrong." to the student who gives

an unspecified answer and give him material "B".

qu

ca

cb

ty "Correct."

wa

wb

wb

ty "Wrong. Try again."

un "Wrong."

br "B".

qu Next question in the course.

Since the author did not write a branch after the

wrong answer set (wa, wb, wb, ty), the computer

will type "Wrong, Try again." and then wait for

the student to give another answer.

16. Now we want to expand our treatment for the

student who gives unspecified answers. 1) The first

time he gives an unspecified answer, say "Wrong.",

give him a mild general hint, and have him try

again. 2) The second time he gives an unspecified

answer, say "Wrong.", give him a stronger general

hint, and have him try again. 3) The third time he

gives an unspecified answer, say "Wrong.", fol-

lowed by an explanation of the answer, and then

give him the next item in the course.

qu

ca

cb

ty "Correct."

wa

wb

ty

un

un

un

br

rd

"Wrong." (specific hint) "Try again."

"Wrong." (mild general hint) "Try again."

"Wrong." (stronger general hint) "Try again."

"Wrong." (explanation of the answer)

Next item.

Next item in the course — a reading assign-

ment.

Variations in Student Answers

Figure 8 illustrates the author's original input with

variations of student answers to a small portion of an

actual course on statistics written by a behavioral

psychologist at the Thomas J. Watson Research Center.

The author's input is shown as well as the answers from

four students. The experience of four different students

illustrates the varied response to the course material.
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STATISTICS COURSE - - ORIGINAL AUTHOR INPUT

4 qu 51. Therefore, the shape of the sampling distribution of t depends on
.

5 ca n

6 cb size

7 cb number

8 un Remember that we have just seen that different size samples result in different

distribution curves.

9 un Since the shape of the sampling distribution is dependent on sample size, the best

answer here is "n"

.

10 br chap7 qu52

11 (carriage return)

chap7 qu52

1 qu 52. Notice that the sampling distributions of t in Fig. 2 are all symmetrical,

but not normal, with a mean of .

2 ca

3 cb zero

4 un If we convert our scores to standard scores, what should the mean of the

distribution be?

5 un Reflect back to the mean of the normal curve of z-scores for a possible solution.

6 un Because we have converted all the scores in the sampling distribution to

standard scores, the mean will be "0".

7 br chap7 qu53

8 (carriage return)

chap7 qu53

1 qu 53. The means of the sampling distributions in the previous question tend to be

because all the raw scores have been converted to scores.

2 ca standard

3 wa t

4 wb z

5 ty This answer is partially correct but a more inclusive answer would be

scores.

6 un What is another name for t and z-scores?

7 un Since t and z-scores are standard scores which result in a mean of for the

distributions, the answer is scores.

8 un Since t and z-scores are standard scores which result in a mean of for the

distributions, the answer is STANDARD scores.

9 br chap7 qu54

10 (carriage return)

chap7 qu54

1 qu 54. Now refer to the last page of this chapter in the text. There are two

distributions with n's of 5 and 50. The curve based on an n of 5 is (Y/Z)

.

Figure 8. Author's Original Input with Variation of Responses from Four Students (Part 1 of 3)
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STUDENT * 1

51. Therefore, the shape of the sampling distribution of t depends on .

area

Remember that we have just seen that different size samples result in different

distribution curves,

size

52. Notice that the sampling distributions of t in Fig. 2 are all symmetrical,

but not normal, with a mean of .

X

If we convert our scores to standard scores, what should the mean of the

distribution be?

zero

53. The means of the sampling distributions in the previous question tend to be

because all the raw scores have been converted to scores.

z

This answer is partially correct but a more inclusive answer would be

scores,

t and z

What is another name for t and z-scores?

deviation

Since t and z-scores are standard scores which result in a mean of for the

distributions, the answer is scores.

standard

54. Now refer to the last page of this chapter in the text. There are two

distributions with n's of 5 and 50. The curve based on an n of 5 is (Y/Z)

.

STUDENT * 2

51. Therefore, the shape of the sampling distribution of t depends on .

52. Notice that the sampling distributions of t in Fig. 2 are all symmetrical,

but not normal, with a mean of .

zero

53. The means of the sampling distributions in the previous question tend to be

because all the raw scores have been converted to scores.

t

This answer is partially correct but a more inclusive answer would be

scores

.

t and z

What is another name for t and z-scores?

standard

54. Now refer to the last page of this chapter in the text. There are two

distributions with n's of 5 and 50. The curve based on an n of 5 is (Y/Z).

Figure 8. Author's Original Input with Variation of Responses from Four Students (Part 2 of 3)
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STUDENT* 3

51. Therefore, the shape of the sampling distribution of t depends on .

number

52.- Notice that the sampling distributions of t in Fig. 2 are all symmetrical,

but not normal, with a mean of .

53. The means of the sampling distributions in the previous question tend to be

because all the raw scores have been converted to scores.

This answer is partially correct but a more inclusive answer would be

scores,

standard

54. Now refer to the last page of this chapter in the text. There are two

distributions with n's of 5 and 50. The curve based on an n of 5 is (Y/Z)

.

STUDENT # 4

51. Therefore, the shape of the sampling distribution of t depends on

area

Remember that we have just seen that different size samples result in different

distribution curves,

tails

Since the shape of the sampling distribution is dependent on sample size, the best

answer here is "n".

52. Notice that the sampling distributions of t in Fig. 2 are all symmetrical,

but not normal, with a mean of .

n

If we convert our scores to standard scores, what should the mean of the

distribution be?

X

Reflect back to the mean of the normal curve of z-scores for a possible solution.

53. The means of the sampling distributions in the previous question tend to be

because all the raw scores have been converted to scores.

standard

54. Now refer to the last page of this chapter in the text. There are two

distributions with n's of 5 and 50. The curve based on an n of 5 is (Y/Z).

Figure 8. Author's Original Input with Variation of Responses from Four Students (Part 3 of 3)
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start

1 rd Read Chapter 10 in your text, and when you have completed the assignment,

make sure you have understood the three major battles presented.

2 ad +3//cl

3 qu What major figure

4 ca John

5 ad -l//cl

6 wa Paul R

7 ty That was a

8 wa James

9 wb J

10 qu In what battle

11 ca Saratoga

12 ad -l//cl

13 br out one//cl//-l

14 un This battle

15 qu If the

16 ca

17 br out//cl//0

18 br out one//cl//-l

19 nx

20 br out two//cl//-2

Figure 9. One Use of Counters
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Appendix

The chart in Figure 10 shows the meaningful se-

quences of course logic that can be used when the

author is writing course material.

A WHEN THE NEXT OPERATION CODE IS

ca

or

cb

Answer Agrees

rd qu ca cb ty ad fn br un nx wa wb

X X X X X X ///

Answer Disagrees X X X X X X X X ///

wa
or

wb

Answer Agrees /// X X X X

Answer Disagrees X X X /// X X X X X

nx

Answer Disagrees

with preceding

ca, cb, wa, or wb
X X X /// X X X X X X X ///

rd X X /// /// X X X X /// /// /// ///

qu X X X /// X X X X X X X ///

un /// X X X X ///

Upon execution of one of the operations in column "A", the legend indicates the action

performed by the program on succeeding operations as specified across the top of the chart.

For example, if an equal compare occurs on a ca or cb, the rd, qu, ty, ad, fr, or br Op
code that immediately follows the ca or cb group is executed; but the ca, cb, un, nx, or

wa that immediately follows will not be executed. A wb cannot immediately follow a

ca or cb group.

Legend /// - Invalid Op code to follow

x - Op code executed

Blank - Op code not executed

Figure 10. Course Execution Logic
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Glossary for CAI

Alternate Coding Key—The key used with one of the

numeric keys on the top row of the printer-keyboard

to generate a special code such as the end-of-block

(EOB) or cancel codes.

Author—One who writes a course for Computer As-

sisted Instruction and has complete control over the

course content.

Block of Print—The material keyed on the printer-key-

board, starting with the operation code, up to and in-

cluding the end-of-block code.

Cancel Code—The code or signal generated to cancel

input on the printer-keyboard before an end-of-block

code is keyed.

Card Reader—An input unit that senses and translates

into internal form the holes in punched cards.

Character—A code sent to the computer when a key on

the printer-keyboard is pressed. Only the alternate-

coding key when pressed alone does not send a charac-

ter to the computer.

Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI)—A method of al-

lowing an author to use an ibm computer system as a

means of writing and presenting instructional material

individually to a number of students.

Console—A panel which contains lights, keys, switches,

and related circuits for a computer system.

Control Card—A card containing information for the

CAI utility programs.

Control Words—Used by the author, proctor, and stu-

dent to alert the computer to specific actions they wish

to perform.

Counters—A three-position storage location used with

the br and ad operation codes.

Course Material—The actual contents of a course pre-

pared by the author and presented to the student.

Course material also may be called text or statements.

Course Pack—The disk pack reserved for course ma-

terial.

Coursewriter—The language used by an author to write

course material for the CAI operating system.

Coursewriter Instruction Sheet—The coding sheet used

by an instructor on which he writes his course material

with the corresponding labels and operation codes be-

fore typing the material on the printer-keyboard.

Disk Sector—A section of a disk pack containing 100

characters. One disk pack contains 20,000 sectors.

End-of-Block Code (EOB)—A signal to the computer

that, in effect, tells it a block of print is complete and

can now be processed.

Label—A label is used to identify course statements.

It is used as an entry point into a course or a segment

of a course.

Line Constants—Items of internal information used by
the program to identify the current line activity.

Label-Sequence—A label and its associated sequence

number.

Operation Code—Defines the action to be taken for

each course statement. Operation codes consist of two

characters. CAI has 12 operation codes.

Patch Card—Used to adapt the CAI program to a com-
puter system.

Printing on the Fly—Printing that occurs while the

printer-keyboard carrier is returning from the right to

the left margin.

Proctor—One who operates the computer system used

for CAI.

Printer—An output unit used for printing material as-

sociated with the utility programs.

Printer-Keyboard—An input/output unit used by the

author, proctor, and students to communicate with the

computer.

Recording Pack-The pack reserved for storing desig-

nated student responses.

Recording Option—An option designated by a number
and used to tell the CAI program what student re-

sponses are to be saved and stored on disk for future

reference.

Systems Pack-The disk pack on which the CAI pro-

gram is stored.

Sequence Number—The number that identifies a block

of print between labels.

Sign On and Sign Off—The words keyed on the printer-

keyboard by the author, proctor, and student to tell the

computer they wish to begin or end work with the CAI
program.

Statement—See Course Material.

Text Time-Out Special Feature—An optional feature

that permits continuous operation of the printer-key-

board.

Text—See Course Material.
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File Number 1401/1440-48

Form C24-3385-0

IBM Systems Reference Library

IBM 1440-1448 Operating System

Computer Assisted Instruction

Student Manual

This publication describes the ibm 1052 Printer-

Keyboard as used with the Computer Assisted

Instruction Program (CAI). The publication:

1. Contains the information necessary for

the student to use the printer-keyboard

to receive course material from the

computer.

2. Describes the standard features, operation,

and cautions the student must exercise

while using the printer-keyboard.



Preface

A programmed-instruction course presents instruc-

tions, questions, answers, and other information to the

individual student in a carefully planned sequence

(
program )

.

A relatively new method of instruction with many of

the advantages of the individual-student instruction is

called Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI). This

method allows the instructor to use the computer as

a means of instructing a number of students individu-

ally.

Computer assisted instruction generally follows the

pattern of programmed instruction, but represents a

significant advance over previous forms of this learn-

ing concept.

The program sets up the data processing system to

act as a medium between the instructor and a number

of students. Both instructors and students can partici-

pate in the course at various locations (local and re-

mote) and at various times or at the same time. With

the ibm 1440 as the course processing center, an ibm

1050 Data Communications System acts as the com-

munication link between the students and the com-

puter.

Through CAI, the author gives each student indi-

vidual instruction. He guides his students along the

path best suited to each. The advanced student does

not cover any material that the instructor feels is un-

necessary to his progress or that might be below his

level. The slow student reviews important steps that

he finds difficult to understand.

As a student using CAI, you actively participate in

the course and you are continuously aware of your

progress. With CAI, the author can allow you to pace

yourself, with the knowledge that the program will

direct you at the proper time to the part of the course

that best suits you.

Address comments regarding the content of this publication to ibm Product Publications, Endicott, New York 13764.

Copies of this and other ibm publications can be obtained through ibm Branch Offices.

© 1965 by International Business Machines Corporation
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IBM 1052 Printer-Keyboard

The ibm 1052 Printer-Keybord is similar to the ibm

SELECnud® typewriter. As a student, you use it with

the Computer Assisted Instruction Program (CAI) to

communicate with the ibm 1440 Data Processing

System (computer).

The printer-keyboard sends and receives messages

as it provides rapid and dependable communication

between you and the computer. This publication tells

you how to operate the ibm 1052 Printer-Keyboard

while using the CAI program.

Student Sign On

Before you can begin work in a course, you must sign

on the computer. This requires you to follow a set

procedure on the printer-keyboard.

The computer recognizes you by your student num-
ber which has been assigned by the author. If, how-
ever, you type a wrong number or you are not regis-

tered for the course, the computer will not recognize

the number you type.

You, therefore, cannot proceed any further in the

course until you either type the correct student num-
ber or you are registered.

Note: Pressing one of the function keys while typing your stu-

dent number can cause the computer to reject the number ( see

the section titled Unseen Characters).

The following is an example of how to sign on the

computer. Sit down at the printer-keyboard and type

the words sign on. After the computer responds to the

sign on signal, just follow the directions given by the

computer to begin work in the course.

The typed sign on procedure is:

Student sign on

Computer type course name
Student ( type course name here

)

Computer type your number
Student sxxxx ( the "s" is lower case

)

Computer ( the computer types your name here

)

Computer (the computer begins to present course

material

)

If the computer types a name other than your own,

you should sign off immediately ( see the section titled

Student Sign Off). Then recheck the course name and

student number you typed. If one or both are incor-

rect, repeat the sign on procedure, making the nec-

essary corrections. If you cannot find out what is

wrong, call the proctor.

Student Control Words

Two control words are available. They are help and

go to. Use the first control word when you are unable

to answer correctly a question presented by the com-

puter. When you type help, the computer types the

correct answer on the printer-keyboard.

You must then type the same correct answer, just

as if you had answered it correctly yourself, before any

more material will be presented.

Use the go to control word only when instructed by
the author. For example, if you are proceeding

through the course at a pace rapid enough for the

author to think that you should skip some of the

material, you can skip by using the go to control word.

Type this control word on the printer-keyboard as

directed by the author, who also specifies the label or

location at which he wants you to begin work again.

Student Error Messages

While using the printer-keyboard, you may receive

error messages. The messages will be self-explanatory,

and you should follow the directions as they are pre-

sented.

For example, if you type the course name as in-

structed by the computer and the course name is

wrong, you will receive a message that there is a

"course name error." You will then be asked again to

"type course name."

Student Sign Off

When you finish using the printer-keyboard, sign off

the unit before leaving. The procedure for signing off



is similar to the one used to sign on. The typed sign

off procedure is:

Student sign off

Computer you have been signed off

Note: You may sign off at any time you choose.

End-of-Block Code

Each line of input on the printer-keyboard must end

with an end-of-block code (EOB). The EOB, in effect,

tells the computer that the input is complete and can

now be processed.

To send an EOB, press the alternate coding (altn

coding ) key first and hold it down while you press the

5-key.

The EOB is the last character you must send to the

computer from the printer-keyboard for a block of

input. This means that if a line contains an error, you

cannot cancel that error after you have keyed an EOB.
The response may be scored wrong by the computer,

and you must follow the instructions given by the

computer to correct the error. You can use the cancel

code (to be explained later in this publication) only

before you key an EOB.

General Keyboard Description

The printer-keyboard is a unit for sending information

to, and receiving information from, the computer

(Figure 1). A single printing element, shaped like a

ball, moves across the paper, and contains the entire

set of characters that the printer-keyboard is capable

of printing.

J052 Keyboard Standard Features

Key Arrangement

The basic arrangement of the four-bank keyboard is

shown in Figure 2. The keys on the keyboard include

character and function keys. The shift keys and the

shift lock generate the up-shift code when pressed.

When the shift keys are released, the down-shift code

is generated.

Figure 1. ibm 1052 Printer-Keyboard

Keyboard Function Keys

The keyboard function keys are:

• Space

• Backspace

• Line Feed

• Tab

• Return ( returns the carrier to the left and moves the

paper up for the next line to be printed

)

• Shift (and Shift Lock)

• Alternate Coding

The alternate-coding key (altn coding) is used

with the top (numeric) row of keys, altn coding does

not generate a code character. Instead, while pressing

and holding altn coding, you can also press a key in

the top row to generate the output code for a particu-

lar control function.

For example, if you press altn coding and the 5-key

at the same time, you generate an end-of-block ( EOB

)

code. If you press altn coding and the zero key at the

same time, you generate a cancel code. These are the

only two codes you will need for the CAI program.

Although other control functions are available, they

are not necessary.

Note: You can avoid errors while using the alternate-coding key,

by pressing and holding altn coding before you press one of

the dual-coded numeric keys. If the numeric key is pressed

first, that number, instead of the desired code, will be entered

into the computer.

1440-1448 CAI, Student
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Figure 2. ibm 1052 Keyboard

DATA
CHECK

Other numeric keys may be pressed accidentally

with altn coding while you attempt to key an EOB.

Pressing the 6-key with altn coding, for example,

signals an end-of-transmission (EOT) and locks the

keyboard. This takes control of the printer-keyboard

away from you.

Control, however, returns shortly. You receive the

green light to proceed when this happens. Then press

altn coding and the zero key to cancel the message

containing the EOT, and key an EOB. Now you can

retype the material and add the proper EOB code.

If you accidentally press any of the numeric keys

interlocked with the alternate-coding key, you should

immediately key a cancel code followed by an EOB.

You do not lose control of the printer-keyboard by

pressing any of the other keys.

Key Interlock

All keys except the following are mechanically inter-

locked to make it impossible to press more than one

key at a time:

• ALTN CODING

• return and line feed, with each other only

• Shift keys are locked together.

Shift Keys

Pressing either shift key generates the upper-case

( capital ) code. This key, when released, generates the

lower-case code.

For example, pressing the shift and "G" keys pro-

duces a capital "G". Pressing the "G" key alone pro-

duces a lower-case (small) "g". Pressing the shift and
"8" keys produces an asterisk. Pressing the "8" key

alone produces the numeral "8".

Pressing the lock key causes the same effect as the

shift key except that the shift keys remain locked.

Pressing either shift key unlocks the shift keys and

generates the lower-case code.

Operation of Printer-Keyboard

Before you begin to use the printer-keyboard, be sure

the main-line power switch on the side of the unit is

turned on ( see Figure 1 ) . The next step is to check all

switches on the front panel to determine if they are in

their proper positions.

Figure 3 lists the switches. Those followed by an

asterisk are the most common. Your set may have

fewer switches, depending upon the model and fea-

tures that have been attached to your system. The

switches must be positioned according to this list.

The switches should be set by the proctor or author

or under their guidance. Do not touch the switch set-

tings while the printer-keyboard is in use. An error in

transmission could result, or you could be signed off

the system.

Tab Settings

Set tabs on the printer-keyboard if they are required

in the course (Figure 4). Use the clr/set lever at the

left of the margin guide:

1. Position the white print-element carrier indicator on

the margin guide at the point the tab is to be set.

2. Press the clr/set lever downward and then release

it.

3. Bepeat steps 1 and 2 for any other tabs that have to

be set.



PUNCH 2 STOP CODE
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FRONT PANEL SWITCHES

SWITCH NAME POSITION

System*

Master

Printer 1*

Printer 2

Keyboard*

Reader 1

Reader 2

Punch 1

Punch 2

Stop Code

Auto Fill

Punch

System

EOB

System*

Test*

Single Cy

RDR Stop

ATTEND (up)

OFF (down)

SEND/REC (middle)

HOME (down)

SEND (up)

OFF

OFF

OFF

OFF

OFF

OFF

NORMAL

PROGRAM

MANUAL (up)

(up)

OFF (down)

OFF

OFF

«"
„<*.«, IECE1VE

AUIM

* The minimal set of switches required for CAI ,

Figure 3. Front-Panel Switches on the 1052 Printer-Keyboard

Clearing Tabs

The procedure for clearing tabs is similar to the

method for setting them:

1. Position the white print-element carrier indicator on

the margin guide at the location of the tab.

2. Press the clr/set lever upward and then release it.

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 for any other tabs that have to

be cleared from the printer-keyboard.

Operating Cautions

The computer signals you whenever an error occurs.

The following paragraphs describe corrective action

for these errors. ( See Figures 2 and 3 for the locations

of buttons.)

Proceed Light

The printer-keyboard accepts typing only when the

green proceed light is on. If the light is off, wait until

it comes on again. If the light fails to come on, call

the proctor. Some systems have the Text Time-Out

Suppression optional feature to permit continuous

operation.

If, while you are typing, the green proceed light

goes out because of too long a pause between charac-

ters, wait until it comes on again, key a cancel code

followed by an EOB, and then retype your line of text.

Receive Alarm

If the receive alarm Hght (next to the proceed light)

1440-1448 CAI, Student



Figure 4. Margin Guide and Tab Control

blinks, the unit probably is out of paper or the paper

is not holding down the white roller that closes the

paper control contact.

Data Check and Resend Lights

If the data-check light or resend light comes on and

remains on, press the (associated) button next to it.

Transmission Error

If the printer-keyboard types a dash (-) and the re-

send light comes on after a line of data has been

typed, this means the program did not receive the

message correctly. It must be retyped. Press the resend

button before retyping the line.

Error Cancellation

If you make an error in typing, you can discard the

mistake immediately after it occurs, by generating a

cancel code. The cancel code tells the computer not to

process this line of type.

This must be done before an EOB is keyed. Once an

EOB has been keyed for a line of type, the line cannot

be cancelled.

The cancel code is generated by holding down the

alternate-coding key (altn coding) first and then

pressing the zero key. Then key an EOB. The com-

puter will ask you to "please repeat" your entry. You

can then retype the correct line.

Character Cautions

Some pairs of keys on the keyboard, like those on a

typewriter, are similar when typed. Two examples are

the numeral "0" and the letter "O", or the lower-case

letter "1" and the numeral "1".

Because they look similar, be careful to avoid using

one for the other. If you type the wrong character,

even though they look similar on the paper in the

printer-keyboard, it is considered a wrong answer by

the computer. The computer recognizes these charac-

ters for what they are.

Unseen Characters

Be careful when typing on the printer-keyboard. Press-

ing some of the keys may not leave any trace on your

paper, but may send characters to the computer.

The function keys, which include space, line feed,

backspace, tab, return, and shift, do not leave any

marks on your paper. Each when used, however, sends

a character to the computer. If they are used when
they should not be used, the result may be considered

a wrong answer even though it looks correct to you on

your paper.

Text Line Length

The maximum number of characters that can be typed

per line of text with the CAI program is 150. If you

exceed this limit, the computer will reject the data as

a transmission error. You must then shorten the ma-

terial so that it does not exceed 150 characters.
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File Number 1440-48

Form C24-3384-0

IBM Systems Reference Library

IBM 1440-1448 Operating System

Computer Assisted Instruction

Author and Proctor Manual

This reference publication describes the ibm Computer

Assisted Instruction program (CAI) for the

ibm 1440-1448 Data Processing System. It describes:

1. The capabilities of the CAI program.

2. The minimum machine requirements for CAI.

3. The information necessary for the author to write

course material to be presented to his students

with the CAI program.

4. The operating procedures and related information

for the proctor to prepare the 1440-1448 System

for CAI.

5. The operating instructions and information for the

author and proctor to enter material into the

computing system via the ibm 1052 Printer-

Keyboard.

For the titles and abstracts of associated publications,

see the IBM 1440 Bibliography, Form A24-3005,

and the IBM Tele-processing Bibliography, Form
A24-3089.
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Computer Assisted Instruction

The Computer Assisted Instruction program (CAI)
assists the author or instructor in presenting course

material to his class. It also helps the student grasp

the material at his own rate of speed and capabilities.

The flexibility of CAI is built into the program. The
author need only follow the rules to achieve the most

efficient use of CAI.

The language used in the CAT program is called

coursewriter. The coursewriter language is not bound
by or committed to any particular teaching method.

The author implements his own instructional tech-

niques or teaching methods as he writes his course.

Since CAI is only an instructional tool, it provides the

author with a means of automatic presentation of a

course, but still enables him to retain originality in

teaching.

The computer in CAI is actually a high-speed data

processing system that includes several pieces of equip-

ment (Figure 1). It is automatic only in the sense

that if it receives a set of sequenced instructions, it

obeys them automatically.

The instructions are given initially to the system

through the ibm 1052 Printer-Keyboard Operation of

the printer-keyboard is explained in detail later in this

publication (see the section titled: Printer-Keyboard).

Note: Throughout this publication, reference will be made to a

printer and a printer-keyboard. Whenever printer is used, the

reference will be to the ibm 1443 Printer. Whenever printer-

keyboard is used, the reference will be to the ibm 1052 Printer-

Keyboard used by the author, proctor, and student to communi-
cate with the computer.

The CAI program causes the computer to present

course material to the student and to accept his re-

sponses. The proper preparation of the computer for

CAI provides these capabilities:

1. Information or questions can be typed by the CAI
program to the student at the printer-keyboard. The

author may specify this by using the rd, qu, ty, or

un operation codes (see Operation Codes).

2. A student can type his response to the information

on the printer-keyboard.

3. Specific responses can be anticipated and identified

as correct or wrong answers. The author does this

by using the ca, cb, voa, vob, or fn operation codes.

4. The action to be taken when a student gives an

anticipated answer can be specified by use of the

ty, ad, br, or fn operation codes.

5. The action to be taken when a student gives an un-

anticipated answer also can be specified with the un
or nx operation codes.

Initial generation of the CAI system should be done

only once. Thereafter, the proctor follows a daily

set-up routine to prepare the CAI program for each

day's use.

Figure 2 shows a typical 1440-1448 machine con-

figuration for CAI. The system may include up to

twelve printer-keyboards and as many as five 1311

disk drive storage units.

Machine Requirements

The ibm 1440-1448 Data Processing System used for

the CAI program must have a minimum machine re-

quirement of:

1441 A6 Processing Unit with 16,000 positions of

storage with Console Attachment, Direct Seek,

Disk Storage Control, Indexing and Store Ad-

dress Register; Bit Test, Transmission Control

Unit attachment, and Printer Attachment.

Printer Cons

Card

Read-

Punch

Data

Processing

System

1448

As Many as Five 131

Disk Storage Drives

As Many
As Twelve

1052

Printer-

Keyboards

Figure 2. Typical 1440-1448 Computer Assisted Instruction
System Configuration



1442 Card Read Punch Model 1 with Card Read

Punch Adapter.

1443 Printer Model 1 with Selective Character Set

and Printer Control.

1447 Console Models 1 and 4 with Sense Switches.

1311 Disk Storage Drive, one Model 1 and one Model

2 with Direct Seek feature.

1448 Transmission Control Unit Model 1 with 1050

Attachment Feature, Fixed Time-Out Feature

(New Line and Line Feed, Horizontal Tab),

and, as required, Line Group, Line Adapter

Set, Common Carrier Adapter Set attached to

lines 1 through 12. The user can also optionally

specify Text Time-Out Suppression to prevent

the timer from operating at the normal 9-18

second disconnect. This optional feature is to

be used with the Text Time-Out Suppression

on the 1051 Control Unit.

1050 Data Communication System — up to 12 systems

maximum, each consisting of a 1051 Control

Unit Model 2 with an "A" Terminal Identifica-

tion Letter and a 1052 Printer-Keyboard with

the First Printer feature. (If desired, the Text

Time-Out Suppression feature can be ordered

on the 1051 as a required companion to the

one specified on the 1448.)

Related Information

The author and proctor should be familiar with ibm

System Reference Library publications IBM 1401, 1440,

or 1460 Operating System, Computer Assisted Instruc-

tion, Form C24-3253. The proctor also should be fa-

miliar with Disk Utility Programs, Operating Proced-

ures, IBM 1440-1301 and IBM 1440-1311, Form C24-

3121.

IBM 1440-1448 CAI Author-Proctor



Author's Information

The author, before any work can be started on the

computer by the proctor or by himself, must provide

the proctor with some required infonnation. This infor-

mation should include:

• The author's name and number

• The course name

• The approximate number of statements in the course

text

• The maximum number of students to be registered

• The names of the students

• The number of each student

• The recording option for each student

• The instructions for extracted student responses, if

any.

This information is necessary to allow the proctor to

execute the registration procedures for the course.

If the author's name printed out by the computer is

incorrect, the author should sign off the printer-key-

board immediately. Although his number may be cor-

rect, there may be an error in registration that should

be checked out before he proceeds any further.

Author's Control Words

The control words for the author are used when he

signs on the computer to begin work on his course.

Figure 3 contains a list of the control words that the

author uses for specific procedures.

For a detailed explanation of the author's control

words, see the ibm Systems Reference Library publi-

cation IBM 1401, 1440, or 1460 Operating System,

Computer Assisted Instruction, Form C24-3253.

Author's Error Messages

While the author is using the printer-keyboard, various

error messages may be printed out to him. A list of

these errors and the reasons for them are given in

Figure 6.

Author's Sign On
The author must sign on the computer before he can

write or take a course. Valid signing onto the system

depends on whether the author has been registered

previously by the proctor. The procedure the author

must follow in signing on the system is:

Author sign on

Computer type course name
Author (name of course)

Computer type your number

Author axxxx

Computer your name is (name of author)

Computer type control word

Author (one of the control words in

Figure 3 must be used here by

the author to perform the func-

tion he wants)

Course Input Format

When course material is put into the computer through

the printer-keyboard, the author should follow the for-

mat of the Coursewriter Instruction Sheet (Figure 4).

The instruction sheet contains three major sections:

the label (or sequence number relative to the label),

the operation code, and the course material or text.

In Figure 5, the space, the EOB character, and the

carrier-return character (c/r) do not print. The label-

sequence numbers print automatically.

On the Coursewriter Instruction Sheet, the carrier-

return symbol (c/r) and the end-of-block code (EOB)
are included only to show what may be done when an

author writes a course if someone other than himself

inputs the material on the printer-keyboard. He may
also follow this procedure if he believes it will be an

aid to him in keying course material on the printer-

keyboard.

Operation Codes

Each operation code has a two-character identification

and is used by the author in preparing his course for

presentation to his students via the computer.



CONTROL WORD BRIEF DESCRIPTION

sign on Used when author wishes to begin working on

the system

.

insert after label -sequence Used by the author when he wishes to begin

or continue writing a course. Author must

designate point of origin.

type label-sequence//label -sequence Used when printout in part or all of course

written by author is desired.

delete label-sequence//label -sequence Used when author wishes to delete one or

more statements from the course.

move label-sequence//label -sequence//! abel -sequence Used when author wishes to move one or

more statements from one location to another

within the course structure.

go to label-sequence Point in course from which author wishes to

begin checking his material by becoming a

student and taking the course.

help When checking his course, the author uses

this word when he wants the program to

give him the correct answer to a question .

author Used when author wants to change from the

student mode back to the author mode.

end Used when the author finishes writing a

course and wants to use another control word

to perform some other function.

sign off Used when author wishes to stop working and

leave the system.

Figure 3. Author Control Words.

The operation codes define the action to be per-

formed on the third part of the course statement,

which is called the text. The operation codes and their

uses are explained in detail in the ibm Systems Refer-

ence Library publication IBM 1401, 1440, or 1460

Operating System, Computer Assisted Instruction,

Form C24-3253.

The operation codes are:

rd cb

qu wb
ca fn

wa br

un ad

nx ty

The twelve operation codes must be typed in lower-

case characters. After each operation code is typed, the

author must key one space before he begins typing

course material.

Since all operation codes consist of only two char-

acters and must be typed in spaces 12 and 13, space

14 is always left blank.

Course Execution Sequence

Consider operation codes as falling under two cate-

gories: major and minor.

The major operation codes are rd, qu, ca, cb, wa,

wb, un, and nx. The minor operation codes are ty, ad,

and br. The fn operation code can be used as a major

or minor operation code.

The major operation codes always will be executed

in the order the author presents them in the course.

The major operation codes determine the use of the

minor operation codes. The use of minor operation

codes therefore depends upon the successful execu-

tion of the major operation code that precedes them.

Once a major operation code has been executed

successfully, all minor operation codes following it also

will be executed until the next major operation code

is encountered.

Whenever a ca or cb operation code is executed

successfully, the program will procede to the next rd

IBM 1440-1448 CAI Author-Proctor
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•

•

•

15 (c/r)

Chapter l(EOB)

1 rd. Read the life of Co umbus. (EOB)

2 rd. Now that you have read the life of Co umbus(c/r)

you shot Id be fa niliar with his ambi ions. You should be(c/r)

aware of his life in Italy. (EOB)

3 __ .You should know w ty he went to Spair to ask for(c/r)

financia aid for his voyage. (EOB)

4 qu .What year did Columbus discover Ame ica?(c/rEOB)

5 ca .1492 (EOB)

6 cb .early 1490s(EOB)

7 wa_l392(EOB)

8 wb.around 1500(EOB)

9 un .try again(c/r EOB)

10 (c/r)

Chopter 2(EOB)

I rd. From your reading you should be aware (c/r)

that Col umbos used three ships on hi voyage. (EOB)

2 qu .What were the names of the three ship' ?(c/r)

(Capital ze each name)(cAEOB)
3

4

ca .Santo Maria, Nina , Pinta(EOB)

•

•

•

Figure 5. Typical Author Entry on Printer-Keyboard.

or qu operation code after executing all minor opera-

tion codes as associated with that particular ca or cb.

When a wa, wb, or un operation code is executed

successfully, the program will return to a point in the

course associated with the first major operation code

following the current qu operation code. The program

then waits for the student to reply again to that qu.

The successful completion of the rd, qu, or nx opera-

tion codes permits the execution of all minor operation

codes that follow them. The next major operation code

also is executed. The execution sequence of these

minor operation codes may be altered by the use of

the br instruction.

Whenever a ty, un, rd, or qu operation code is exe-

cuted successfully, the last response from the student

is destroyed.

Labels

The label is used as an entry into the course. It con-

sists of one to ten characters. The only restriction in

the use of characters is that a label may never contain

a slash (/) or a dash ( — ). The label, depending on
its length, must be typed in spaces 1 through 10 as

shown in the instruction sheet.

The label allows unique identification of a block of

print. The author may use as many as he wishes. It is

used only in a branch instruction. For example, if

the author wishes to have his students skip to material

in another part of his course, he may issue a branch

instruction to that location, which is identified by a

label.

Statements immediately following each label are

numbered sequentially and automatically by the CAI
program, beginning with 1.

The author may define a label by pressing the carrier

return key on the printer-keyboard when he is in the

operation code field, typing the label in and keying an

end-of-block code (EOB). The program will return

the carrier, print the number "1" in the label field, and

space to the operation code field. Each block of print

is numbered sequentially, by the program, up to the

next label.

When the author receives a number for the next

course statement and he wants to insert a label, he

returns the carrier to the left margin, and types in his

label and an end-of-block code (EOB). The program

will return the carrier, begin sequential numbering

again with 1, and the author can then add more course

material.

The label sequence number associated with a label

can never be used in a branch instruction. Branching

can be done only to a label.

The label-sequence number, as well as the label,

may be used as the text of author control words such

as delete and insert after.

Note: When typing a label and its associated sequence number,

separate them by a dash ( — )

.

Textual Material

Each course material statement may contain up to 150

characters, including the EOB code. The material may
be in various forms.

It may be instructions or questions to the student,

predicted correct or wrong answers from the student,

labels to determine the order in which the course

material is to be presented, counters or names, and

operands of functions.

If a course statement is longer than 150 characters,

the author must key an EOB before he exceeds the

maximum number of allowable characters. The carrier

is returned automatically, the next sequence number is

printed, and the carrier moves to the operation-code

field.

At this point, the author continues the course state-

ment by keying three spaces and typing his material.

The author, to align the left margin of the printed

material, writes his material in a specified manner. For

a qu, rd, ty, or un operation code, if the author wants

the carrier returned so that the next response typed by

the student will be at the left margin, he ends the text

with a carrier return and an EOB.
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For a ca, cb, tea, wb, hr, ad, fn, or nx operation

code, only an EOB is necessary. When the author is

writing the course, the program causes a carrier-return

and line-feed operation automatically after each block

of print.

When a student is taking a course, he ends each re-

sponse with an EOB. Either the author returns the

carrier when the text of a qu, rd, txj, or un is typed, or

the program returns the carrier after the response from

the student.

This allows the first response from a student to fol-

low on the same line as the question or instructions of

the course if the author omits the carrier return from

the end of the text.

The next sequence number is printed and the carrier

moves to the operation code field automatically. Tin

author continues his course material by spacing three

times over the operation code field and begins typing.

Author's Sign Off

When the author has finished his work on the printer-

keyboard, he should .sign off. This is one of his control

words. He types sign off on the printer-keyboard. The
computer will acknowledge his request by responding

"you have been signed off."

Author as Student

The author can check the contents of his course by

using the go to control word. This signals the computer

that the author wishes to become a student. The com-

puter then begins to present course material, starting

at the label or label-sequence number specified with

the go ro control word.

To return to his author status, the author types the

control word author.

Carrier Return Printing

Computers without the Fixed Time-Out special feature

sometimes cause printing problems when material is

being presented to the student.

For example, after a line of print has been typed

on the student's printer-keyboard and the carrier is

being returned to the left margin, letters may print at

widely spaced intervals while the carrier is returning.

This is sometimes called "printing-on-the-fly."

Up to 150 characters are allowed for each block of

print, beginning with the first character of the text

and including the EOB code. Pressing any key on the

printer-keyboard, with the exception of the alternate-

coding key when pressed alone, sends a character to

the computer and is counted among the 150 allowable

characters.

Therefore, to avoid printing while the carrier is re-

turning to the left margin, the author may treat each

tine of course material that he types as a block of print.

He does this by keying a carrier return and an EOB,
in this order, after each line that he types.

MESSAGES REASON

disk full Disk capacity for course material

exceeded.

first label error Error in specifying first label while

using delete control word.

first sequence number error Error in specifying first sequence

number while using delete control

word

.

second label error Error in specifying second label

while usinq delete control word.

second sequence number error Error in specifying second sequence

number while using delete control

word.

system error in delete label Program unable to delete material

requested for deletion.

author control word error Wrong control word used.

label limits error Invalid set of label limits while

using the move, delete, or type

control words.

label error Wrong label encountered during

course print-out

.

sequence number error Sequence number associated with

label incorrect.

course name error Invalid course name or disk pack

with course not on line.

author number error Incorrect author number typed.

invalid op code Wrong operation code used. The

operation code must always include

two characters and a space. See

Operation Codes for list of valid

operation codes

.

multi-defined label Same label used more than once.

Figure 6. Error Messages on 1052 Printer-Keyboard while
Author is using the Computer.
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Proctor's Information

The Computer Assisted Instruction program ( CAI ) for

the ibm 1440 Data Processing System is an educational

tool that permits an instructor to use the computer as

a means of disseminating instructional material to stu-

dents individually.

The CAI program resides in disk storage. A com-

puter operator or proctor, as we shall call him in this

publication, stores the program on disk only once.

Thereafter, according to his plan of operation, the com-

puter is initialized daily to prepare for the use of CAI.

The proctor must follow certain rules during the

operation of the computer and the ibm 1052 Printer-

Keyboard ( an input/output unit used to communicate

with the computer ) .To avoid errors and achieve maxi-

mum efficiency, follow these rules as they are outlined

in this publication.

For example, special control cards are required from

the proctor at various stages of preparation for the

CAI program. The formats of these cards are given.

If the format is incorrect, the computer will halt and

an error message will be printed on the printer.

The proctor, before he begins any registration pro-

cedures, will need some information from the author.

This information includes:

1. The course name and estimated number of state-

ments expected to be in the course. The course

name should not exceed eight characters. The num-
ber of statements in a course should not exceed the

number of disk sectors available for the material

on the pack.

2. The authors name and number. The author's num-
ber should be preceded by a lower case "a" and
followed by four numerals. The author's name must
not exceed 22 characters.

3. The maximum number of students to be registered

at any one time.

4. The names of the students and their individual

numbers. Each student's number should be preceded

by a lower case "s" and followed by four numeric
digits. The student's name should not exceed 22
characters.

5. The recording option for each student. The record-

ing option, which specifies which student responses

are to be recorded in disk storage, is specified when
the student is registered.

6. Instructions from the author on what is to be done

with the student responses extracted from disk stor-

age and the type of sorting to be done with those

responses.

Initial Generation

The initial generation of the CAI program requires the

proctor to clear the disk storage area to be used for

the program supplied by ibm. This disk area is located

on what is known as the Systems pack. To clear the

Systems pack, the proctor must use the disk utility

program. The utility program is not provided with the

CAI package, but can be ordered from ibm.

Four decks of object cards are supplied by ibm to

enable the proctor to prepare the computer for CAI.

The decks, as shown in Figure 7, include:

1. The Systems deck. This deck contains the control

program and the load program that places the CAI
program into disk storage.

2. The Computer Assisted Instruction functions deck.

This deck contains the various functions or sub-

routines necessary to execute various parts of CAI..

Utility Decks

Figure 7. Initializing Object Decks.
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3. The Initial Load Program deck. This deck is used

daily to initialize the CAI program.

4. Utility decks. These decks contain the programs that

load the functions on the Systems pack, list course

material and student records on the printer, and
extract and print student responses.

When fewer than 12 lines are installed on the ibm

1448 Transmission Control Unit, the proctor must pre-

pare three patch cards to adapt the CAI program to

the system configuration. Place the patch cards imme-
diately in front of the last card of the Systems deck. If

fewer than 12 lines are installed and these patch cards

are omitted, the computer will come to a 1448-process-

error halt.

The patch card formats are:

Card 1

Colunuis Contents

1 W
2 6

3 5

4

5 7

6 Word separator ( 0-5-8

)

7 A comma ( ,

)

8-13 Punch the contents of columns A and B in Figure 8

according to the number of lines in the system.

14-80 Blank

Columns 8-13 should be punched this way: If six lines are to

be used in the system, punch the contents of line 6 under A
and B in Figure 8.

Card 2

Columns Contents

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11-13

14-80

Card 3

W
7

2

7

Word separator (0-5-8)

M
U
2

9

Punch the contents of Column A in Figure 8 ac-

cording to the number of lines in the system.

Blank

Columns Contents

1 W
2 7

3 9

4

5 7

6 Word separator ( 0-5-8

)

7 M
8 U
9 2

10 9
11-13 Punch the contents of

NUMBER OF
1448 LINES

COLUMN A COLUMN B

1 H10 Hll

2 H20 H21

3 H30 H31

4 H40 H41

5 H50 H51

6 H60 H61

7 H70 H71

8 H80 H81

9 H90 H91

10 100 101

11 110 111

Figure 8. Patch Card Data.

When preparing cards 2 and 3, the same procedure

should be followed as for card 1. The main difference

is that only the contents of one column in Figure 8 are

used. For example, in card 2, the contents of line 6 in

column A are punched into the card if there are six

lines to be used. For card 3, use the contents of col-

umn B.

Clearing the Disk Packs

Two specially designed control cards are prepared and

placed behind the Clear Disk Utility program to clear

storage on the Systems pack and prepare it to receive

the CAI program. These cards must be punched as

shown here to clear the pack properly.

The formats of these cards are:

Card 1

Columns

1-15

16-20

21-35

36-40

41-55
56-80

Card 2

Columns

1-15

16-20

21-35

36-80

Contents

M00000000001900
Blank

L00002000019900
Blank

M00020000021900
Blank

Contents

L00022000099900
Blank

MOO 100001999900
Blank

Only one control card is necessary for clearing stor-

age on the course packs and recording pack. This card

is placed behind the clear-disk utility program cards.

The format for this card is:

cording to the number of lines in the system.

olumns Contents

1-13 M000000019999
14 0, 2, 4, 6 or 8, depending on which disk drive has

the pack to be cleared.

15

16-80 Blank
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Building the Systems Pack

Each disk drive on-line in the system is numbered.

There must be at least two, but as many as five may
be used. To build the Systems pack preparatory to

using the CAI program, the proctor must take these

steps:

1. Place the Systems pack on disk drive 0.

2. Set the write-disk switch, the check-stop switch, and

sense switch A on.

3. Set all other switches off.

4. Press check reset, start reset, 1448 check reset,

and 1448 start reset.

5. Place the Systems deck in the card reader.

6. Load the systems deck by pressing start on the

card reader and program load on the console.

When the computer attempts to read the last card,

press start on the reader. After the last card has been

read, remove the deck from the card reader.

Note: As a precautionary measure, remove all cards from the

card reader after they have been read and returned to their

original storage location. This prevents loss, damage, and mix-

ing with other cards that may be processed later.

While building the Systems pack, the computer may
halt normally or an error may cause it to stop. The stop

button on the console will always light up when the

computer halts, but it will give no indication or reason

for the halt. The proctor, therefore, should press the

A- and B-address register buttons to determine the

type of halt. These buttons should be pressed one at

a time.

The proctor will receive a number on the storage

address register on the console. The numbers shown
for each register can be compared to those in the chart

in Figure 9 to determine whether the system stopped

normally or because of an error.

For example, if the numbers shown when the A-ad-

dress register button is pressed is 777 and the same
number appears in the B-address register, the proctor

will know the computer came to a normal halt.

To restart the computer after an error halt, the proc-

tor should press start on the console. If the same halt

recurs, all switches should be checked to determine if

they are in the right positions as outlined in this publi-

cation.

Loading the Functions

A special deck of cards called the Load Function deck
is used to load into disk storage the functions necessary

for the CAI program. The Load Function deck is

A-ADDRESS
REGISTER

B-ADDRESS
REGISTER

WHEN HALT WILL OCCUR

222 222 When trying to write Systems Control

program on Systems pack.

333 333 While trying to clear function area on

Systems pack.

444 444 Read error when initializing the pack

record.

555 555 Write error when writing the pack record.

666 666 Write error while initializing the functions

table area on the Systems pack.

777 777 Normal Halt.

Figure 9. Error Halts while Building the Systems Pack

placed first into the card reader. Behind this deck, the

proctor should place the deck of functions.

Before starting, the proctor should press start on

the printer to prepare it for printing messages. He
should then follow these steps:

1. Press check reset, 1448 start reset, 1448 check

reset, and start reset on the console.

2. Press start on the reader.

3. Press program load on the console.

The computer will load the functions into disk stor-

age. The reader will stop when it attempts to read the

last card. Press start on the card reader, and the last

card will be read.

After the last card has been read, the computer halts

and a message prints on the printer, telling the proctor

the functions have been properly loaded on disk. While

the functions are being loaded, any errors that may
occur will be detected and written out on the printer.

This list contains the possible error messages that can

occur and are printed on the printer while loading the

functions or making changes to functions already in

storage:

function control card error

delete function entry not in function area

delete table entry not in table

function already in sector xxxxxx

add table entry already in function table

function table full

equated function not in table
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The job of building the Systems pack and loading

the functions, although not a lengthy process, is done
only once unless it must be enlarged or rebuilt.

The total time for this procedure, including the time

to clear the Systems pack, is approximately 10 to 12

minutes.

At this point, the proctor should know what is to be

done that day before anyone is allowed to do any

course work on the computer. He should know:

1. If student responses are to be dated as they arc re-

corded.

2. What recording pack or sectors on the recording

pack are to be registered.

3. If any authors are to be registered on the computer.

4. What students, if any, are to be registered on the

computer.

Daily Initialization

Each day the computer is used for CAI, the proctor

must follow a daily initialization routine to prepare

it for a new day's work. The procedure to be followed

is:

1. Place the Systems pack on disk drive 0. All course

packs and the one recording pack for student re-

sponses should be placed on other drives that are

to be used that day.

2. Set the write-disk switch, check-stop switch, and

switch A on.

3. Set all other switches off.

4. Press check beset, stakt reset, 1448 check reset,

and 1448 start reset.

5. Place the Initial Load Program deck in the card

reader. This deck will load the CAI program from

disk storage into core storage.

6. Press start on the card reader and program load

on the console.

The card reader will stop when is attempts to read

the last card. Press start on the card reader to read

the last card. Only one possible error can occur. This

halt, if it happens, will occur while the program is

being read from disk storage into core storage. If this

halt occurs, both the A- and B-address registers will

contain the number 111. The proctor should recheck

all switches to determine if they are in the correct posi-

tions. If the equipment is not the source of the halt, the

fault probably is in the Systems pack. The proctor

should rebuild his Systems pack.

Polling Line 1

When the CAI program is moved from disk storage

into core storage, the initial load program is designed

so that it will branch to the initializing routine, and

line 1 is polled or activated.

Proctor Input Operation

The proctor must use the printer-keyboard when key-

ing control data into the computer for the CAI pro-

gram.

Eleven control words are available to the proctor.

They are signals to the computer that specify the oper-

ations that administer the system. These control words

are keyed on the printer-keyboard.

The printer-keyboard and its operation are explained

in detail later in this publication (see Printer-Key-

board). Proctor error messages may be printed on the

printer-keyboard while the proctor is working at the

unit. Figure 10 contains a list of these messages and

the reasons for them.

Proctor Sign On
The proctor, before he is able to use the computer to

perform any of his duties, must sign on. The procedure

for this is:

Proctor: sign on proctor

Computer: type control word

Proctor Control Words

The proctor has a choice of 11 control words. The one

he selects depends on the job that he wants to do.

These control words are:

register author

register student

register recording

date

line

remove author

remove student
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remove recording

reassemble

halt

sign off

Four requests are available to the proctor whenever

he uses the line control word. They are: poll, control,

status, and sign off line.

Register Author

The registration of an author on the computer also

registers a course at the same time. Courses are placed

on disk drives specified by the proctor during the

author-registration routine. The computer, during this

procedure, tells the proctor how many sectors are

available for the course. The number of statements

specified for the course must not exceed the number
of sectors available.

This is an example of how the author and a course

should be registered:

Proctor register author

Computer type drive number
Proctor 2 (If this is the drive on which he wishes

to place the course.

)

Computer (number of sectors available is written

here)

Computer type course name//course sectors//stu-

dents

Proctor ( course name
) // ( sectors for course

) //
( number of students

)

Computer type number//name
Proctor axxxx// ( author's name

)

Computer registration finished

Computer type control word

Name Length

The maximum number of characters allowed for the

name of an author or a student is 22. This number
includes all characters that are sent to the computer
when a name is typed.

All letters in a name are counted as characters in

addition to those characters generated when such

printer-keyboard functions as downshift, upshift, and
space are used.

Failure to count these characters could result in a

name that exceeds the maximum number of characters

allowed (see the section titled Unseen Characters) .

Register Student

The procedure followed by the proctor to register a

student is siimlar to the one used to register an author.

The student registration routine specifies the course,

student responses to be placed in a disk storage, and
the student's name.

This is an example of how a student should be regis-

tered for a course:

Proctor register student

Computer type course name
Proctor ( type course name here

)

Computer type student number//recording option//

student name
Proctor sxxxx// ( number of recording option

) //
( student's name

)

Computer registration finished

Computer type control word

The proctor should repeat this procedure for each

student to be registered. He may do this by typing

register student as the next control word.

Recording Options

Seven available characters, numbers 1 through 7, desig-

nate what student responses the author wants recorded

in disk storage. If none of the responses is to be stored,

the proctor leaves the space in the procedure blank.

This is done by pressing the spacebar, which sends a

blank character to the computer, and then typing the

delimiter lines and proceeding to type the student's

name.

The characters in number form and the responses

they represent are:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Only correct answers

Only wrong answers

Both correct and wrong answers

Only unrecognizable answers

Both correct and unrecognizable answers

Both wrong and unrecognizable answers

All—correct, wrong, and unrecognizable

answers

blank none

Register Recording Pack

One disk pack should be reserved for student re-

sponses. The responses to be recorded are designated

during student registration by the recording option.

The recording pack should be registered if a new pack

is to be used or a new section on a pack already in

use is to be set aside for the responses.

Begistration of the recording pack is necessary un-

less the pack used the previous day is to be continued.

This pack is already registered and need not be regis-

tered again (see Remove Recording).
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Two procedures are available for registering a re-

cording pack, depending on whether it is a new pack

or a new section in an existing pack. The procedures

are:

New Pack

Proctor

Computer

Proctor

register recording

type chive number//start sector//last sec-

tor

2 (If only the disk drive number is speci-

fied, the entire pack will be reserved for

student responses)

Computer

Computer

registration recording finished

type control word

New Pack Section

Proctor

Computer
register recording

type drive number//start sector//last sec

Proctor 2//1346//2347 (if these are the sector

limits desired)

Computer

Computer

registration recording finished

type control word

Note: The sector limits should be used with caution to prevent

the destruction of information stored on the disk pack in the

sector specified.

The first example polls all units at once. The second

example polls only one line.

Example ]

Proctor line

Computer

Proctor

Computer

Proctor

type request

poll

type line number
all

Computer

Computer
poll finished

type control word

Example 2
•

Proctor line

Computer

Proctor

Computer

Proctor

type request

poll

type line number
3

Computer

Computer
poll finished

type control word

When the computer asks the proctor to type control

word at the end of example 2, he should type line if he

wants to continue activating fines. He should repeat

this procedure until all lines that he wants polled are

put into service for that day.

Date Student Responses

A date routine permits the CAI program to place the

current date on each of the student responses. This

provides the author with a record of how the student

may have answered a question on a particular day.

This is the procedure for entering the date into the

computer:

Proctor date

Computer type

Computer month//day//year

Proctor 11//25//65

Computer date finished

Computer type control word

Line

Four kinds of requests are available to the proctor

whenever he uses the line control word. They are:

poll, control, status, and sign off line.

Poll

The proctor may poll all lines at once or he may acti-

vate them one at a time, and as many as he wants,

by repeating the polling routine. Here are two ex-

amples of how the proctor polls the other fines.

Control

The control request is used to deactivate all fines or

one fine at a time. The fine of the proctor can not be

deactivated at any time. For the deactivated line to be

used again, the proctor must poll it.

This is an example of how all lines are deactivated

when the control request is used:

Proctor

Computer

Proctor

Computer

Proctor

Computer

Computer

line

type request

control

type line number
all

control finished

type control word

This is an example of how the control request is used

to deactivate one line:

Proctor

Computer

Proctor

Computer

Proctor

Computer

Computer

line

type request

control

type line number
2

control finished

type control word

Note: If your system is equipped with the Text Time-Out Sup-
pression optional feature, the control request should not be used.
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Status

The status request is used when the proctor wants to

know what activity is taking place at an other printer-

keyboard. The status information includes the author

or student record and the line constants at the point

in the course where the author or student is at the

time the request is made. This information prints on

the proctor's printer-keyboard.

For example, if an author or student is encountering

some kind of difficulty with the course, the proctor,

with this request, may determine (from a print-out of

the record and constants ) the origin of the problem.

This is an example of the procedure for the status

request:

Proctor line

Computer type request

Proctor status

Computer type line number

Proctor 2

Computer ( constants and record are printed here

)

Computer status finished

Computer type control word

Sign Off Line

The sign off line request is used by the proctor to sign

off a printer-keyboard left on by a student or author.

The proctor may sign off a unit from another unit. This

is an example of how he can use the sign off line re-

quest:

Proctor line

Computer type request

Proctor sign off line

Computer type line number
Proctor 2

Computer sign off line finished

Computer type control word

Note: This procedure does not deactivate the line.

Proctor Sign On
When the proctor is finished with the initializing rou-

tines, he should sign off the computer. The computer

will acknowledge his request with "you have been

signed off." The computer is now ready for use by
both authors and students.

Remove Author

The procedure for removing an author and course from

the computer is one and the same. Whenever an author

or course is removed from disk storage, this example

of the routine should be followed:

Proctor remove author

Computer type course name
Proctor algebra

Computer type author number
Proctor cxxxx

Computer author remove finished

Computer type control word

Remove Student

At the end of the course or if the student drops out of

a course, his records should be removed from the disk

files. This is an example of how a student should be

removed from the course:

Proctor

Computer

Proctor

Computer

Proctor

Computer

Computer

Halt

remove student

type course name
algebra

type student number

sxxxx

student remove finished

type control word

The proctor may use the halt control word whenever

he wants to stop all printer-keyboards temporarily.

When the proctor uses this control word, all lines cease

to function at the next end-of-block condition. No one

is signed off the computer. To restart all units, the

proctor need only press start on the console. This is

an example of the halt procedure:

Proctor halt

Computer type control word

Note: The stop button on the console should never be used to

halt the computer or printer-keyboard while they are in use.

Remove Recording

At the end of each day, the proctor should update

the disk addresses of the student responses. This is an

important routine. It provides for continuous recording

of sequenced addresses.

If the response recording pack is not updated, the

responses recorded the following day will begin at the

same address as the previous day, destroying those

earlier responses as new responses are being written

over them. Also, if the disk addresses are not updated,

the extract and print utility program will be unable

to retrieve that day's responses because the computer

will not know where they are.

This is the procedure for removing the response

recording by updating the disk addresses:
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Proctor remove recording

Computer remove recording finished

Computer type control word

Reassemble

Reassembling a course allows a proctor to increase or

decrease the disk space assigned to this course, to

change the number of students assigned to this course,

and to eliminate deleted instructions from this course.

If necessary, the course to be reassembled can be

moved to another disk pack. The space occupied by

this course on the original pack cannot be reused

unless all other courses on the same disk pack also

are moved to the new disk pack. The original disk

pack then becomes a scratch pack capable of being

reused after it has been cleared ( see Clearing the Disk

Packs). Note: only one course at any one time may
be reassembled.

The steps to be followed for reassembling are:

1. Register author on new disk pack (see Register

Author).

2. Reassemble the course.

In step 1, always use the same course name and author

number that were used in the original course registra-

tion.

This is an example of how the proctor makes a re-

quest for a reassembly:

Proctor

Computer

reassemble

type course name//author number//typing

option

Proctor (course name) //axxxx//type (if a print-

out of the course is desired during re-

assembly
)

Computer (print-out of course, if requested, is done

at this time)

While the computer is transferring the student

records from the old disk pack to the new one, an

abstract of each record is printed on the printer-key-

board. This is an example of an abstract:

The flag field has the following meanings:

Blank No rrror.

1 The statement label has been deleted.

s The statement sequence number no longer exists,

q The statement is not an rd or qu.

If the statement field is blank for any record, that

student has not yet begun to work on the course. If a

flag appears for any record, that student is reset to the

beginning of the new course.. The author, by instruct-

ing the student to use the go to control word, can reset

the student properly.

At the end of a successful reassembly, the computer

types: "reassembly successfully completed." The origi-

nal course is now unavailable for use by the author or

student. The availability of the reassembled course or

any part of this course is contingent upon a successful

reassembly. If a reassembly is unsuccessful, steps 1 and

2 above for a reassembly must be repeated.

Flag Course Statement

( Error ( Course ( Label-sequence

indicator) name) number of current

qu position

)

Number Name
( Student ( Student

number) name)

Initial Program Loading

When the Initial Load Program deck is used to load

the program into the system, an error halt could occur.

Both the A- and B-address registers will show the

number II J. The proctor should press start on the

reader to continue processing the deck.

If, however, the system will not restart, the problem

is that the program cannot be read from disk storage.

The proctor should check all switches to make sure

they are in the positions outlined in this publication.
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MESSAGE REASON

drive number error Drive number wrong. Drive not

on line

.

control word error Invalid control word used. (See

Proctor Control Word).

format error Preceding requests for computer

presented in wrong format.

pack ful 1 Five courses already on pack or

capacity of pack reached with

lesser number of courses.

course name error Invalid name specified, course

not registered, disk pack with

course not on line or lack of a

second course record during re-

assembly.

student area ful 1 Class capacity reached.

recording option error See Recording Options.

pack in use Drive requested for response re-

cordings already in use.

author number error Invalid author number typed or

author not registered.

remove control word error One of three types of remove com-
mand words not given . Should be

remove author, remove student or ).

remove recording

.

student number error Wrong student number used or stu-

dent not registered.

remove recording error Recording pack not on system.

date format error Incorrect format for date routine.

request error Invalid requests. Valid requests

are poll, control, status and sign

off line.

control rejected Requests for line asked to be con-

trolled could not be fulfilled.

number error Invalid line number typed.

sign off line rejected Activity on line prevents lines from

being signed off.

insufficient course space The new course record does not

specify sufficient disk space for a

reassembly.

insufficient student space The new course record does not

specify sufficient student record

space for reassembly.

other assembly occurring Only one reassembly is allowed at

any one time

.

Figure 10. Proctor Error Messages on Printer-Keyboard.
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CAI Utility Programs

The utility programs used in the CAI programs are

provided by ibm to the user. The utility deck contains

three programs: Load Functions, List Course ami Stu-

dent Records, and Extract and Print Student Response

Records.

The control cards, which are punched by the proc-

tor according to the format outlined here, should be

placed behind the utility program deck. The proctor

should then:

1. Place the course pack on the disk drive he desig-

nates in his control card.

2. Set the write-disk switch, the check-stop switch, and

switch A on.

3. Set all other switches off.

4. Press check reset, start reset, 1448 check reset,

and 1448 start reset.

5. Place the utility deck in the card reader.

6. Load the utility deck by pressing start on the card

reader and program load on the console.

7. When the system attempts to read the last card,

press start on the card reader and the last card

will be read.

This procedure for readying the computer should be

followed each time one of the utility programs is to

be used.

Load Functions

Once the functions have been stored on disk, special

control cards can be used to make changes or addi-

tions. They include:

• Add additional functions.

• Equate new functions with another already in stor-

age.

• Delete an entry from the functions table.

• Delete a function from storage.

An end-functions control card also is used to tell the

computer the job of making changes to the functions

has been completed. Five types of function changes

may be made. Each requires a control card. All con-

trol cards must be placed behind the Load Function

Program deck that is used to load them. The add-func-

tion control card must precede the function that is

being inserted.

Add Function

This control card is required whenever a new function

is to be added in the function area. The name of the

function is automatically placed in the function table.

The format of the add-function control card is:

Columns Contents

1-3 Add
4 Blank

5-12 Function

13-20 Blank

21-30 Name of function to be added

31-80 Blank

Equate Function

This function is required when a new name is given

to a function or a part of that function. If the new
name is equated to the whole function, the relative

address is 000, which must be entered in columns 41-43

of the following control card. If the new name is

equated only to a part of the function, the relative

address is the beginning of that part.

The format for the equate-function control card is:

Columns Contents

1-6 Equate

7-20 Blank

21-30 Name of the new function

31-40 Name of function already in the system

41-43 Relative address of function in the table to be

equated with new function

44-80 Blank

Delete Table

Whenever a function entry is to be deleted from the

function table, a control card designating the entry

to be eliminated is inserted behind the functions load

program. The format for the delete table control card

is:

Columns Contents

1-6 Delete

7 Blank

8-12 Table

13-20 Blank

21-30 Function entry to be deleted

31-80 Blank
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Delete Function

This function is required whenever a function is to be

deleted from the function area in the system. The func-

tion automatically is removed from the system and the

function table. The delete function control card format

is:

Columns Contents

1-6 Delete

7 Blank

8-15 Function

16-20 Blank

21-30 Name of funtion to be deleted

31-80 Blank

End Functions

This control card indicates that the job of making

changes to the function area and table is finished. The
format for the end functions control card is:

Columns Contents

1-3 End
4 Blank

5-13 Functions

14-80 Blank

Error Detection

Whenever the system detects an error in the control

card and finds that a function designated by that con-

trol card cannot be executed, an error message prints

on the printer. An error in the control card will halt

the system.

The error messages are preceded by the contents of

the control card containing the error. This is a list

of the messages printed when an error is detected:

delete function entry not in function area.

delete table entry not in table.

function already in sector xxxxxx.

add table entry already in function table.

function table full.

equated function not in table.

The final message to be printed on the printer is

"function load program finished."

When an error is detected in the control card, the

proctor should follow these four steps to correct the

mistake:

1. Press the non-process run-out key on the card

reader to retrieve the error card.

2. Correct the error in the error card.

3. Replace the corrected card in its proper position

with the rest of the cards in the reader.

List Course and Student Records

This program permits the proctor to print all of a par-

ticular course, parts of that course, or all student

records for the course. For each print-out, the proctor

must prepare a control card that must be placed be-

hind the utility deck in the card reader. The control

card should be punched as follows:

Columns Contents

1-8 Course name
9-10 Blank

11 "S" or "C" to denote whether the listing is to be
Student records or a Course.

12 Disk drive number where the course or student

records are located.

13-20 Blank

21-30 First label (where listing of a course is to start).

31-33 First sequence number
34-40 Blank

41-50 Second label (where listing of course is to end).

51-53 Second sequence number
54-80 Blank

Assumptions if columns are left blank:

Columns Assumption

1-8 Error

11 "C" — Course

12 Drive

21-30 Start of course

31-33 000

41-50 End of course

51-53 000

A course can be printed in whole or in part, depend-

ing on the information contained in the control card.

If the whole course is to be printed, the proctor may
punch only those columns from 1-12 as directed in the

control card format. Otherwise, he must punch the

entire card, as outlined, to receive a printed output

that consist only of part of a course. The labels and

sequence numbers designate the starting and stopping

points for course print-outs.

Student records are printed in their entirety and

cannot be selected individually. When only student

records are wanted from disk storage, only columns

1-12 should be punched. The rest of the control card

must be left blank.

Each time a listing is printed, it is preceded by a

heading. There are two types of headings. One is for

student records and looks like this:

course (name) student records

The second heading is for courses. It lists the course

and the limits of the course. This heading looks like

this:

4. Press start on the console to resume processing. course (name) print (label-seq. no.)//(label-seq. no.)
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When requesting a listing of a course or student

record, errors detected by the computer are printed

on the printer (Figure 11).

Also printed is a message telling the proctor that

the course or record print-out has been completed.
After each error message is printed, the computer
halts. Pressing start on the console will restart the

computer for the reading of the next control card.

The proctor, however, may correct the error first by
pressing the non-process run-out button on the card

reader to reach the control card containing the error.

The card can be corrected, replaced in the reader in

the same position from which it was taken, and proc-

essing continues.

Extract and Print Recordings

Only the student responses designated by the record-

ing option (1-7) are recorded. These recorded re-

sponses can be printed directly on the printer accord-

ing to one of the designated selection options specified

on a control card.

Responses also may be extracted (by selection op-

tion) and moved first to a "scratch" disk pack on
another disk drive. This is an intermediate step in ob-

taining a specific set of responses, excluding all others.

Consider this example: Suppose all responses for

many students are recorded and we now want to print

only the responses to ca's (correct answers) from one
of the students. It will be necessary to make two passes

with this utility program. The first extracts all re-

sponses from the selected student and places them on
a "scratch" pack. Let us use disk drive 2.

The second pass prints only the student's ca re-

sponses from the scratch pack. The control cards for

these two passes should be punched like this:

MESSAGE ON 1443 PRINTER REASON

pock not registered Disk pack on drive is not registered.

course name error Course name in control card is not

on disk pack you specified.

end of course printout Requests in control card completed.

sequence number error Numbers in columns 31-33 or 51-53

are incorrect

.

label error Label specified in columns 21-30 or

41-50 is incorrect.

student record print finished Job specified in control card has

been completed.

Control Curd I

Columns

1

2

Entry

S

/:

4

11-15

(drive number of recording pack
|

( student Dumber 1

Control Card 2

Columns

1

3

4

11-12

Entry

O ( letter O, not zero

)

P

2

ca

It is permissible to extract and print responses in

the same pass. The intermediate step used only the

extract option in the above example to avoid printing

the ca responses from the other students.

The general format of the control card is:

Columns

1

6-10

11-23

24-80

Contents

Selection option: C if by Course name, S if by
Student number, O if by Operation code, L if by
qu identification, R if by Response identification.

E if the material is to be Extracted.

P if the material is to be Printed.

Drive number where material is located. (Drive

O is assumed if this column is left blank.)

Alternate drive of disk pack to be used for ex-

tracted material. (Drive 2 is assumed if this

column is left blank.)

Blank

Punch course name in columns ] 1-23, or student

number in columns 11-15, or operation code in

columns 11-12.

For L and R codes, punch label in columns

11-20 and sequence number in columns 21-23.

Blank

Figure 11. Messages for List Course and Student Record.

See the ibm Systems Reference Library publication

IBM 1401, 1440, or 1460 Operating System, Computer
Assisted Instruction, Form C24-3253, for a detailed ex-

planation of the selection options.

Figure 12 contains the Extract and Print Recording

error messages that are printed on the printer before

the computer halts.

Extract and Print Headings

During the extract and print routine, one of several

different types of headings is printed out on the printer,

depending on the control card entry for the current

job.

The responses may be extracted, printed, or ex-

tracted and printed. The way the material is extracted

and printed is defined in the control card. For example,

suppose the author wants all responses for a course

extracted from disk storage and printed. The heading

would look like this:
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extract and print course (name of course)

If only extracting is done, only the word extract and

the course designation is printed to tell the proctor

what type of work is being performed. If the responses

are being printed directly from storage, the word

print and the type of responses to be retrieved from

the disk file are printed followed by a print-out of the

material.

MESSAGE REASON

error in column 2 or 3.

must be an E or P

E is for extract and P is for print.

This column drfines whether extract

or printing or both jobs are to be

performed

.

column 1 invalid, must be

C, S, O, L or R

See table on control card information

for extract and print routine.

course name error Course name starting in column 11

of the control card is wrong.

disk pack not registered

for recordings
Wrong disk pack on line.

start / end or current disk

address error

Pack record Is in error.

Figure 12. Extract and Print Recording Error Messages.
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IBM 1052 Printer-Keyboard

General Keyboard Description

The printer-keyboard is an input/output unit (Figure

13). The paper remains stationary during the printing

of eaeh line. A single printing element, shaped like

a ball, contains the entire set of characters that the

printer-keybroad is capable of printing.

Keyboard Standard Features

Key Arrangement

Figure 14 shows the basic arrangement of the four-

bank keyboard. The keys on the keyboard include

character and function keys. The shift keys and the

shift lock generate the up-shift code when pressed.

When the shift keys are released, the down-shift code

is generated.

Keyboard Function Keys

The keyboard function keys available are:

• Space

• Backspace

• Line Feed

• Tab

• Alternate coding

• Return (carrier return and line feed)

• Shift (and shift lock)

Figure 13. ibm 1052 Printer-Keyboard.

The alternate-coding key (altn coding) allows dual

keying from the numeric row of keys, altn coding

does not generate a code character. Instead, pressing

and holding altn coding while pressing one of the

dual-coded numeric keys in the top row generates the

output code for the control function noted above the

numeric key selected.

For example, if altn coding and the 5-key are

pressed at the same time, the operator generates an

end-of-block (EOB) code. If altn coding and the

zero key are pressed, the operator generates a cancel

code. These are the only two codes the operator using

HOME
RESET

READER
START
HOME

PUNCH
DELETE

PUNCH
FEED

ALTN
CODING

READER
SKIP

CORRECT

LINE

RESET

READER
START
LINE

BYPASS RESTORE EOA EOB EOT PREFIX CANCEL STOP

Figure 14. ibm 1052 Keyboard.

BACK
SPACE

LINE

FEED

TAB II Q II W Y II U III OP
DATA
CHECK
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the printer-keyboard for the CAI program needs. Al-

though other control functions are available, they are

not necessary.

Note: To avoid errors while using the alternate-coding key, the

operator should press and hold altn coding before one of the

dual-coded numeric keys is pressed. If one of the numeric keys

is pressed first, that number, instead of the desired code, will

be entered into the computer.

Other numeric keys may be pressed accidentally

with altn coding while the operator is attempting to

key an EOB. Pressing the 6-key with altn coding, for

example, signals an end-of-transmission (EOT), caus-

ing the keyboard to lock up and taking control of the

printer-keyboard away from the operator.

Control, however, is returned shortly. The operator

receives the green light to proceed when this happens.

He should immediately press altn coding and the

zero key to cancel the message containing the EOT,
and then key the EOB. The material should be retyped

with the proper EOB code.

If any of the numeric keys interlocked with altn

coding is pressed accidentally, the operator should

immediately key a cancel code followed by an EOB.
He does not lose control of the printer-keyboard with

any of the other keys.

Character Cautions

Some of the keys on the keyboard, like those on the

typewriter, are similar when typed. Two of the out-

standing examples are the letter "O" and the numeral

"zero", and the lower-case letter "1" and the numeral

one.

Because they look alike, the operator should be

careful when typing these characters to avoid using

one for the other. When the wrong character is typed,

even though they look alike on the paper in the

printer-keyboard, it is considered a wrong answer by
the computer. The computer recognizes these charac-

ters for what they are.

Unseen Characters

Some of the keys on the printer-keyboard do not leave

any mark on your paper when they are pressed. How-
ever, they do send characters to the computer that

are counted in the 150-character limit per block of

print.

The six keys that do not leave any marks on your

paper are: space, line feed, backspace, tab, retubn,

and shift. If you are counting characters, then each

of these keys should be counted as a character.

Let us take for example the name George Washing-

ton. As the name is written, it contains sixteen charac-

ters. Let us type it on the printer-keyboard:

JGfeorgeb], Washington

i — downshift
(
press shift key

)

\ — upshift ( release shift key

)

b = blank (or space)

When the name George Washington is transmitted to

the computer, 21 characters are involved because of

the downshift, upshift, and space functions that were

used.

If the name George Washington were entered into

the computer and two spaces were inserted between

the first and last name, and the typist backspaced to

eliminate the extra space, two extra characters were

transmitted.

The name would be correctly printed on your paper

with only one space between George and Washington.

But, the name would look like this when sent to the

computer:

J,Gfeorgebb<-J,Wfashington

<r~ = backspace

The actual transmission to the computer would total

23 characters. If George Washington were an author

or a student, his name would exceed the maximum
number of 22 characters allowed for his name.

Note: If the allowable 22 characters are exceeded, CAI accepts

only the last 22 characters keyed on the printer-keyboard.

Input to the Computer

Every input to the computer must end with an end-

of-block (EOB) signal. The EOB, in effect, tells the

computer that the entry is complete and can now be

processed.

To enter an EOB, hold down the alternate coding

key (altn coding) first and then strike the 5-key. (This

is similar to holding down the shift key while typing

a capital letter. ) When properly done, the EOB signal

is sent to the computer, and nothing is printed.

The EOB is the last character sent to the computer

from the printer-keyboard for a block of input. This
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means that if a line contains an error, that error can-

not be cancelled by using the cancel code after an

EOB has been keyed.

Error Cancellation

If the operator makes an error in typing, the mistake

can be discarded immediately after it occurs by gener-

ating a cancel code. The cancel code tells the computer

not to process this line of type.

This must be done before an EOB is keyed. Once

an EOB is keyed for a line of type, it cannot be can-

celled.

The cancel code is generated by holding down
altn coding first and then striking the zero key. The
operator should then key an EOB. The computer will

then ask the operator to "please repeat" his entry. The
correct line should then be retyped.

Key Interlock

All keys except the following are mechanically inter-

locked to prevent pressing of more than one key at

a time:

• ALTN CODING.

Return and line-feed keys, with each other only.

Shift keys are locked together.

Shift Keys

Pressing either shift key generates the upper-case code.

This key, when released, generates the lower-case code.

For example, pressing the shift and "G" keys gives

the operator a capital "G." Pressing the "G" key alone

gives the operator a lower-case "g." Pressing the shift

and "8" keys produces an asterisk (
*

) . Pressing the "8"

key alone gives the numeral "8."

Pressing the lock key causes the same effect as the

shift key except that the shift keys remain locked.

Pressing either shift key unlocks the shift keys and

generates the lower-case code.

Operation of Printer-Keyboard

Before tin- operator begins to use the printer-keyboard,

he should be sure the main-line power switch on the

side of his unit is turned on (see Figure 13). The next

step is to check all switches on the front panel to deter-

mine if they are in their proper positions.

Figure 15 contains a list of all possible switches.

Those followed by an asterisk are the most common
minimal set. There may be fewer switches on your

set, depending upon the model and features attached

to your system. It is important that the switches be

positioned according to this list.

Note: All switches should be set by the proctor or author. The
switch settings should not be touched while the printer-key-

board is in use. An error in transmission could result or the stu-

dent at the unit could be signed off the system.

Margin Setting

The left and right margin set levers are inside the

printer-keyboard. They provide for positioning the left

and right margin stops. These stops can be changed

by:

1. Turn the main-line switch on (see Figure 13).

2. Move the print-element carrier to the center of the

line by pressing either the spacebar or the tab key.

3. Turn the main-line switch off.

4. Lift the top cover and tilt the hinged switch panel

toward the front of the printer-keyboard.

5. Press the blue margin indicator toward the rear of

the printer-keyboard, and slide it to the new loca-

tion.

The exact position of the margins is always shown at

the front of the unit by the two blue indicators on

the visible margin guide (see Figure 16). The white

indicator shows the position of the print-element car-

rier.

Tab Setting

Tabs, if required for a particular course segment, may
be set with the clr/set lever located to the left of the

margin guide. Tabs may be set by:

1. Positioning the white print-element carrier indicator

on the margin guide at the point the tab is to be set.

2. Pressing the clr/set lever downward and then re-

leasing it.

3. Bepeating steps 1 and 2 for other tabs that may
have to be set.
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PUNCH 2 STOP CODE TEST SINGLE CY RDR STOP
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SWITCH NAME

FRONT PANEL SWITCHES

POSITION

System*

Master

Printer 1*

Printer 2

Keyboard*

Reader I

Reader 2

Punch 1

Punch 2

Stop Code

Auto Fill

Punch

System

EOB

System*

Test*

Single Cy

RDR Stop

ATTEND (up)

OFF (down)

SEND/REC (middle)

HOME (down)

SEND (up)

OFF

OFF

OFF

OFF

OFF

OFF

NORMAL

PROGRAM

MANUAL (up)

(up)

OFF (down)

OFF

OFF

* The minimal set of switches required for CAI ,

Figure 15. Front Panel Switches on the 1052 Printer-Keyboard.

Clearing Tabs

The procedure for clearing tabs is similar to the

method for setting theim. Tabs may be cleared by:

1. Positioning the white print-element carrier indicator

on the margin guide at the location of the tab.

2. Pressing the clr/set lever upward and then releas-

ing it.

3. Repeating steps 1 and 2 for other tabs that may
have to be cleared from the printer-keyboard.

Operating Cautions

The operator at the printer-keyboard is notified by

the computer whenever an error occurs. Corrective

action for these errors is described in the following

paragraphs. ( See Figure 14 for locations.

)

Proceed Light

Typing on the printer-keyboard can be done only

when the green proceed light is on at the unit. If the

light is off, wait until it comes on again before con-

tinuing. Some systems may have the Text Time-Out

Suppression optional feature to permit continuous

operation.
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Figure 16. Margin Guide and Tab Lever.

If, while the operator is typing, the green proceed

light goes out because of too long a pause between

characters, the operator should wait until the light

comes on again, key a cancel code followed by an

EOB, and then retype the line of text.

Receive Alarm

If the receive-alarm light (next to the proceed light)

blinks, the unit probably is out of paper or the paper

is not holding down the white roller, which closes the

paper control contact. This condition can be corrected

by the proctor.

Data Check and Resend Lights

If the data check light or the resend light comes on

and remains on, press the associated key next to it.

Transmission Error

If the printer-keyboard types a dash and the resend

light comes on after a line of data has been typed,

this means the message was not received correctly by

the program. It must be retyped. Press the resend

button before retyping the line.

System Error Messages

These error messages print on the printer-keyboard.

Figure 17 lists the systems error messages and the

reasons for them.

MESSAGES ON
PRINTER-KEYBOARD

REASON

please repeat Cancel key depressed.

message too long Statement limit of 150 characters

exceeded.

1311 error Error in 1311. Recheck al 1 switches.

type sign on Error in sign on procedure.

function error Error in course or systems pack,

depending on what you ore doing

at time message is printed.

Figure 17. System Error Messages.
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Glossary

Alternate Coding Key: The key used with one of the

numeric keys on the top row of the printer-keyboard

to generate a special code such as the end-of-block

(EOB) or cancel codes.

Author: One who writes a course for Computer-As-

sisted Instruction and has complete control over the

course content.

Block of Print: The material keyed on the printer-key-

board, starting with the operation code, up to and

including the end-of-block code.

Cancel Code: The code or signal generated to cancel

input on the printer-keyboard before an end-of-block

code is keyed.

Card Reader: An input unit that senses and translates

the holes in punched cards.

Character: A code sent to the computer when a key

on the printer-keyboard is pressed. Only the alter-

nate coding key when pressed alone does not send

a character to the computer.

Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI): A method of

allowing an author to use an ibm computer system

as a means of writing and presenting instructional

material to a number of students individually.

Console: A panel that contains lights, keys, switches,

and related circuits for a computer system.

Control Card: A card containing information for the

CAI utility programs.

Control Words: Used by the author, proctor, and stu-

dent to alert the computer to specific actions they

wish to perform.

Counters: A three-position storage location used in

conjunction with the br and ad operation codes.

Course Material: The actual contents of a course pre-

pared by the author and presented to the student.

Course material also may be called text, arguments,

or statements.

Course Pack: The disk pack reserved for course ma-

terial.

Coursewriter: The language used by an author to

write caurse material for the CAI operating system.

Coursewriter Instruction Sheet: The coding sheet on

which an instructor writes his course material with

the corresponding labels and operation codes before

typing the material on the printer-keyboard.

Disk Sector: A section of a disk pack containing 100

characters. One disk pack contains 20,000 sectors.

End-of-Block (EOB): A signal to the computer that,

in effect, tells it a block of print is complete and

can now be processed.

Label: Used to identify course statements. It is used

as an entry point into a course or a segment of a

course.

Line Constants: Items of internal information used by

the program to identify the current line activity.

Label Sequence Number: A label and its associated

sequence number. They are separated by a dash.

Operation Code: Defines the action to be taken for

each course statement. Operation codes consist of

two characters. CAI has 12 operation codes.

Patch Card: Used to adapt the CAI program to a com-

puter system.

Printing on the Fly: Printing that occurs while the

printer-keyboard carrier is returning from the right

to the left margin.

Proctor: One who operates the computer system for

CAI.

Printer: An output unit used for printing material as-

sociated with the utility programs.

Printer-Keyboard: An input/output unit used by the

author, proctor, and students to communicate with

the computer.

Recording Pack: The pack reserved for storing desig-

nated student responses.

Recording Option: An option designated by a number

and used to tell the CAI program what student re-

sponses are to be saved and stored on disk for future

reference.

Systems Pack: The disk pack on which the CAI pro-

gram is stored.

Sequence Number: The number that identifies a block

of print between labels.
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Sign On and Sign Off: The words keyed on the printer-

keyboard by the author, proctor, and student to tell

the computer they wish to begin or end work with

the CAI program.

Statement: See Course Material.

Text Time-Out Special Feature: An optional feature

that permits continuous operation of the printer-

keyboard.

Text: See Course Material.
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READER'S SURVEY FORM

IBM 1440-1448 Operating System, Computer Assisted Instruction

Author and Proctor Manual (C24-3384-0)

• Is the material: Yes No

Easy to read? D
Well organized? D
Fully covered?

Clearly explained? D
Well illustrated?

• How did you use th is publication?

As an introduction to the subject

For additional knowledge of the subject

Studying machine operation

During an actual <service call

• Which of the following terms best describes your job?

Customer Personnel IBM Personnel

Manager Customer Engineer Field Stock Personnel

Systems Analyst Instructor Manufacturing Engineering

Operator Sales Representative Manufacturing

Programmer Systems Engineer Development Engineering D
Trainee Trainee Other

Othpr

How often do you use this publication?

Often Occasionally D Seldom

• Comments:

Your comments help us produce better publications. Please include specific page references

if appropriate. You may include your name and address if you wish.

Space is available on the other side of this page for additional comments.

Thank you for your cooperation.
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